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Preface 
The Forschungszentrum Rossendorf (FZR) on the outskirts of Dresden is the largest rese- 
arch Center in the Wissenschaftsgemeinschaft Gottfried Wjlhelm Leibniz (W7GL), one o f  
several national organizations in Charge of extra-university scientific research and develop- 
ment. Among the five institutes of the FZR the Institute o f  Nuclear and Hadron Physics 
(IKH) is one which is rather strongly devoted to  fundamental research in subatomic sy- 
stems, but it also investigates and exploits the possibilities for the transfer of experimental 
and theoretical techniques and methods from nuclear physics to other sciences and to non- 
nuclear technology. 
This Annual Report 1997 of  the IKH presents last years achievements in the four main 
domains of activity of the institute. In each of them i t  combines reports about theoretical, 
experimental and technical developments - in accordance to  the institutes aim to connect 
the physics experiments in each of the adressed fields to related theoretical and technical 
expertise. 
The first chapter of this report is devoted to the projected Radiation Source ELBE, which 
is the most remarkable example of the transfer of technology mentioned above. Centered 
around a superconducting accelerator, wAich will produce up to 40 MeV electron beams 
of 1 m A  at 100% duty cycle, this new facility will deliver secondary beams of  different 
kind: 
- High-brilliance infrared radiation in the wavelength range 5 pm - 150 Pm coming 
from two different free-electron-laser (FEL) undulators. 
- X-radiation in the keV range produced from electrons channelled through a single 
crystsl or by Compton-sca ttering laser light. 
- Izltensive bremsstrahlung to investigate resonance Buorescence in nuclei up to high 
excitation - with the potential ofpolarization studies. 
- The high energy pho~tons can again be used to produce neutrons in tlie 0.1 - 10 MeV 
range as well as high intensity positron beams. 
Haclron Phyvsics at tlie FZR - as described in the second chapter - is dealing with 
hadronic interactions as such and also within the hadronic medium formed in collisions 
b etween nuclei. Experimerits were performed a t the GOSY pro ton cooler synchrotrun 
at the Forschungszentrum Jülich (KFA) and at the hcavy ion synclirotron SI$ at GSI 
Darrx~stadt. Theoreticd situdies performed at the IKH rcfer to these experiments arid to 
data obf ained at higher energy accelerators. 
The thircl chap ter combines experimental and theoretical research in ,Vuclear Physics. 
Hme collective excitations ofnuclej as weil as their interplay to single nucleon degrees of  
freedom play an important role. Most of the work reported deals with electromagnetic 
pmcesses in nuclei, blz t otlier skldies of nucleax cdlision dynamics have been perfsrmeci 
as well. Attention is also given to the simijaritLv betwcen nuclei and molecular clusters as 
mr!soscopic systems composed of Fermions. 
Last but not least tliis Annual Report contains a chapter 011 Bictmedical Research 
performed using nuclear technologS: The mairi contribution of  the lils6itu te to this 8dd 
comes from Positron Emission Tomograpiy (PET) and the outstandin 
h r e  is tlie successfi~l operation o f  a PET Scanner siniultaneous ts Che turnour trc3lttrneat 
with heavy ion hmms when the first patients were treated ut GSI in Decerribrr- 
On the long term biomedical research will also be ~erformed with the beams coming 
from ELBE. In a two-days workshop held in December 1997 the use of  intensive infrared 
light with freely adjustable wavelengtli - as the ELBE-FEL-facility will deliver - as 
discussed with possible future Users from outside of  the FZR. Here projects from tho 
areas of  medicine, biochemistryj biophysics and physical chemistry have played the main 
role during one of  the days, whereas the applications in condensed matter physics and 
materials research were the theme of  the other. 
The scientific activities of  the institute have benefitted from generous support from 
various insti tu  tions. First of all, we gratefully acknowledge the close and fruitful collabo- 
ration with the colleagues from the Technical University (TU) Dresden and many other 
scientific institutions in Germany and abroad; such contacts are of vital importance 
for our ins titu te. Specific projects were financially supported by tlie Federal lbfinistry 
for Education, Science, Research and Technology (BMBF), the German Research 
Community (DFG), the Saxon State ~Ministry for Science and Art (SMWK), KFA Jiilich 
and GSI Darmstadt. ISk express our gratitude to all these as well as to  the Execu tive 
Board of the Forschungszentrum Rossendorf for its essential support of thc ELBE project. 
The Radiation Source ELBE 
During the year I997intensive design work was performed in preparation for the research 
to be tackled with the new Radiation Source ELBE after its installation at the FZR 
in the end of 1999. Project leader is Dr. F. Gabriel and his department (Experimental 
Facilities & Information Technology) is planning and setting up the accelerator, the 
equipment associated to it including the building and also a fi-ee-electron-laser (FEL) 
for the far infrared (IR) beyond 25 Pm; support is coming from other Departments o f  
the FZR (New Accelerators, Technical Infrastructure) and from outside (TU Dresden, 
Refrigeration and Cryo-Engineering; Stanford University, HEPL ; DESY and others). A 
schematic plan o f  ELBE is shown below; the construction work will start in May 1998 on 
the basis of this plan. 
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reduce diffraction losses. Experiments as the FEL annealing of  SiC (M. IVenzel et al.) 
will certainly profit from the higher radiation intensity of ELBE - gossible due to  the 
superconducting accelerator structures - as compared to FELIX, where these first studies 
wert4 performed. 
ELBE will be a source not only for IR-FEL-radiation but also for X-rays, which can be 
produced from channeling in a single cqstal; besides "ordinary" channeling radiation 
(cf Annual Report 1996) more sophisticated processes may become important (G. 
Nething et al .). Compton backscattering when used for X-ray generation requires a 
very good electron-beam quality to  assure sufficient intensity (H. MT. Barz e t al.); this 
process shc~uld produce very lonr background and it should preserve the polariza tion 
of  the input radiation. As ELBE will also be a strong source for positrons (cf, Annual 
Report 1996) and neutrons (K. Seidel et al.) a large varicty of  research in a number 
of  fields will hecome possible; a special advantage here is that in the same laboratory 
different radiation is available simultaneousl~y - eventually even correlatecl in time properly. 
Measurement of the Bunchlengths and the Average Current at the 
Gun-Testfacility 
A new cw thermionic RF gun for the ELBE - project[l] has been built and successfully tested 
in a special test-facility. After excellent results for the emittance and the energy distribution 
[2] we have been measured the bunchlenghts by means of a combination of dipolmagnet 
and kicker-cavity. In agreement with the corresponding calculations [3] we have obtained a 
bunchlengths of 8 ps FWHM (see Fig. 1). 
Fig. 1 +Minimal bimchlenghts of the cw thermionic RF gun 
If we reduce tlie electron energy from 300 keV to 100 keV in order to meet the radiation limits 
permitted outside the test-facility shielding> 400 pA is obtained fnr a cathode diameter ~f 150 ~ 1 1 1  
Zentralabteilung Forschmgs- und InfonnationstechnilU, FZR 
"entralubteilung Neue Beschleuniger, FZR 
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Status of the Development of a Superconducting RF Gun 
A. B u s ~ u ~ v l ,  D. JANSSEN~, M. KARLINER~', S. KONSTANTINOV~~ J. KRUCHKOV~, .  PETROV', I. 
SEDLYAROV~~, P .  VOM  STEIN^, A. TRIIBENDIS~, V. VOLKOV~ 
In the beginning of 1996 the Drossel collaboration was established between the FZR and the 
BINP Nowosibirsk for the development of a new electron injector. The injector combines the 
principle of a photocathode rf gun [I] with the use of superconducting (SC) accelerating cavities. 
The result of this development should be a SC rf gun, which delivers a bunched electron beam 
with excellent beam properties in a continuous wave (cw) mode.The design of this gun was 
finished in 1996. Beam dynamics simulations (PARMELA [2]) show a transverse emittance of 
1.7 T mm mrad for 200 pC bunch charge and a gradient of 20 MV/m at the cathode [3]. 
In 1997 the manufactoring of the niob - cavity including the rf - filter and the csoling insert is 
completed in Nowosibirsk. First tests at room temperature show the expected behaviour of the 
rf - filter and the tuning system.The design of the prepasation chamber for the photocathocle is 
finished. The production of the chamber at the BINP and in Rossendorf is under way. For thc 
design of the cryogenic- and the lasersystem we are in contact with the TU Dresden, the VIK 
Dubna and the Max Born Institut Berlin. 
Fig. 1 Gun cavity with rf- ater Fig. 2 Cooling insert wjth the cathode stem 
BINP Nouosibirsk Zentralabteikng neae Beschlenniger 
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The Status of the Beam Transport System for the ELBE Project 
T l ~ e  beain transport system! whiclz guides the electrons from the accelemtor into tlie cave of the 
free electron laser (FEL) should be (i) achromatic and isochronous or (ii) achromatic and able 
to compress the length of the bearn bunchcs within a certain intcrval. The proposed systein is 
shown in Fig.1. 
Fig. 1 The bending system of  the ELBE project. The green firapezoids represent the dipde magnets, the 
blue and red boxes indicate the vertically and horizontally focusing quadr~~poks, respective1.y 5% bkidi 
rcctangle slrows the position o f  thc FEL. 
The calculations were performed with the computer codcs M.iR,KQ [I] arid TRANSPORT 121 
for an electron encrgy of 20 MeV. By use of the GKS graphics packczge MIRKO a~~of~13 rtn 
interactive work. 1% is well suited for getting the fkld parametcrs o$' the qrtaclrupobs, which 
can easily be introduced into TRANSPORT for calculations; to 16ghsr order. T h  fESj was 
siniulated as a linear. arrangement of dipoles with a1tcrna;ting pohxity. By this tvay the btsarn 
properties were calculated, starting at the exit sf the actccg.1erator up to tlie benm d m q .  With 
the code PAFU'liiELA j3] tthe spact;! charge effects were smdied for a rr1ic~opu;ise c11zge of 
We fomd that tbese cEects crtn be compemated withsu$ addi.tioaial quu.I%upso~e~. 
Particle Tracing in a Mid-Infrared FEL at the ELBE accelerator 
T h  General Particle Tracer (GPT) [I] was used to study the electron motion (Fig. I), the 
micro bunching (Fig. 2), the light amplification (Fig. 3) and the saturation (Fig. 4) in a 
proposed mid-infrared free electron laser. Longitudinal and transversal emittance effects have 
been taken into account. The electron beam and undulator parameters of the simulations 
were the following: electron energy 37 MeV, bunch length 3 ps, geometrical emittance 0.44 
rnm mrad, energy spread 9.6 keV, undulator period 2.7 cm, number of undulator perisds 40, 
undulator parameter 1.0. An eleetromagnetic wave of an appropriate resonant wavelength is 
superimposed. Its amplitude is treated as a free parameter. It is assumed to be constant along 
the undulator. 
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Fig. 1 bottom: motion of the electron beam in 
the wiggle plane (xz) . 
top: Betatron oscillation in the magnet field pla- 
ne 
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Fig. 2 Electron bunching at a given time, one pe- 
riod before the end of  the undulator (20). The 
electric field amplitude is 90 MV/m. Bunching in 
z-direction can be observed on a micrometer scale 
Fig. 3 Relative deviation ~ = ( & E R ] / E ~  o f  the 
electron eIiergy E 15-am the resonance energy ER 
as a f i c t i m  of z. The maximum of the ener- 
gy U C C ~  at q=1.3%. Note that the energy 
trmsfer stclrts &er passiqg f r i b f f d  the undulator. 
in the X- and y-projections. 
l.5C 
Fig. 4 Relative deviation 7 along the undulator 
at different radiation field amplitudes. At about 
120 N / m  the saturation of the energy transfer 
occurs at the end of the undulator. The curve at 
250 .lW/m is ahove the saturation. 
These sinrulutims SIIOW that the proposed FEL with the designed beam parameters should allow 
lasing in tHe mid-inffared region. 
Design studies for (the far-infrared) FIR-FEL at ELBE 
For the production of far-infrarcd radiation width X > 
25 pm the ELBE electron beam will be injected in an elec- 
troinagnetic undulator. Such a device has the advantage 
of allowing a fast change of magnetic field strength and 
thus optical wavelcngth. Because of the high electric ener- 
gy dissipation in the copper coil such an undulator is better 
suitcd for undulator periods above 50 inm and consequent- 
ly for longer wavelengths. For long wavelengths diffraction 
losses at entraiice and exit of the undulator have to be re- 
duced by using a sufficiently large undulator gap; if tliis 
gap is at least 3 times larger than the la-width of the opti- 
cal beam, its Gaiissian shape is not significaiitly deformcd 
by diffraction effects. 
With this condition taken irito account an optimization was 
performed for a constant undulator period of 90 mm and 
constant energy dissipation per unit lcngth: On the basis 
of a modified one dimensional inodel of linear free electron 
lasers [l] ,[2] the single pass gain was calculated in depen- 
dcnce of the undulator totd length for different wavelengt- 
11s (Fig. 1). So keep diffraction effects small the gap width 
was increased with increasing length (cf, Fig. 2) - leadiiig to 
a reduction in tlie magnetic field strength factor Km, as 
showil in Fig. 3. As seen from Fig. 1- saturation in single 
pass gain (9%) is nearly reaclied for X=150 pm at 'an iiiidu- 
lator lengtli of 2 m. Tlgs va11ie will be used for PIR-PEL; 
for shorter wavelengths of 20-100 pm it results in a single 
pass gain of about 10%> which is a good value for lasing to 
occur. 
Fiu-tlier details of the ELBE projcct desigii will be publis- 
hed in a forthcoming laboratory report. 
Fig. 3 X„„ in deptndenc~ 
-hlw@ 
undulator lmgth (m) 
Fig. l Single pam gain calculated 
versus undulatix length. 
Numerical Simiilations of the Infrared Free Electron Laser at  ELBE 
R. IVÜNSCII 
We have perfor~ned one-dimensional numerical simulations [I] for tlie free electron lascr (FEL) 
at ELBE with the following beam and undulator parameters: 
Electron beam: energy: 2Q (40) MeV, energy spread: 0.295, riorm. emittancc: 20 rnrnrnrad, 
(micro) bunch charge: 85 pC; bunch length: 3 ps, average cross-section: 3.14 mm2; 
Undulator: period: 8 (2.7) Cm, total length: 2 (1.62) m, pcak field on axis: 0.3 T 
Filling factor, slippage and finite emittance liavc apprsximately been takan, inta account by 
means of a modified FEL parameter p. 
Fig. 1 Growth of optical field strength E„, (a), 
gain factor G (b), bunching factor B (c) and energy 
spread of the electron beam AEe (d) as a functi- 
on of the path length i n  the undulator in units of 
its total length Lu. The two lower curves belong 
to the undulator period Xu=8cm, the upper curves 
to Au =2  7cm. (FW lines: E, =20 MeV, broken lines: 
Ee=40MeV.) trhe initial electric field strength E&,„ 
for the full and broken lines is 3 MV/m. The dotted 
lines represent the results for a stronger optical field 
E„, -30MV/m (Xw =2.7cm, Ee=40&IeV). 
Fig. 2 Longitudinal distribution (energy ver- 
srrs ponderomotive phase) for 1000 test elec- 
trons at beginning and end of the undulator 
(Au =2.7cm). The initial distribution (lowest 
jigure) is uniform in phase and Gaussian in 
energy with a width I'-40keV (0.2 %). 
The upperfigures show the cüstributions ab the 
end of  the undulator for 3 values of the jnitial 
electromagnetic fielcl. 
The figures illustrate the behavior of the FEL for moderate optical fields (ftmS=3 MV/m) , where 
the gain of optical energy is welI described by the smd-signal gain Go of ref. [I] when the 
carrections used in ref. 121 are included. For strong fields (EA=30 MVlm), where saturation 
and sver-biinching are to be expected, the gain is reduced by about 40%. 
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Considerations on Bragg-Reflected Channeling Radiation 
and on Coherent Bremsstrahlung B 
On the one hand parametric X-rays (PXR) [I] are generated when a relativistic charged 
particle traverses the periodic structure of a crystal and the associated virtual phonon field 
is Bragg reflected. On the other hand channeling radiation [2] is emitted when a charged 
particle enters the crystal at a small angle with respect to the crystal planes or axes. Matsuda 
et al. [3] predicted a considerable enhancement of the phonon flux in the centre of the PXR 
pattern, if the photon energy of channeling radiation satisfies the Bragg condition, i. e. due to 
Bragg-reflected channeling radiation. 
Since channeling radiation is emitted in a forward cone with an opening angle of l l y  
(Lorentz factor = 1+E el/m,c2), i.e. of several degrees only, it is generally accompanied 
by bremsstrahlung of a similar characteristic producing a continuous background in the 
channeling radiation spectrum. For several application purposes it would be desirable to have 
background-free channeling radiation and therefore, we started exploring the specifications to 
observe Bragg-reflected channeling radiation at the experimental set-up behind tlie injector of 
the superconducting electron accelerator (S-DALINAC) in Darmstadt [4]. 
For the given experimental geometry on can use the (110) plane to produce the channeling 
radiation and the (111) one for the Bragg reflection. The photon energy of the Bragg-reflected 
photons amounts to 3.95 keV for a silicon crystal. The observation angle is 45 degrees with 
respect to the incoming electron beam. The corresponding photon energy of the channeling line 
determines the electron energy to 6.84 MeV. To measure this new radiation type the crystal 
should be tilted stepwise from the planar channeling direction to a random direction out of the 
channeling condition. During the rotation of the crystal the Bragg condition must be fulfilled 
for any orientation. If this radiation type exists, it will fill up the minimurn of the tilt angle 
behavior of normal PXR radiation observed in the plane of radiation. In 1998 a corresponding 
experirnent is foreseen. 
Continuing earlier investigations on coherent Bremsstrahlung [5] we looked for optimal con- 
ditions for the generation of forbidden X-ray reflections [6,7] at low electron energies sf 4 
MeV in a silicon crystal. Using its (100) axis is exspected to be observe the (100) forbidden 
reflection at a photon energy of 186 keV and in this case the so called row effect does not mask 
the forbidden reflection. (Row effect means allowed reflections arising ifroin projections ~f the 
reciprocal lattice vectors in the direction of the electron momentum, which lead to the same 
plioton energy) . Thus this experimental requirements seems to provide the best opportunity to 
proof the existence of forbidden X-ray reflections experimentally. 
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Compton Scattering of Laser Light on an Electron Beam 
H.W. BARZ AND E. GROSSE 
The interaction of laser light with relati- 
vistic electrons (i.e. Compton scattering) 
can be used to produce high energy pho- 
tons. A photon with energy Eph which is 
backscattered off an electron with a much 
larger relativistic energy of Ee = ymec 2 
gets a maximum energy of Ef cz 4 y 2 ~ p h  
in the direction of the electron. At EL- 
BE light from a high intensity NdYAG la- 
ser can thus be transformed into 30 keV 
X-rays for Ee = 40MeV. The differenti- 
al cross section is very strongly peaked in 
the direction of the electron momentum; 
it falls off at a characteristic angle of the 
order of O = 1/(2y). With increasing scat- 
tering angle also the energy of the rescat- 
tered photon decreases rapidly. Therefore, 
if laser light is scattered from an electron 
beam the angular spread A0, of the beam 
influences significantly the distribution of 
the rescattered photons in energy and an- 
gle. 
In Figs. 1 and 2 the averaged double dif- 
ferential cross sections are shown for two 
different values of 0.5 mrad and 2 mrad 
for the angular spread A0, of the elec- 
tron beam. The calculations were done for 
40 MeV assuming Zero energy spread. The 
averaged peak cross section is estimated 
to be da/dQdEf = 200rnb/sr/(Ef Aas). 
The smaller the angular spread of the elec- 
tron beam the larger is tlie percentage of 
the total cross section of 660 mb which is 
available for the production of high ener- 
gy photons. As the yicld of backscattered 
pliotons is inversely proportional to the si- 
ze of the zone of overlap between the laser 
clnd electron bea~ns not only tlie angle di- 
vergence but rather the ernititance of the 
electron beam has to be as srnall as possi- 
ble to allow an effectivc use of the Comp- 
ton backscatteri~lg effect. 
Fig. 1 Averaged double differential cross section for 
the production ofkeV photons by scattering of laser 
light with a rvavelength sf 1 pm acatte~ed o f f  a 40 
MeV dectron beatr~ 2% Cross sc~tion is averaged 
over the angular spread of 0.5 mrad sf ehe electron 
beam. 
Fig. 2 The Same as Fig. I ,  but now tvith a r ~  an- 
gular spread of 2 rnrad. Notice the different x a l e s  
compared to Fig. 1. 
Free Electron Laser Annealing of Ion Implanted SiC 
A direct excitation of lattice vibrations by an intense ultrashort laser pulse with an appropriate 
wavelength can induce a rearrangement of disordered atoms and a activation of dopants even 
at room temperature without a melt-recrystallization cycle. Infrared absorption spectroscopy 
confirmed [I] that the annealing at 12.6 pm (T0 phonon fiequency) was effective for removing 
the crystalline damage induced by the ion implantation. On the other hand, Hall effect 
measurements showed [I] an increase of Carrier density for samples annealed with infrared light 
of 10.4 pm ( L 0  phonon frequency), whereas the absorption was weak at this wavelength. 
I I I I I 1 I 
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Fig. 1 Ramm spectra of a sarnple after ion im- 
plantation (B) and of two samples after iniplan- 
tation and laser an~iealing at X=10.3 pm (C) and 
X=lZ.6 p i  (A), respectively. 
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Fig. 2 Ramm spectra of  a SiC sarnple before ion 
implantation. The Iow background arid the small 
phonon linewjdths ( about 4.3 crn-l) indicate a 
good crystal quality of tbe siibstrat material. 
In a first experirnent at the free electron laser FELIX [2], we irradiated M- and Al-implanted 
6H-SiC crystals (300 prn thick, area 4.5 X 4.5 mmy in the wavelength region from 9.5 pm 
to 15.7 prn. X-ray diffraction measurements before and after laser annealing suggest that 
the crystalline damages induced by Al-ion implantation are reduced [3]. T h  samples were 
also investigated by low-temperature Ramm and Electron Paramagnetic Resonance (EPR) 
measurenients. For different irradiation wavelengths, different recrystallization effects appear 
(Fig. 1). For comnparison the spectrum of a virgin sample is shsivn in Fig. 2. U7e cari see thstt 
ion imnplantation causes crystal damages, resulting in halfwidth brsadening of about 1 cm-I 
and an increased lurninescence background. Annealing with 10.3 pm reduces the luxninesce~ice. 
Tlie remaining discrepancies between tlie samples A and C are not eompletely understood a11d 
need further investigatisns. 
Institut fik Theoretische Physik, T U  Bergakademie Freiberg 
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Neutrons at ELBE 
H. FREIES LEBEN^, D.  RICHTER^, K.   SEIDEL^, S. UNHOLZER] 
The neutron physics group at the TUD has been granted financial support (HBFG) for the 
installation of a neutron hall at ELBE. The scientific motivation to produce and use neutrons 
at the ELBE stems from fusion neutronics. 
The energy yield by d-t fusion consists primarily of kinetic energy of 14 MeV neutrons which 
is converted in the blanket system (first wall, blanket and vacuum vessel) of a fusion reactor 
by nuclear and atomic processes of neutrons and photons into heat. The spectral distribution 
of the neutron and photon %ux density in the back-plate of a shield-blanket mock-up for the 
International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) is shown in Fig. 1. The neutron 
spectrum consists of a 14 MeV-peak and a continuous distribution ranging up to thermal energy. 
The portion of these components in tlie total flux depends on the position in the blanket system. 
In the first wall e. g., the 14 MeV neutrons are dominating, whereas in the vacuum vessel more 
low-energy neutrons appear, resulting also in changed photon spectra. Hence, heat deposition, 
tritium breeding, gas production, activation and radiation damage in the blanket materials, 
which depend strongly on neutron and photon energy, need to be investigated as function of 
neutron and photon energy spectra. 
At ELBE these neutron field spectra can be produced by mixing neutrons of two sources: The 
electron beam of ELBE generates via bremsstrahlung a continuous spectrum of photoneutrons 
which can additionally be modified by multiplier and/or moderator. A d-T neutron generator 
provides 14 MeV neutrons. Each of the sources has a strength of up to 1012 neutrons Per second. 
They can be operated simultaneously or individually. That allows integral fusion neutronics 
experinlents as well as investigations of the elementary nuclear and atomic processes. 
Neutron fields of this kind are also suited for investigations concerning transmutation, neutron 
~netrology, radiation safety physics and safe-guard problems. 
Hadron Physics 
Strangeness and electromagnetic radiation from strongly interacting systems (hadrons 
and nuclei) - these are the research topics of the hadron department. 
To gain with these probes new insights in properties of hadrons and nuclear matter in 
collisions we participate in several experimental collaborations. At  GSI/Darmstadt the 
detector systems KaoS and FOPI offer the possibility to study properties o f  hadrons 
produced in heavy-ion collisions. The kaon and anti-kaon production near or below the 
threshold are measured with the magnet spectrometer KaoS. An abnormal enhancement 
of anti-kaon production in heavy-ion collisions at equivalent beam energies has been de- 
tected. Preliminary interpretations of  this effect point to an anti-kaon mass reduction 
due to partial restoration of chiral sjmmetry in dense nuclear matter. Very recent and 
forthcoming measurements at KaoS focus on kaon and anti-kaon detection in reactions 
with various beam and target eombinations to get a systematic mass dependence. 
With the 4~ detector FOPI also hidden strangeness is measurable, eg., in 4 productiori 
which is identified via the kaon - anti-kaon decay channel. Presently the kaon spectra at 
midrapidity are analyzed, and evidence for kaon squeeze-out was found. The mentioned 
detector systems are multi-purpose installations. Therefore, a auch wider set of various 
interesting aspects has been explored and reported in a series of  piz blications. 
Comple~nentary to the mentioned measurements of hadron spectra in heavy-ion collisions 
one needs a detailed knom-ledge on hadron reactions in the Same energy region. The cooler 
synchrotron COSk'/Jülich provides a suitable device to studx hadron-indnced reactions at 
hadrons or nuclei. Essential components of the time of flight (TQF) detec tor installation 
have been built up in Rossendorf. She firsi; series ofmeasurements ni'th COSY-TOF are 
devoted to the strangeness production in the reactinn pp -+ pK,A and to brernsstrahlu~zg 
in the rmction pp -+ ppy .  The results are going to be published soon. lri addition, in slosc 
collahoration witlz tlze Technical University Dresden tlze rcaetion pp -+   JET' is ~ueasumi  
by using tIze o~ze-laycred barre]. 
ANiE is an internal spectrometer in t I x  COSY ring. Tfie dccisivc tvim chamhers m ~ ?  c'ntr- 
structcd in Rosscndorf. Among tlie first esperiments tmvisagcd in 19% is the cq~luratio~l 
of anti-kaon produc~ion in light nuclei; the csncept of  this experi~iient fies lart:rz rr~ah&- 
elaborated by scien~ists from our institute. 
To t:nsure a participation in future developments, wire chambm for thc. H.-IDE$ e~ptiti- 
rrient ad GSI are goirig to be built up in Rosse~lciorf. It 1s tbe aim of t11k c?xpesiri1i~~11t tu 
s d i  for a direct veriifieation of t;I1c lz~yothesis &hat prspertirda o f  liiatdrans are mo&fled 911 
a nuclmr m r - i m m m t .  
T h  f&leqx- gz-cmp in tlze Izaclron pl~ysics clcpartmerxt 3s arilco~x~panying tht-SP ~xpr~ri111~zxIs1' 
ac8r-ities. Prt~cfiction~ and irttespretations of  sc1t:cted f opies in tbe zealr~i. rif s t r~%@ äud 
rare e9lec:rr6s1lz21gr1etic probes itrp prmided. Same o f  t l i ~ s ~  (etlczziafio~~s refer to the iumirgv" 
rangs as mvercci by eilict ~xj~~:si~zients  pcrfor~ned with FZR partieti~>atiol~, tather," drial rrilh 
thc qua~li-glu~n j,b;lsma n~~c:t?ssjI>1fcl m1.y aat highe~ beam emrgiw. 
Off-plane Emission of K+ Mesons in Au+Au Collisions at 1 AGeV 
Y. SH1N3, a. BARTH', I. BÖTTCHER~, D. BRILL~, M. D~BOWSKI~,  F. DOHRMANN, F. LAUE', 
A. FÖRSTER', E. GROSSE, P. KOCZO$, B. KOHLMEYER~, M. MANG', M. MENZEL~, . NAUMANN, 
H. OESCHLER~, F. PÜHLHOFER~, E. SCHWAB~, C. SCHNEIDER, P. SENGER', J.  SPEER^, 
H.~TRQBELE~, C. STURM', G. SUROWKA'~~, F. UHLIG', A. m7AG~ER2fl ,  W. WALU~' 
The azimuthal emission pattern of particles is an important observable for the study of the 
dynamics and the space-time evolution of a nucleus-nucleus collision. The in-plane directed 
flow and out-of-plane squeeze-out observed for protons and light fragments can be understood 
as hydrodynamical expansion phenomena. The preferential out-of-plane emission of pions at 
midrapidity was explained as an effect of shadowing due to the cornoving spectator matter. The 
azimuthal angular distribution of K' mesons is of particular interest as it is sensitive to the 
strong kaon-nucleon potential in the nuclear medium. 
O.lOkt- iemi- Central 
0.05 (b = 5-10 fm) 
Fig. 1 K+ azimuthal angular distribution £01- peripheral, semi-central arid central Au+,4u collisions at 
1 AGeV. 
0.10: A T -
We have performed a study of the KK+ emissio~i pattern in Au+Au ~ollisions at 1 AGeV. The 
kaons were rneasured with tbe spectrometcr KaoS at Olab = 34, 44 and 54". The collision cen- 
trality was determined from the charged particle multiplicity measured aronnd midrapidity and 
the orientation of the reaction plane was derived from the momentum vector of thc projectilt? 
spectator fragments rneasured at forward angles. Fig. 1 shows the K* azimuthal angular dis- 
tribution for peripheral, semi-ceritral and central collisions for kaon momenta between 0.2 and 
0.8 GeV/c and a range of normalized rapidities of 0.2 < y/yproj < 0.8. The data are corrected 
for the uncertainty of the reactio~i plane determination by a Monte Carle method. 
The K* yield is clearly enhanced at azimuthal angles oof rp = & 9Qb which is p q e n -  
dicular to the reaction plane. The solid lines represent fits t s  tlie data according to 
dN/drp cx alcos(gp)f a2cos(2y). we find values for al  consistent with Zero whi& nieans that 
there is no in-plane 30w (as expected a t  midrapidity). Tlie strength of the off-plane auisotropy 
Central 
(b 5 5 fm) 
0.05; 7 
Sernicentral, 0 .45y/yPl  0.6 
Fig. 2 K+ azimuthal distribution for semi-central collisions and 0.4 < y/?yPoj < 0.6 fm &+Au 1 AGeTT. 
The lines represcnt results of RBUU cdculations [I]  (see text). 
can be parameterized by R = ~ $ b ~ ~ [ ~ ~ ~ )  = 1.56 f 0.04 for semi-central collisions. 1 In fig. 2 wc compare our data or sem-central collisions within a narrow rapidity window 
0.4 < y / ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  < 0.6 to the prediction of a relativistic transport model for Au+Au at 1 AGeV 
and b = 7 fm [I]. Within the model calculation, the kaons propagate through participant and 
spectator matter and kam-nucleon rcscattering is t&n into account. The dashed line corre- 
sponds to a calculation which includes a strong in-medium KN potential whereas tlie solid line 
is tlze result without an in-medium KM potential. According to tlie RBUU model, tlie strong 
KN potential is clearly needed to reproduce our data. 
Fsom our data we can also extract information on the K+ in-plane flow near target and projectile 
rapidity. We divide the data set for semi-central collisions (center part of fig. I) into tliree rapidity 
bins y/yp„ = (0.2-0.4, 0.4-0.6 and 0.6-0.8) and determinc the ai and az coefficients. The fit gives 
values of au= 0.087 f 0.046, 0.048 rt 0.041 and 0.034 rt 0.052 which are very small or compatible 
with Zero within tlie error bars. VVe find no signaturc for the existente of an in-plane directed flow 
of K+ mesons. A similar result has been reported by the FBPI collaboration. The disappearance 
of kaon flow was predicted by RBUU calculations due to the repulsive KN potential. The Kf 
mwons ¿tre repelled ffom the nucleons whicli exhibit a sigiiificant in-plane flow. Still missing is 
a f d l  tbeoretical explanation of how this mechanism extinguishes the KS Aow near target [and 
pmjectGe) rapidity wMIe it enhances the out-of-plane emission of K+ mesons at midrapidity. In 
the Mter case the kaoa repulsion by the spectator matter seems to be the dominant effect. 
Kaon Production in C+C Collisions 
C .  STURM', F. LAUE', R. BARTH', I. BÖTTCHER~, D. B R I L L ~ ,  M. D ~ B O W S K I ~ ,  F. DOHRMANN, 
A. FÖRSTER2, E. GROSSE, P. K o c z o ~ ~ ' ,  B. KOHLMEYER~, M. MANG', M. M E N Z E L ~ ,  L. NAUMAMN, 
H. OESCHLER~,  F. PÜHLHOFER~,  E. S C H W A B ~ ,  C. SCHNEIDER, Y. S H I N ~ ,  P. SENGER~, J. SPEER', 
H. STRÖBELE~, G. S U R O W K A ~ ' ~ ,  F. U H L I G ~ ,  A.  WAGNER^^* AND W. W A L U ~ ~  
First preliminary results for K+ production l?om C+C measured at SIS-KaoS in dependence of 
the beam energy are reported and compared to recent K+ data from Ni+Ni collisions [I]. 
Fig. 1 presents the K+ invariant production cross sections as a 
function of the c.m. kinetic energy for C+C collisions at various 
beam energies. The data are measured at Olab'440 (1 AGeV), 
40" (1.2 AGeV) and 32" (1.5-2.0 AGeV). These angles corre- 
spond approximately to Q m ~ 9 0 0 .  We discuss here the midra- 
pidity data only. The solid lines represent Boltzmann distribu- 
tions fitted to the data (assuming isotropic emission in the c.m. 
system). The inverse dope parameters increase from Tz60 MeV 
at 1 AGeV beam energy to Tz80 MeV at 2 AGeV. We estimate 
the total KS production cross sections aK+ by integrating the fit 
results over momentum and extrapolation to 4n assuming iso- 
tropic emission. The inclusive K+ production multiplicities are 
determined by MK+ = aK+/aR with aR=4n(1.2 X 
The KS multiplicities MK+ per average number of participa- 
ting nucleons <Apart> are shown in fig. 2 as a function of 
the bearn energy together with results from Ni+Ni collisions 
(<ApTt > = 6 in C+C and 29 in Ni+Ni according to a geome- 
trical model). The solid lines represent fits to the data accor- 
ding to MK+~Eteam with a=5.3f 0.3 (Ni+Ni) and a=6.0&0.3 
(C+C). We assume here an isotropic kaon emission although we 
found deviations fiom isotropy. However, the KS angular dis- 
tribution in C+C collisions does not change significantly with 
beam energy. Therefore, the shape of the K+ excitation func- 
tion as shown in fig. 2 should not depend on the K% emissisn 
pattern. Fig. 2 indicates that the C+C data increase faster with 
beam energy than the N+Ni data. This effect is expected for 
a soft equation of state which leads to an enhaneed K3 pro- 
(iuction yield for heavy systems at l o ~  bearn energies. The kaon 
data fror11 C+C collisions complete the data set on subthreshold 
K3 production üs a function of the size of the collision system. 
Fig. 3 shows Mx+/ <Apart> measured for different symuictric 
projectile-targclt csmbinations at a beam energy of I AGeV, The 
dominant role uf multi-step-processss or otller collective effects 
in subthresliold kaon production is visible frsni the rise with 8. 
Fig. 1 Invariant K3 production 
cross sections as a function 
of c.m. kinetic energy (fits see 
text). 
[I] R. Bar& and tEie Km% Ce,li;tboration, Phys. Eev, Latt. 78 {1997) 4007 
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Antikaon Production in C+C Collisions B ~ G  
C .   STURM^, F. LAUE', R. BARTH~, I. BÖTTCHER~, D. BRILL~,  M. DFBOWSKI~, F. DOHRMANN, 
A. FÖRSTER~, E. GROSSE, P. KOCZO~', B.  KOHLMEYER~, M. MANG', M. MENZEL~, L. NAUMANN, 
H. OESCHLER~, F. PÜHLHOFER~, E. SCHWAB', C. SCHNEIDER, Y .  SH1N3, P .  SENGER', J.  SPEER^, 
H. STRÖBELE~, G. SUROWKA~>', F. UHL1G2, A. WAGNER~Y* AND W. WALUQ~ 
We have studied the production of K- mesons at SIS-KaoS. The yield of antikaons created in 
nucleus-nucleus collisions at subthreshold beam energies depends sensitively on the in-medium 
K- rest mass. Calculations based on chiral Lagrangians predict a reduction of the antikaon mass 
in the dense nuclear medium. In Ni+Ni collisions at 1.8 AGeV we have found an unexpected 
large K- yield [I] which was explained by an in-medium K- mass reduction [2]. 
Fig. 1 presents preliminary K+ and K- invariant 
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production cross sections from C+C collisions at 
1.8 AGeV for @lab=400 and 60". The kaon and anti- 
kaon yields measured at Olnb=600 are clearly above the 
40" data. This corresponds to a forward-backward pea- 
ked angular distribution both for K+ and K- mesons. 
The fit of a Boltzmann distribution to the 40" data re- 
sults in inverse slope parameters of Tm70 MeV for K+ 
and Tz50 MeV for K-. The K+/K- ratio is about 
40. The corresponding value for Ni+Ni at 1.8 AGeV 
was l 8 f  6 [I]. This difference is most probably due to 
the fact that K+ production is above threshold (at 
1.8 AGeV) whereas K- production is still subthres- 
hold. Hence the K+ yield increases less with increasing 
'"001 ' " , 0.2 0.3 mass than the K- yield. In order to roughly correct O" for this phase space effect we compare K- and K+ E:: [GeV] production cross sections at equivalent beam energies, 
Fig. 1 Invariant fCe and K- production namely the K- yield at 1.8 AGeV to the K+ yield at 
multipkities a as a function c.m. kinetic 1 AGeV. In both cases the kinetic energy in the NN 
cnergy system is 230 MeV below the kinematical threshold 
energies which are Eb„=1.58 GeV for NN+K+AN 
and Eb„=2.5 GeV for NN+K+K-NN. The K- yield for 1.8 AGeV as shown in fig. 1 agrees 
roughly with the K+ yield meaured at 1 AGeV (see fig. 1 in the contribution on Kaon Pro- 
ductition). Such an agreement was already found for Ni+Ni collisions [I] which suggests that the 
K-/K* ratio for equivalent beam energies does not depend on the size of the system in the 
mass range f m ~ n  C to Ni. This result is surprising as one would expect for the K- mesons strong 
absorption effects in cantrast to the K'. The cross section for the absorption of a K- meson 
with a mommtum of about 400 MeV/c via the strangeness exchange process K-N+xA(or C) is 
about 48 mb. This vdue corresponds to a mean free path of X ~ 1 . 6  fm in normal nuclear matter 
=!I16 h'"). Assuming a survival probability according to exp(-r/X) with r = 1 . 2 x ~ ~ / ~  fm 
we estimate that the X- absorption in the Ni+Ni system is about 3 times stronger than for 
C+C. atiiis factcar has to b cornpensated by an enhanced K- production in the Ni+Ni syctem 
in wder to get ZLS Iage K I<' ratios, as observed experimentally. 
Fast Tracking Trigger for the Kaon Spectrometer G 
M. MENZEL', I.M. B~TTCHER', M. BORN', J .  HOFFMANN~, P. KoczoN2, B. KOHLMEYER', 
L. NAUMANN, F. PÜHLHOFER~, B.  RIMARZIG, J. SPEER' AND THE KAOS COLLABORATION 
A new scintillator wall (G-detector) was installed at the Kaon Spectrometer [I] at  SIS in a 
position behind the focal plane. The G-detector contains 30 vertically mounted paddles built of 
47 X 7.5 X 2 cm3 BICRON BC408 scintillators, 11 cm long lucite light guides and HAMAMATSU 
H1949 photomultiplier tubes. Together with the two existing scintillator arrays (D- and F- 
detector) this setup allows for a fast online particle tracking [2] within 150 ns. In addition to 
the lSt-level TOF trigger this online tracking serves as a 2nd-level trigger. 
The tight timing requires fast processing of the track infor- D a * m  
<Mi IM F IMi <M G 156 T m  
mation from the 76 detector paddles (fig. 1). The strategy is - 
to compare precompiled track patterns with the actual hit 
patterns. 276 = 7.5 5 - o ~ ~  combinations are possible and accepted - 
in the input stage of the electronics. This number is reduced . 
to a few thousands realistic hit patterns, because multiplicities 
higher than two can be ignored in practice. A block diagram Md'* ..G.-m mm.---.m.-.7..-----.--.----me.-s 
2'" 
16rddOR of the electronic logic is fdlown in fig- 1. The hit pattern of the 
~.......~~.......*.......................................E. 
F- and G-detector is split in two 15-bit wide data words, which ~ ~ w . 1  7- 
are used as addresses for fast SRAM-ICk The data output Fig. 1  lock &agra of the 
consists of a binary number that is unique for each one- or tracEng trjgger JogiC. 
two-hit pattern. The next row of SRAM's uses the output of the 
first one as addresses to perform the Same task by connecting i i 0  
the information of the two parts of each detector array. This 
coding delivers an 18-bit wide binary number that encodes 
,o 
every one- or two-hit pattern to a memorylookup unit (MLU). 
The MLU is filled with the hit patterns of allowed trajeetories, 
so that the output gives the possible D-hits depending an the 
F- and G-hits. In the last step the predicted hit pattern of the lo 
D-detector is co~npared with the real pattern by logic ANB". 
If one of the comparisons is successful a 2"d-level trigger signal 
is generated. Tl& trigger logic, together with the necessary ~blb!& 
auxiliary logic, is realized as CAMAC module. Before each 
~ i ~ ,  2 Ne,@ve]Y 
experiment the SRAMSs are filled via the CAMAC dataway, patjcic ~ ~ ~ & . t ~ ~  taken 
During the data acquisition the modul is wsrking without any 
„,j, arid withOüt tile %*id-levej 
cxternal support. The generation of tlie pd-level trigger signal trisger. 
takes 110 ns starting at the arrival of a lSt-level signal. 
In a Ni-expesiment in November 1997 the nerv tracking trigger 
operated successfully. Usixig a high trigger efFiciency of 95% we fowzd backgraund stipyression 
factors up to one oder  of niagnitucis in tlie region of the baeIi mass. These fwtors depend 0x1 
the used 1"'-level TOF trigger a l d  on the mc~mentum range, 1x1 fig.2 pmtfcle niws 8p~?@%rii, are 
shown, wliich denmnstrate elcarly the backpound reductiori, in pa~t;icdar mouud the k a ~ n  
mass. The cfficiency for the allowed yarticles is abuait 95%. jThe pioxa psak is czlt by tke 
lSLlevel trigger.) The scintillators are connected t-c, tfie exbting laser caEbsakion system- 
For minimum ioniziag particlas the padclies sfiow a t im res(111ution of 171-8 ps {Ft'C"J.-1Ll). T h  
additional TOF idormation will impreve tlie spectrometer rnictss res$ttfu2ion, 
Identification of Midrapidity Kaons with FOPI "2" 
C. PLETTNER, . KOSTE, W. NEUBERT AND D. WOHLFARTH 
POP1 COLLABORATIOW 
With the goal of providing additional information on kaon properties around midrapidity we 
continued the strangeness research started in 1996 with the CDCIPlastic Barrel combination 
[1,2] of tlie FOPI detector system [3], but now with the Helitron/Plastic Wall combination. 
V (cmlns) V (cmlns) 
Fig. 1 The experimental rnomcntum p from the Fig. 2 The same as Fig. 1, but now results of 
Helitron drift chamber vs. the velocity V taken GEANT simulations irsing as event genemtor the 
from the Plastic Wal1 for charge i-1 particles of  IQA/ID transport model (b=2 fm, stiff  EoS, mo- 
the reaction 1.69 AGeV .Ru+Ru. Tlie lines give mentum dependcnt forces, no cluster formation). 
the nominal pnrticles masses. The arrow indicates Additional23 one thermal Kt meson (fireball tem- 
the c.m. velocity 
Fig. 3 Experimental mass 
gram) of  chmge -P1 partides 
produced in the reaction 
1.69 AGeV Ru+Ru and 
reconstructed fram the Ne- 
litron rnomenturu and the 
Plasbic Wall velocity. attle 
free hPtistogri1111 g h s  the 
sgncted masses of the 
GEANT sbiulations. 
perature T=100 MeV) is addcd per cvent. 
Figs. 1 and 2 show the distribution of charge +1 particles in the 
plane of momentum p from Helitron vs. velocity V from the Plastic 
Wall. For Fig. 1 cuts are applied on the polar angle ( E 0  < < 
26'): on the tracking and matching qualities. No cuts are applied 
on the GEANT data of Pig. 2. 
Fig. 3 gives the mass distributions after linearization via rn = 
p/vd1-(v/ .p .  For tlie experimental data additional cuts are ap- 
plied on the energy loss in tlie plastic scintillators (less than 2 
times the loss of minimum ionizing particles) and on the momen- 
tum (p < 0.5 GeV/c). The latter one strongly suppresses the nC 
signal. In a very rough estimate for the Kt yield we get about 
0.0015 per central event which is amost a factor of 2 below the 
value one expects Tom systematics [I]. Tlle combined efficiencies 
of track finding in tlie Helitron and the matching of Helitron tracks 
witli Plastic Wall hits will be determined with the help of GEANT 
simulations and from the experimental data itself taking advanta- 
ge of the nearly 108% detection efficiency of the plastic scintillator 
waIl. In the neax futme we will study lthe background below the 
kaun mass peak (arising both from protons and T* mesons), the 
kaon detection efficiency and the inAuence of the various cuts on 
the final results. 
Squeeze-Out Signal for low-pt Kf -Mesons 
C. PLETTNER, R. KOSTE, W. NRVBERT, D. \~oI-ILFAI~TH AND TIIE FOPI COLLABORATION 
Subthreshold strangeness production in heavy-ion collisions is an interesting field of present 
research. With the data of the reaction 9 6 ~ u  + 9 6 ~ ~  at a projectile energy of EPoj = 1.69 A.GeV 
measured by tlie FOPI collaboration with the -In-detector system [l] at GSI Darmstadt tlie &on 
production around midrapidity can be investigated. This is feasible with the Helitron and outer 
Plastic Wall detector combination 123 wliich Covers the polar angle range of 8" < Oiab < 26". 
Tlie gresent analysis is restricted to the re= 
gion around the center of mass rapidity Y„ 
and to polar angles between 15" < Olab < 
26". Rom the azimutlial distribution dN/d@ 
(@ being the angle with respect to the reacti- 
on plane) we can learn about the anisotropic 
emission of particles. The out-of-plane ratio 
Ri,, quantifies the strength of the emission 
CW 
R:, = N(90°) + N(-90") N(OO) + N(180°) 
Rb > 1 mcans preferentid out-of-plane 
emission, Rb < 1 preferential in-plane flow. 
In Fig. 1 the azimuthal distributioris for n+ 
mesons, KS mesons and protons arc plotted. 
The precision of the reaction plane determi- 
natioii is 32". Rom the data we find for K* 
mesons and protons an out-of-plane emission 
but for the nf mesons an  in-plane-flow. 
So far no precise estimate of the background 
contained in the azimuthal K* distribution 
has been made. But we Want rcmark 
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Fig. 1: Azimuthal djstributims dXJd@ of sernicen- 
tral events (b 2 - 6fm) for ?r+f., Ii"C, and protom fni. 
-0.1 5 Y' < 0.1 tvhere Y" E (Xnb - Km 
curves correspond to  Fourier aeries fits (CE [3,4&. T h  
extracted vaiuw fsr Rh ase disp1ayed in S'abie 1. 
rn that the pion background is almost ncgligible because for kam identifikation the pions 
are strongly suppressed by certain cuts ([3]). Fbstliermsre, 10tv-y~ pions exhibit an 
in-plane-flm (sec also [5]). 
rn that tlie proton backgroiind csnnot conceal the ktten signstl; otherwise tlie iealnie ~f Rh for 
K+ would be closer to the one of the prstons. 
rn and that far Au+Au at 1 AGeV a very siinilar RN for Ki is found (cf. [6](i. 
We expect thak witb better statistics - so far ody 10 of the itfraikbfe data hm b 
- 
- we can extract a m r e  reliable kam squeeze-out signaf. 
Table 1. Out-ofp1a~e missian wtius Rh K+ -3 - 
luncoaected) and RN (currected for bhe pre- k 1 . 0 3  zk 
Dilepton and Vector Meson Production in Heavy-Ion Reactions 
GY. WOLF 
I have studied heavy-ion reaction dynamics on the basis of a microscopical model of the BUU 
type. In this model the nucleons, baryonic resonances up to 2 Gev/c2 as well as pions, q's, p's 
and a's are explicitly propagated. The model appears to describe the hadronic processes quite 
reliably. 
I have applied this model to the process of dilepton production by calculating the contributions 
from proton-neutron bremsstrahlung, the Dalitz-decay of the A, 7 and W, nf n- annihilation as 
well as the direct decay of the p and the W niesons, pion-nucleon bremsstrahlung, the Dalitz- 
decay of the N(1440) and no. The no decay dominates the invariant mass spectra below the pion 
mass not shown here. It is found that for all systems considered, the q Dalitz-decay dominates 
the spectra up to an invariant mass M x 450 MeV, and the W decay around the W meson 
mass. At 1 AGeV for 500 MeV < M < 750 MeV practically all the Cross section stems from 
x+n- annihilation. At 2 AGeV, however, I find sizeable bremsstrahlung contributions, too. For 
studying especially n+n- annihilation in the p mass regime a bombarding energy of 1 AGeV 
- therefore seems to be optimal either for lg7Au+lg7~u or 4 0 ~ a + 4 0 ~ a  collisions. 
By &lepton measurements medium effects on the p and w meson may be also explored. According 
to the vector meson-dominante model x+n- annihilation proceeds via the production and decay 
of the p meson which might differ substantially in the medium [I]. Since the n+n- annihilation 
dominates the dilepton invariant mass spectra below the p mass region, a change of the mass 
or width of the p as also suggested by QCD inspired models [2] should be Seen experimentally. 
In order to estimate the magnitude of this effect I have perfor~ned calculations with the free p 
meson properties and compared to dilepton spectra that involve a density dependent form factor 
suggested in ref. [I] and ref. [2]. The spectra differ substantially (Fig. 1). Any future experiments 
looking for this effect would thus have to be sensitive to changes of this order. 
We studied, futhermore, the a-W mixing in nuclear matter. Due to the mixing the W meson 
broadens substantially [3]. I investigated its effect on the dilepton spectra in collision 
at 1.3 GeV bombarding energy. I foiind that by selective measurements with respect to the W 
momentum the mixing can be experimentally observed by HADES at SIS. 
Fig. I Dijepton spectra in An+Au at. 1 AGeV. I Fig. 2 Dilepton production in T - + ~ ~ ~ P ~  collisiori 
krlex & denotes ehe modified contributions using at 1.3 GeV bombarding energy. The figure shows 
thc $GD $um rule estimates for p and tp [2]> arme the spectra with pt > 0.6 GeV momentum cut . 
index B ind2cat.e~ the d u ' l a t i o n  contribution The broadening of tlie w damps ehe contribution 
w*th the modIfied p in the hadronic model [J]. at the peak positim. 
Combined Effect of Nuclear Coulomb Field and Radial Flow on Two-Meson 
Correlations in Relativistic Heavy Ion Collisions 
H.W. BARZ 
Measurements of correlations of pions as a function of their relative momenta are used to de- 
termine the source size in heavy ion reactions at intermediate and relativistic energies. The 
Hanbury-Brown and Twiss effect predicts a width of the correlation function Aq = fic/Ro for a 
randomly emitting spherical source with radius Ro in the absence of any interaction. However 
this relation is distorted if flow and Coulomb interaction between particles and source beco- 
me important. Flow shrinks the volume from which particles with a certain momentum can be 
emitted while Coulomb forces falsify the pion momenta characterizing the source size. 
A source with flow is described by a source function S ( t , r , p )  which contains a correlation 
between emission point r  and momentum p. To determine the correlation function for two pions 
with momenta p  and p' the calculation of the density matrk p is required 
Here X comprises ( t ,  r ) ,  and the wave function & describes the motion of the meson in the field 
of the source. We aim to investigate the effect of the charge of the source and use solutions 
of the Klein-Gordon equation with the Coulomb potential included [I], Using a Gaussian source 
distribution characterized by Ro the obtained correlation function Cz [which is essentially tlie 
normalized square of ( I ) ]  has still the typical Gaussian shape ~ X ~ ( - ~ ~ R ~ ) ,  q = Ip - p'l, as 
in the case of tlie unperturbed motion of the mesons. However, the observed radius R depends 
now on the momentum K = + P'). In Fig. 1  we show the ratio R/Ro for the sideward and 
outward correlation for a system typical for a collision of heavy ians at  1 GeV per nucleon. 
The existence of flow decreases the extracted radius R with increasing pair momenturn. The 
Coulomb field reduces (increases) the observed radii for positively (negatively) cliartrged pions 
obtained frorn the side correlation. The Coulomb effeet is ogposite and weaker fsr Ehe outward 
correlation. 
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Coulomb Effects in Relativistic Heavy-Ion Reactions B 
H.W. BARZ, J.P. BONDORF', J.J. GAARDH~JE', AND H. HEISELBERG~ 
An asymmetry in the number of opposite charge pions has recently observed in heavy ion 
collisions at SIS, AGS and SPS energies around 1 AeGeV [I], 11.4 A-GeV [2] and 158 A-GeV [3]. 
This effect can be explained by the Coulomb interaction between the produced pions and the 
positive charge of the reaction partners. 
The long ranged Coulomb force changes the initial momentum po and the energy E. a pion has 
at freeze-out. At low bombarding energies approximately a slowly expanding spherical source 
is formed which leads to a change of the energy for T* by V, = f g ~ e ~ / ~ ~ ,  where Z is the 
stopped charge and Rf the freeze-out radius. At ultrarelativistic collision energies it is important 
to include the rapid longitudinal expansion of the system as well as retardation effects. For 
rapid longitudinal Bjorken expansion we find [4] that the pions get a constant change of their 
transverse rnomentum p, 2 &2f$dNch/dy which is proportional to the net charge (proton) 
rapidity distribution dNCh/dy. 
Assuming that the original distribution at freeze-out is thermaliied either as exp (-Eo/T) or 
exp (-pLo/T) for SIS or ultrarelativistic energies, respectively, one can easily derive the final 
distribution for positive and negative pions. Using the measured slope parameters T and adju- 
sting the respective values for the energy and momentum shifts the experimental n - / ~ +  ratios 
are well reproduced (see Fig. 1). 
Fig. 1 . r r - /~+ ratios measured in 
coflisions of two heavy nuclei with 
mass numbers of 200 as a function 
ofml at  SE, AGS and SPS energies 
compared to calculations (curves). 
0.5 
0 200 400 600 
mtm (MeV) 
Far collisions of Au + Au at SIS energies we find V, i 27MeV which implies a radius of R e 8fni 
using a common charge of Z = 110 (14% centrality). At ultrarelativistic energies we obtain 
dCX !z 20 Mev/c and 10 MeV/c. Rom the measured proton rapidity distribution, 
d a G S / &  = 70 and dN&s/dy i 37 we can extract the sixe of the systerns at freexe-out,: 
RAGS R?pS N 10 fm. These conclusions agree well with thc. refined analysis [4] based on f 
calculations of pion trajectories. 
Akts Bohr Instatztte, Copenhagen, Denmnrk 
NORBITA, Copeni~agen, Denmark 
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Bremsstrahlung within the One-Boson Exchange Model B 
V.V. SHKLYAR~, B. KÄMPFER, A.I. TITOV' 
Previous estimates [l] of bremsstrahlung spectra in intermediate-energy nucleon reactions have 
been completed 121. Within the effective one-boson exchange model we have calculated the 
complete set of Feynman diagrams on the tree level with T, a, W and p exchange for the reactions 
pp -b ppy and p n  + pny  including the anomalous magnetic moments of nucleons and internal 
radiative conversions of mesons. Delta decays A -+ Ny are fully taken into account as well as 
all interference terms. Older data at 730 MeV proton beam energy are reproduced and give 
confidence in our model. 
Examples of energy spectra and angular distributions are displayed in Fig. 1 for a non-coplanar 
detector geometry. It  should be stressed that high-energy photons come from A decays, while 
soft photons stem from pure bremsstrahlung at beam energies 0.7 - 1.7 GeV. 
While the model parameters are adjusted in the 1 GeV region, we apply our model also for 
beam energies near the pion threshold. As seen in Fig. 2 the shape of the angular distributions 
is fairly well reproduced. 
Fig. 1 The cross section w doldw dfli2,dRpr as a 
furrction o f w / h „  fix .9c, = 30°, (left panel) and 
as a functio~i of at wlw„, = 0.5$ (right pa- 
nel) for the rmction pp -+ pp- at various bcCurl 
energies = 40°, q5 = 60' . Lang-daslied lines: 
p7m bre~ns~tralilung, dashed lines: rl coutrrbuti- 
ori, dotted lines: i~iterference. 
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The Hard Photon Component in ppy 
E. KUHLMANN~ FOR THE COSY-TOF COLLABORATION 
The study of pp bremsstrahlung is one of the original experiments to be performed with the 
COSY TOF spectrometer. First data at p = 797 MeV/c have been taken in October 1996 [I]; 
here only one of the main results will briefly be presented. 
Fig. 1 top: Dalitz plot of (kinematically 
fitted) bremsstrdung events; bottom: 
prqjectior, onto the X-axis; the dotted 
- .  
and dashed curves represent Monte Carlo 
simulated distributions (see text). 
With the "Quirl" alone already a large fraction of the 
available phase space could be covered. When focussing 
onto the high energy end of the bremsstrahlung spec- 
trum this percentage accounts for roughly 80% of the 
upper third in E, allowing a detailed view into the na- 
ture of the hard photon component. A Dalitz plot of all 
(kinematically fitted) bremsstrahlung events is shown in 
fig. 1 (top); in the bottom part the projection onto the 
X-axis is shown, where the dashed and dotted curves 
represent Monte Carlo (MC) simulated data (see be- 
low). Suitably normalized empty target runs have been 
subtracted. The most surprising result is the absence 
of sizeable FSI-effects at lowest Mip which govern tke 
corresponding Dalitz plots of the pprO [2] and p n ~ s '  re- 
actions [3] at comparable bombarding energies. 
From kinematics only a low yield for two-proton eniissi- 
on at near-zero relative momentum was to be expected; 
an important additional reason, however, seems to stem 
from the structure of the ppy transition ~natrix element 
for the magnetisation current operator which is believed 
to govern the processes relevant in the high energy part 
of the photon spectrum. This matrix element can be 
written [4] as the sum of two terms which for identical 
particles cancel each other to a large degree in all those 
cases where a spin-singlet state is involved thus favoring 
triplet + triplet transitiom. The impact of the otherwi- 
se dominant 'So state, which in NN scattering has by far 
the largest T-matrix elements, is except for t he upper- 
most end of the photon spectrum widely reduced. Yet 
sizeable FSI effects are only to be expected if the two 
protons are in such a 'So state as in the T" producing 
reaction ~nentioned above which close to threshold proceeds via the transition 3 ~ o  -+ 'Soso. 
The order of the multipole radiation can also be deduced frorn fig. 1, namely, that in the projec- 
tion (fig. 1, bottom), agreement with the MC data is only found, when the %mple" simulation 
(dotted curve) which snly incltides phase space and detector efficiency is additionally folded with 
3 + c ~ s % ~ ~ ) -  factor which is characteristic for dipole radiation [5]; this result is given by 
the dashed curve. 
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Test of the One-Layer Barrel Detector for the COSY-TOF with Cosmic 
Rays B?K 
B. H~BNER', A. BÖHMI, K.-TH. BRINKMANN', S. DSHEMUCHADSE, J.S. LANGE', 
H. FREIESLEBEN', P. MICHEL, K. MÖLLER, A. SCHAMLOTT, P. SCHÖNMEIER~, M. STEINKE~ AND 
M. WÜRSCHIG-PÖRSEL' FOR THE COSY-TOF COLLABORATION 
In the beginning of 1997 the first barrel for the COSY Time-of-Flight spectrometer TOF based 
on the one-layer barrel concept [I] [2] was assembled in Rossendorf and tested with cosmic rays. 
These experiments were carried out using the same electronics and data acquisition as in the 
COSY-TOF experiments in Jülich. The tests proved the functionality of all scintillator bars. 
The properties of the full detector set-up were as follows: The average light velocity in the 
scintillators was found to be 15 cm/ns with a variation of -t 0.5 cm/ns. The attenuation lengths 
of the bars were measured to be 2 to 5 m, where the variation is correlated with the transparency 
of the bar judged by optical inspection, i.e. the light attenuation in darker bars was higher than 
in bright ones. This effect is illustrated in Fig. 1. The ongoing analysis of the July 97 beamtime 
[3] will show if this affects the quality of the experimental data. 
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dark rating parameter / a.u. bnght Bar No. 
Fig. 1 Correlation of the attenuation length and Fig. 2 Position resolution for a set of  32 bars 
the optical appearance of the bar. obtained from the edge steepness o f  the time 
difference spectrurn. 
The average position resolution determined from the edge steepness of the time difference 
spectra is A z ( F W H M )  = 13 cm. The individual resolutions for a set sf 32 bars are showrl in 
Fig. 2. In these experiments, walk effects due to the bading edge discrirninators used c0~1d 
not be corrected. Since these. effects are strongest at the edges sf the time difference spectra, 
the resulting position resslution should be taken as an upper limit only. The time resolution 
obtained from the difference of the calculated and measured time of flight between two bars for 
cosmic particles, applying restrictive cuts 011 the QDC values in order t s  minimize walk effeets, 
is A t ( F W H M )  = 1 ns. Hence, the positiori resolution is Ax(FWHA4) = 7.5 cnl. These sesults 
are in gosd agreement tvith prototype tests using coristant fractlon discrirninators [SI. In the 
experiments at COSY, the barrel will be equipped with a laser ealibration system in order to 
correct for walk effects. firthermore, we found that there is no riross t d k  bet.rvet;a Lhe bara 
Double bits can be recognized by conipairing the position inforrnatisn obtained from Ghe time 
difference (zTDc cx TDCTe, - TDGmnt) to thc position calciitated independeritly ffom the 
ratio of the QDC values (zQoc sx ln(&DCm„j&DCII~OItt)). 
First Results of the One-Layer COSY-TOF Barrel Hodoscope 
G.Y. S U N ~ ,  K.-TH. BRINKMANN~, H. FREIES LEBEN^, B. HÜBNER~, S. DSHEMUCHADSE, P. MICHEL, 
K. MÖLLER AND A. SCHAMLOTT FOR THE COSY-TOF COLLABORATION 
The one-layer COSY-TOF barrel was built in Rossendorf in 1996 [I]. After the first tests with 
cosmic rays, it was dismantled and moved to COSY, where it was mounted and utilized for 
the first time in the July-97 beamtime. The calibration of the barrel hodoscope was performed 
using elastic pp scattering data from this experiment at beam energies around 300 MeV. The 
pp elastic scattering events were identified by requiring two coplanar hits in the barrel and two 
coplanar hits in the outer ring of the start detector [2] with the Same azimutal angle as the 
hits in the barrel and putting additional cuts on the hit positions of the two correlated elastic 
events in opposite scintillator bars. The yield obtained in this way for the first 48 bars is shown 
in Fig. 1. Apart from some cases where problems with individual electronic channels exist a 
rather constant value is observed as is expected from the cylindrically symmetric setup. 
Bar No. X1100ps  
Fig. 1 Yield of the pp elastic scattering events in Fig. 2 Position dependence of tof for one of the 
the first 48 scintillator bars. scintillator bars. 
Fig. 2 shows an example of the position dependence of time of flight (tof) of elastic scattering 
events to one of the bars. The displayed time, t, is related to tof through an offset. The time 
differente X = TDCfTOnt - TDCTe, is a direct measure of the hit position. 
2.2 By comparing the tof determined by kinema- 
2 tics with experimental data we obtain the offset 
1.8 of tof. Setting certain cuts on tof we get the X 
1.6 1 values from experimental data and the position 
140 160 180 200 220 240 260 280 300 320 
X/ 100ps 
Fig. 3 Position calibration for one of the scintil- 
lator b m .  
values from kinematics. Hence the hit position in 
scintillator bars can be calibrated with pp elastic 
scattering events as shown in Fig. 3. The slopc 
of the fitted line is a measure of the effective 
speed of light (C„) in the scintillator. We get 
C„ = 15.5 cm/ns which is consistent with thc 
result obtained in the cosmic-ray tests [3]. 
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Comparision of Measured (p,2p) COSY-TOF Data with Simulated INC- and 
MICRES-Code Events at the Pion Threshold B>K 
B. NATJ-VIAYN, L. AUMANN, P.EIERR~~ANK', U. ZIELINSKI' AND THE COSY-TOF-C~I.LAB~R~~ION 
Data of proton induced two prong events from reactions on nuclei of the target foil material 
(mainly carbon and oxygen) were taken in 1996 at the COSY run on pp-bremsstrahlung with 
the COSY-TOF spectrometer [l]. She proton momentum was chsen as 797 MeV/c, thus, 
the pion production channcls pp -+ dnf and pp + pp7r0 were accessible. The COSY-TOF 
spectrometer has been described previously [2]. The spectrometer detccts the t-rajectory, 
time of flight and energy loss of each charged particle. The angular acceptance covering the 
scattering angle in thc range of 3" 5 Oiab 5 33" and the aazimutlial rangc of 27r. About 1CI4 two 
prong events From the "empty target" were accumulated in a missing mass spectrum under 
the proton pair liypothesis. About lo7 events were simulated with tlie 1NC-code f33 and the 
MICRES-code [4]. The figure illustrates the comparison of the experimental data with the INC- 
code siinulation (a) and the MICRES-code simulation (b) as a function of squared missing mass. 
Pig. 1 Comparision of simulated and measured proton nucleus ~ a c t i s n  as a functioa of bhe misshg mass 
squared. 
The geometrical acceptaiice of the spectrometer aiid the determinalion with an errar sf 5 
taken into account. The spectra are norrnalized $0 tfie integrals of the shapes. The eoriilpatrison 
shows: that our data are in better agrecment with the INC-madel than wlth MICBES. The 
reason may be, that in the MICR'ES-code tbe emitt-ed nucleons me. kinematica11y u~icorrel&ted 
after passing tlirougli the scattering cascade. New düta for pretsri sca;ltcririg on cartrbm tvere 
measured witli the COSY-TOF spectrometer in 1997 at tt;he same beam 1nt4mentrurn. The targe?t: 
[5] was filled with liquid methün to obtttin a significwtly hlghm 111pniarnsi&~ The data are under 
preparation. 
The Large Multiwire Chamber MWC2 for the ANKE Spectrometer B 
In the side detector of the ANKE spectrometer a particle track will be measured by two multiwire 
chambers. The smaller MWCl is placed near the dipole magnet D2 and is well tested [I]. The 
larger chamber MWC2 is located between MWCl and the stop telescopes. The production of 
MWC2 has heen finished and the operation behavior can now be compared to that of MWC1. 
The large size (2160x900 mm) of MWC2 leads to differences in the parameters and production 
in respect to MWC1. The tension of the longer sensitive anode wires of MWC2 must be 
higher to withstand the electrostatic forces in the chamber and keep them inside a spatial 
deviation of - 2%. In MWCl tungsten wires with 20 pm had been used with a force of 0.5 
N. This results in a tension near the limit of the linear elastic response behavior sf tungsten. 
Therefore it was necessary to use for MWC2 a wire diameter of 25 pm to achieve a force of 0.8 N. 
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Fig. 1 Efficiency curves o f W C 1  and MWC2. Fig. 2 Mean charge of signals &, fioni MWC1 and 
MmiC2 as a function of high voltage HV. 
In a multiwire chamber the multiplication factor M between the primary charge arid the final 
charge collected at a wire depends on the capacity C and the high voltage HV besides the parame- 
ters of the gas. In a multiwire arrange~nent C can be approximated by 27rco/ (nL/s - En(2nrW/s)); 
here L is the gap between anode and cathodc, s the distance between the wires and T, the radius 
of a wire. Since T, < L, s the capacity C decreases with increasing T,. As a consequence the 
multiplication factor M in MWC2 is smaller than in MWCl at the same HV. Using the same 
amplifier threshold the efficiency in MWC2 will be smaUer too. 
This behavior can be Seen in the t m  measured efficie~icy curves of MWCl and MWC2 in 
fig. 1. Th<: efficiency curve of MWC2 is shifted by about 250 V to higher voltage. The length 
of tiie plctteaii of MVSTC2 is about 400 V and seelns to be slightly longer Ulan the plateau 
of M W 1 .  This cczrr be seen from the curves for the Inean charge Q, of the signals as a 
functian of S V ,  see Rg. 2. Both curves show the expccted exponential law of the proportio~id 
operation rnode very well what i~idicates a normal chamber behavior. Due to the thicker wire 
of MWC2 a sinoother rise of the curve for MWC2 exists. The endpoirit of operation will 
therefw Fe reached at a so~rlewhat higher voltage. For both cliambers the results are inside the 
expected r a g e  so ouc can assume also for M W 2  a normal operation at the ANKE spectronieter. 
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Search for Virtual A++ Knock-out from 'Be  at 1 GeV W 
The existence of nucleon resonances in the ground state of nuclei is a long-standing problem. 
A method for the observation of one signature in the pA pAf+X reaction was described in 
ref. [I]. In the special case of 9 ~ e  the detection of the recoil nucleus s ~ e  (AA = -1, A Z  = -2 
with respect to the target) allowed to eliminate all background from interactions of incident 
protons with single nucleons. Indeed, the expected enhancement of the cross section in the 
spectator (i.e. low- momentum) range was observed at ßlab = 60° [I] but further measurements 
at lower rnomenta are desired. Our spectrometer based on Bragg Ionization Chambers [2] with 
low registration thresholds offers a feasible method. The detection of the low abundant 8He 
requires in addition to the first level trigger (which selects fragments) a more restrictive condition. 
The Bragg peak height BP oc Z rnust match the limits of Z=2 and the condition 4 < A < 12 
must be fulElled simultaneously. In this case the data transfer from the front-end electrsnics 
is started and the full pulse-shape information from the FADCs is written on disk. The data 
rates accepted by the first level trigger are scaled down what allows the simultaneous storage 
of the full information necessary to compare with the previous data in the overlap region. The 
comparison of the invariant cross sections (shown in fig. 1 for selected fragments) confirms the 
results of ref. [I]. The increasing enhancement of the cross section in the low momentum range 
due to the virtual A++ knock-out seems to be present (as shown in fig. 2) despite the Imge 
statistical uncert ainties. 
Calculation of w Production in p + d Interactions B 
There are plans [I] to study the reaction p + n + W + d at ANKE using a deuterium target and 
detecting the spectator proton in a similar way as in a recent experiment [2] at CELSIUS for the 
reaction p + n + 7 + d. Since experimental data for W production in p + d interactions are not 
available, in Fig. 1 an order of magnitude estimate is given calculated with the ROC model [3]. 
These results may serve as a basis for estimating the counting rates which can be expected. 
T„=Z.OGeV 2.6GeV 
momentum P- (GeV/c)  
Fig. 1 Calculated cross sections for the reactions Fig. 2 (a) Angle (cos(0,)) versils momentum 
pd + wpd (full Line) and pd + w2pn (dashed li- (P,) of protons from the reaction p+d -+ p, +W +d 
ne). The verticai bars indicate the statistical un- in coincidence with d at angles Od < So. 
certainties of the Monte-Carlo caiczdations. (b) Missing mass spectrum for protons (0, 2 90°, 
0.05 5 P, 5 0.2 GeV/c) in coincidence with d at 
Od < 5 O  and Pd 2 1 GeV/c (fuI1 line). 
At ANKE a detection system for high-momentum particles emitted under small angles will be 
installed [4]. I t  will be used for detecting the deuterons, while the design of the detector for tlie 
spectator protons is still under discussion. In Fig. 2a the distribution of these spectator protons 
from p + d + p, + W + d is shown. As can be expected from the assu~nption of a quasi-frec 
production process there is no pronounced correlation between the directions of the detiteron 
and the spectator proton except the kinematical constraints fiom the three-body phase-spacc. 
Due to the decrease of the p+n center-of mass energy for backward going spectators W productiori 
becomes impossible for high enough spectator momenta as can be Seen in Fig. 2a. The momentuni 
distribution within the allowed kinematical region decreases strongly a t  large momenta due to 
the detiteron wave function. In order to give an impression of the expected background fio~ri 
ather reactions the missing-mass spectra are plotted in Fig. 2b under the idealized assumption 
tliat the spectlttor detector Covers the whole backward hemisphere. At both energies the W peak 
GeV is clearly distinguished from the background. The necessity of a good particle 
identification in the fornrard detector is demonstrated by tlie dashed curves in Fig. 2b, which 
represent the missing-mass spectra resulting Tom a rnisidentification of forward going p's as d's. 
Shis background is structurcless in the region of tlie W peak and the amount of misidentified 
p% still tolerable will depend to a large extent from thc achievable missing-mass resolution. 
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Elastic Proton-Deuteron Backward Scattering B 
L.P. KAPTARI~, B. KÄMPFER, S.M. DORKIN~, S.S. SEMIKH~ 
In recent studies [I, 21 the static properties of the deuteron and the exclusive deuteron break-up 
reaction have been calculated within the Bethe-Salpeter (BS) approach. We have extended our 
BS approach to the elastic proton-deuteron backward scattering [3]. Precision measurements 
of this reaction are envisaged in near future at COSY with the ANKE an~d TOF installations. 
Some results of our approach are compared with older data in Figs. 1 and 2. A set of polarization 
observables is provided in [3]. 
Fig. 1 Tlie spin averaged differential cross Fig. 2 Tensor analyzing power Tao (upper panel), 
section as a function of  the proton monienturn. and polarizaticm transfer K. (lotver pa~iel). Dot- 
Daskd curve: positive exiergy contributions, ted curve: ptir& relativistic corrections, shorf- 
Img-dasl~ed curve: contributions from Lorentz dashed curves: calculations with mixlirnal relnti- 
boost, full curve: BS calculation, dotted curve: vizatiön scheme m d  Paris potential, full curves: 
non-relativistis calculations with Bonn poteritial. the nct result within the AS approac12. Fbr amorc 
For dctails m d  quotatim of data cf. [3]. cletails and pustation Isfdata, r:f. 131. 
Bogoliubov Institute of Theoretical Phy~ics, JINR Dubna, dZussia 
" u r - ~ a s t e m  State Uniuersity, Vladivostok2 Rucsia 
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Polarization Observables in the Reaction NN + N N +  B 
A.I. T r~ov l ,  B. KÄMPFER, V.V. SHKLYAR' 
The reaction NN -+ NNq5 is calculated [l] within the one-boson exchange model. In the tree 
level Feynman diagrams the q5 arises from the internal conversion vertex p.lrq5. The parameters 
(effective coupling constants, cut-offs in monopole formfactors) can be partially adjusted by t he 
reaction n-p -+ nq5. The corresponding total exclusive cross section as a function of the beam 
energy (cf. Fig. 1) describes the few experimental data [2,3] near threshold fairly well. 
Presently there is a wide discussion on the apparent violation of the OZI rule in the reaction 
pp -+ q5X. One possible resolution of this puzzle is the assumption of a substantial hidden 
strangeness (i.e. s ~ )  content in the proton. As test of this hypothesis we have calculated the 
sensitivity of polarization observables on the .G admixture in the proton in pp -+ ppq5 reactions 
[I]. In doing so the one-boson exchange model is supplemented by a uud knock-out mechanism. 
Results for the beam-target asymmetry C E  = [da(& = 1) - da(Si = O)]/[da(Si = 1) + da(Si = 
0)] (here Si denotes the total spin in the entrance channel) are displayed in Fig. 2. It should be 
stressed that already slightly above the threshold the interaction dynamics becomes important. 
While the total cross section is hardly sensitive to a small admixture of hidden strangeness, the 
polarization observables do SO. 
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Fig. 1 The total rross section for the reaction 
pp -+ Z > P ~  as a function of center-of-mass ener- 
g. above threshold. The solid lines and the short- 
tlüshed line are for various parameter sets described 
i11 ,D]; daslfefcd lirie: ~ w u l t  of a calculation with con- 
stallt near- thrcsliold matris elcment. Open squares 
ancl fizll dots: thp contributiorls of the uud knock- 
I " " " "  
1 , 0 - - - -  - -  -- 
I? 
Fig. 2 The beam target asymmetry for the reac- 
tion pp + pp4 as a function of the center-of-~nas.~ 
polar angle 19 of the d for a beam energy of 100 
Mel' above threshold. Long-dashed line: threshold 
result, solid Iines: eontributions of the conventio~d 
one-boson exchange model, dotted Iines: contribu- 
tion of the uud knock-out channel; the curves are 
out chnnud fitr trm different parameter sets with labelled by the polar angles of the recoil proton. 
;t str.arigt*~iess weight of 1%. Data frorn [J]. The assumed Strangeness weight is 2%. 
Large Trapezoidal Drift Chambers for the HADES Experiment B 
F. DOITRMANN, \V. ENGHIRDT, E. GROSSE, M. SOBIELLA ND THE H-~DES-COLI~ABOR.XTION 
Fig. 1 Cross section through the HADES spectrometer. Fig. 2 Schematic view of a MDCII I  frame. 
HADES is a high acceptance di-electron spectrometer to be sct tip at GSI. L)ürmst;zdt, for 
measuring lepton pairs produced in heavy ion and hüdron incluced reactions. BADES investig~ites 
in-medium properties of vector mesons like p: W ,  and (6. Model calculations 11.21 and QCD sum 
rules [3] predict mass shifts of particles inside nuclear matter. 
The short lived p meson (lifetime lfm/c), if produced in Au-du coilisioris at 1 - 2 AGcV, 
mainly decays inside the dense reaction medium (2-3 timcs thc norrnul ntt~lci~r d msity P O ) .  
Furtliermore, in reactions such as T- Pb, a sigiiificant fraction of W ~iwsoris. h ing  a iiasrrwer 
resonance (lifetime 23.5 fm/c). are produced at low iiiornentum :tiicl tlius woukl also tlrcny inside 
the nucleus. 
The spectrometer is depicted in fig. 1. It  consists of a fast, Iiadron blind 1iing Itnagixig C ~ P -  
renkov counter (RICH), a set of Tour tracking planes of Multi Wire Drift Chü.inl>crs (31nCI. u, 
six coil superco~iclucting magnet. a set of shower detectors arid a Timc of Flight (%'OE'). The. 
spectrometer Covers about 40% of tlle aziimtlial angle (48" 5 t f  5 3.5"). 
The FZ  Rossendorf currentIy participates in constructing and testiiig of tlie low-mass driR 
chainbers. Tlie second largest tracking plane (MDC 111) is constriict~ti üt tlie dc:tt.ctor la1wra;tury 
of tlie institute. 6 modules (active area: 2.3 X 2 m2: drift cell ske  8 x 12 irin12) ftmn tlx! exitirc. p h ~ .  
Each module contains 6 drlft cell layers. i.e. 6 anodt: and 7 cntlicde framw. ';C%- twlf~ttllogieö 
for winding and fixing tfiin aluminum wire (dOlum diam.) srd fiaxititirrg thiil hrge I ~ ' , ~ I P I W  X I L ~ ~ C \  
of fiber reinfortxd epoxy resins are devcloped. For Iiaidliiig t l i ~  shtw sizc trf thr ;l.:t~iir>s, 6%. 2. a 
new larger clean rnoni and specially shped bables and contai~lers h ; w  bem io~st;alltd 
Estimates of Dilepton Yields from Correlated Semi-Leptonic Decays of Open 
Charm and Bottom Mesons in Relativistic Heavy-Ion Collisions B 
K. GALLMEISTER, B. KÄMPFER, O.P. PAVLENKO~ 
The dileptons, stemming from correlated semi-leptonic decays of Open charm and bottom mesons 
in central ultra-relativistic heavy-ion collisions, represent a huge background to the dilepton 
signal from thermalized deconfined matter. In Fig. 1 we show the invariant mms spectra of these 
contributions at RHIC energies; the designed acceptance of the PHENIX detector System is 
taken into account. As pointed out by Shuryak in 1997 the energy loss of heavy quarks, due to  
gluon radiation propagating through deconfined matter. can diminish substantially their relative 
kinetic energy, and as a consequence the invariant mass of the resulting dileptons is reduced too. 
We have modelled such energy loss effect in various scenarios described in detail in [I]. Everi 
using a comparatively strong energy loss it becomes evident from Fig. 1 that the thermal signal 
can hardly be extracted from the full spectrum. 
We have therefore revived a previous study [2] of the transverse momentum dependence of 
- thermal dileptons and compared with results of Monte Carlo calculations of the background from 
charni and bottom decays. In Fig. 2 the corresponding spectra for LHC energies are displayed. 
The acceptance of the ALKE detector system is taken into account, and only leptons with 
transverse monienta p l  > 2 GeV are considered. One can infer that suitable kinematical cuts in 
the double differential spectrum suppress sufficiently the background, and in a certain window 
the thermal signal dominates. Other contributions to the background, like dileptons from Dalitz 
decays of r0 and q, contribute only at the kinematic limit of large values of the transverse pair 
niomentum. Whether the proposed strategy of extracting the thermal signal is experimentally 
feasible depends on the possibility to subtract the combinatorical background, 
Fig. l Järious contributions to the invariant 
mass spectrum of dielectrons at RHIC energies 
ahservabIe in the PHESiX acceptance. The das- 
bed (solid) l i n ~  is t h  sum of charni and bottom 
cr)~~triButions witho~it (with) energy Ioss. 
1 o - ~  
,- 1 o - ~  thermal, L,, = 1 .O, 1.0 
I thermal, L„ = 1 .O, 0.5 g 1 OW6 thermal, L,, = 0.5, 0.1 - 
N + $! 10-~ 
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Fig. 2 Contributions to  the transverse momen- 
tum spectrum of  dileptons which occupy the 
transverse mass region A G  = 5.25 - 5.73 GeV 
at LHC energies observable in the ALICE accep- 
tance. The thermal yield is depicted for various 
quark/gluon fugacities X,,, [2]. 
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Iso-Rotational Moment of Inertia and A-Nucleon Mass Splitting at Finite 
Temperature and Density B 
To study nucleonic properties in nuclear matter we consider the chiral one-loop hedgehog so- 
liton of the bosonized SU(2)f Nambu & Jona-Lasinio model which is embedded in a hot gas 
of constituent quarks with a dynamically generated mass [1,2]. Such a model incorporates the 
restoration of chiral symmetry and the possible dissolution of the soliton, which simulates the 
deconfinement transition of hadronic matter. 
Due to the hedgehog ansatz the soliton violates rotational and iso-rotational invariance. Instead 
of a particle with definite spin and isospin the soliton represents a mixture of nucleon and 
A isobar. The quasi-classical cranking approach [3] constitutes a feasible way to restore the 
symmetry and to equip the soliton with the correct values of spin and isospin. The resulting 
A-nucleon mass splitting AEaN = $J is controlled by the iso-rotational moment of inertia 3. 
Fig. 1 illustrates the moment of inertia as a function of medium temperature and density [2]. At 
vanishing density, the moment is nearly independent of temperature and remarkably increases 
-only in the neighborhood of the critical temperature at 185MeV. At finite medium density, 
the increase starts earlier. The larger moment at higher temperature leads to a smaller mass 
difference between nucleon and A isobar (lower part of Fig. 1). Notice that the lines end at the 
critical temperature with a finite mass splitting. 
The behavior at finite density and low temperature is affected by our naive representati- 
on of the medium as a gas of constituent quarks. The Pauli-blocking of quark levels in tlie 
neighborhood of the valence level reduces the moment of inertia remarkably and leads to 
a large mass splitting. In a more realistic picture, the medium quarks should be bound in 
solitons and the corresponding transition matrix elements are not bloeked to that degree. 
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Fig. 1 Moment of inertja 3 
(upper part) and A-1lur1e011 
mass spiittilig. ABA,?,- (Iou-er 
part) as a function of the 
medium temprature T ~ O T  
wrious mlucs of tlie dm- 
&t.s (in tmits r f  tlir rmr- 
mal ~iuclear clerisify p„„ = 
0.16 f r ~ x - ~ )  irsi~ig a rm,sritu- 
w t  quark ~iiass 31 .- 4%) 51t*V 
in vacurm. 
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Quasiparticle Model for the Equation of State of Deconfined Matter 
with Strange Quarks B 
A. PESHIER, B. KÄMPFER, O.P. PAVLENKO~, G. SOF? 
Recently a quasiparticle model has been proposed [I] to describe tlie lattice results [2] for pure 
SU(3) gauge field thermodynamics. The model is based on a parametrization of the strong inter- 
action by massive gluon excitations with temperature dependent effective mass rn; oc GYT) T ~ .  
The appropriately parametrized coupling constant G is adjusted to the data [2]. In thc, high- 
temperature limit T -+ oo the coupling strength G approaches the one-loop &CD running 
coupling constant. In this spirit our model incorporates the asymptotic limit of QCD, and the 
pressure described below coincides with the leading-order &CD result. 
We have extended [3] the model to describe the lattice data [4] of a quark-gluon plasma with 
four quark flavors in the chiral limit, cf. Fig. 1. We proceeded to incluile also strange quarks 
with finite rest mass. This modifies the equation of state as seen in Fig. 2. 
A foundation of our model can be derived [5], in case of the qS1 model theory, from the Luttinger- 
Ward selfconsistency relation between thermodynamical potential, propagators and selfenergies. 
It turns out that in the tadpole approximation the pressure reads like an ideal gas of particles 
which acquire a thermal mass due to interactions plus a small correction term. 
Fig. 1 Description of the 4Aavor lattice &CD da- 
ta [2] (syn~bols) by our model [fl, which rests 
on the entropy density s = &idd(T,m(T)), ener- 
gy density e = eid(T, m(T)) + B ( T $ ,  pressure 
p =: pict(T; m(T j j - BiT'), with a temperature de- 
pendent quasi-particle masses m(T) . The su bs- 
cript "ida"neans the corresponding ideal gas ex- 
pressions; the function B(T) follows from ther- 
modynamicnl se.lfconsistency. 
X decreasing 1 
1 2 3 4 
T I  Tc 
Fig. 2 Our prediction of  the equation of state 
(scaled by T*) of interacting gluons, light U, d 
quarks and massive strange quarks. The quasipar- 
tick model is adjusted to a constructed Pt-order 
phase transition to a resonance gas at T, (dotted 
lines). The temperature dependent strange quark 
mass becomes here m,(T) -+ m,/2 + (rnZj2 + 
r n ( ~ ) " l / ~  according to the hard thermal loop re- 
sults. X is an internal rnodel parameter. 
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Nuclear P hysics 
In the nuclear structure theory group the disappearance of  the pair correlations in ro- 
tating nuclei and mesoscopic aluminium particles in a magnetic field has been studied. 
Instead of  the well defined phase transition from the superconducting (suprafluid) to the 
normal state Seen in a macroscopic system there is in the considered mesoscopic systems 
a transition region where the gap parameter approaches Zero in steps caused by subse- 
quently breaking pairs. Surprisingly and contrary to the commonlj- accepted view, rapidly 
rotating nuclei when approaching the unpaired state do not rotate with the moment o f  
inertia o f  a macroscopic rigid body. These deviations are the nuclear pendant to the nor- 
mal persistent currents found in magnetic response of mesoscopic meta1 particles. They 
dramatically modifS. the transition super to normal. 
Further> the T=l proton - neutron pair correlations in N=Z nuclei have heen investi- 
gated, which lead to a spontaneous breaking of  the isospin symmetry V-ith observahle 
consequences for the rotational spectra of  odd-odd nuclei. 
The phenomenon of the magnetic rotation has been discovered by a Bonn-Rossendorf 
collaboration in a series of lead isotopes. According to the theoretical predictions this 
new excitation mode should exist in other mass regions too. The experimental work o f  
the nuclear spectroscopy group has focussed to the search for magnetic rotation in nuclei 
in the mass region around A=80. For this purpose, the nuclides 82,8378%b have been in- 
vestigated in an experiment at LNL Legnaro using the 47r spectrometer G-ASP. Alagnetic 
dipole bands hal-e been found in all these nuclei. Indeed the bands in s '84Rb show the 
characteristics o f  magnetic rotation and are the first evidence of this rotational mode i11 
otlt2-ocld nuclei in this mass region. The studj- o f  the nuclide 7%r has Ileen refined 117 
the analj-sis o f  lewl lifetimes n-hich support the interpretation of  the obserr-ed ziiagnctic 
dipolc band as an intermediate case including a strong magnetic. coniponent arid clcrnir. 
rotation as ri-ell. 
Another effort concerned the vibrational modes in mag-ic nuclri with S=;513 ~r l t tw  tll t* 
inwstigation has been estended to the nuclide s8Sr. In a nuclear resonilncti finorcstwit.cl 
~xpcrinicnt at the electron accelerator S-D=-4LIIYAC of t h~ T U Darnistadt pl~oto~ts St'ii t -  
t e r d  on "Sr n-ere rneasured niith two GLCSTER detectors. Escited statt:% iilmtifirrl i11 
this oxporinwnt ha~-e becn compared ~ritli predktions o f  ttic q~ii~il)itrtic*li$-~)l~~~~it)~i i ~ o c l d  
rr-hirh sngg-t~st an in terpreta tion as t~i-o- or threc-phonou wcita tions. 
The analysis of  ternary events was continued by comparing the results of trajectory cal- 
culation n-ith FOBOS data. 
Striking differences were found in light charged particle data recorded in coincidence eit- 
her lvith single heavy residues or with fragments from binary or ternary fission. The final 
state o f  a decaying hot heavy nucleus is strongly induenced by Auctuations in the early 
evaporation cascade. 
Properties of  heated nuclear matter can best be studied via fragment production at not 
too high excitation energies. For this aim experiments carried out within the FOPI col- 
laboration and at the Gatschina synchrotron were analysed. The degree o f  thermal and 
chemical equilibrium was tested by comparing isotope yields to the results of  thermal 
models. De~i'ations from the complete equilibrium established for fast fragments signal 
the presence of  preequilibrium emission. Further, model calculations have shown that the 
enhanced 3He yield can be understood by a late fragment formation due to coalescence. 
Rotation of Nuclei in the Unpaired State W 
~.FRAUENDORF, J .  SHEIKH~ , P.M.  WALKER^ , V. V. PASHKEVICH~, A. UNZHAKOVA~, 
AND F. C H U ~ ,  M. A. DELEPLANQUE~ 
Experiments with modern y - ray detector arrays permit to study the rotation of nuclei after 
the transition from the suprafiuid to the normal state. Fig. 1 shows as an example high K 
bands in the mass 180 region. A clear signal of the disappearance of pairing is the absence of 
rapid alignment processes [I]. Fig. 1 containing unpaired bands does not show such alignments 
which are seen in Fig. 2 as upbends of the K=7 and 15 bands. For the latter two quasi neutron 
bands the neutron pairing is still present. Tilted Axis Cranking (TAC) calculations reproduce 
very well the experimental angular momenta. The moments of inertia of the unpaired bands 
are substantially smaller than the values for rigid rotation indicating the presence of mass 
currents of quantal origin in the body fixed frame of reference. A systematic comparison of the 
calculated moments of inertia with the experimental ones known at high spin reveals that they 
are larger than the rigid body value in the lower part of a shell but smaller than it for most 
of the remaining part. The interpretation in terms of mesoscopic persistent currents is being 
worked out. The relation to quantum size effects in the magnetic susceptibility of quantum dots 
and metallic clusters is being studied 
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N-dependence Effective Pairing Strength in Al-grains and Phase Transition 
in Superconducting Grains W 
S .FRAUENDORF, N.K. KUZMENKO AND V.M. MIKHAJLOV' 
The size dependence of the effective electron attraction strength (G) in Al nanometer-scale 
clusters is established on the basis of empirical critical temperatures (T,) and pairing gaps 
(A). A substantial increase of NG, which is constant for b u k  superconductors, is found. The 
model of electrons in a spherical cavity is studied. It permits to solve the pairing problem 
exactly and to calculate the canonical partition function. Calculations of T,, A and specific 
heats are performed with in both grand canonical and canonical approaches. As compared to 
the bulk (BCS limit) the transition becomes smeared out. Still a transition temperature may 
be defined which coincides with the bulk value. This definition turns out to be reasonable, 
because it designs the region of the most dramatic changes of many physical quantities. The 
electronic magnetic susceptibility is strongly reduced by the pair correlations. Still it is positive 
(paramagnetic) for most of the cases. The paramagnetic enhancement is a finite size effect 
that is in sharp contrast to the bulk superconductor which has a negative susceptibility (dia- 
magnetic). The value of the susceptibility is strongly affected at N = 103 by N-dependence of G. 
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Fig. 1 Spwific' heut C o f  t f i ~  sir~de-shd ~cs .  T/Tc 
at cliffewnt infrrc~s o f  the d~ge~ieracy of the Fermi 
I t ~ t ~ l J f  - .Xv1 ? Solid aud dashed lines carrespond 
tcx canonic.al antf BCS results. respectidy. 
Fig. 2 Susceptitrili@ (in units 1 X L  1 -10" w h r r  
X L  is the Landau expression for diamag~ietis~r~ 
of the degenerate free electro~i gas) v.s. 
Dashed lines: G = 0 ,  solid Iiries: G > 0. 
Rotating Quasi Particles near N = Z 
S. FRAUENDORF AND J.A. SHEIKH' 
The classification of rotational bands as qua- 
siparticle configurations in a rotating mean 
field (CSM) has led to the understanding 
of the near yrast spectra of rapidly rotating 
nuclei. Such high spin studies have revealed 
new insight into the nature of the pair cor- 
relations between like particles. Modern y - 
ray detector arrays permit to study high spin 
states for nuclei near the N = Z line in the 
mass 80 region, where proton - neutron (pn) 
pair correlations are expected to play an im- 
portant role. To study their nature it is ne- 
cessary to reformulate the CSM in such a way 
that the pn - pairing is included. We have sol- 
ved exactly the model problem of protons and 
neutrons in an f7,9 shell interacting with a 6 
- force, by numerical diagonalizations. Then 
the approximate mean field solution is con- 
structed for the same model case. Only T = 1 
(pn - pairs coupled to zero spin) pairing is 
found. The mean field solution breaks sponta- 
neously the isospin symmetry, where different 
orientations of the pair field in isospin space 
are equivalent. A particular convenient choi- 
ce is tlie orientation with the pn - field equal 
to zero. This permits to construct excitati- 
on spectrum by cornbining quasi proton and 
quasi neutron excitations in the same way ns 
for nuclei with Z # N (CSM). The strength 
of the pn - pair correlations follows from the 
isospin symmetry> i. e. it is given by an iso- 
tropic distribution of the pair field. The influ- 
cnce of tIie Coulortib field that breaks isospin 
symmetry on thc orientation of tlie T = 1 
pair field is being studied. 
Fig. 1 Total routhians for the Z = X = 3 sy- 
stem. The upper pariel slioivs thc Sh41 I fodd rp- 
sults and tlie 10wer thc CSM rtpprosirnatiori. fid 
Magnetic Rotation in the Odd-Odd Nuclei 82984~b B 
H. SCHNARE, R. SCHWENGNER, F. DÖNAU, S. FRAUENDORF, E. GROSSE, L. KÄUBLER, H. PRADE, 
J. EBERTH', S. SKODA', K.P.  LIEB^, A. JUNGCLAUS~, C. LINGK', G. LO BIANCO~, 
G. DE ANGELIS~, A. GADEA~, E. FARNEA~ ND C.A. UR4 
Nuclei in a certain (N,Z) range around A = 80 are predicted to exhibit the features of magne- 
tic rotation [I]. Experimental evidence is deduced from regular sequences of strong magnetic 
dipole transitions at high-spin in contrast to the irregular low-spin spectra being the common 
characteristic of nearly spherical nuclei. 
To investigate the appearance of magnetic rotation in the nuclei 8 2 ~ b , 8 3 ~ b  [2] and 8 4 ~ b ,  excited 
states have been populated using the fusion-evaporation reaction 76~e(11~ ,xn )  at a beam energy 
of 50 MeV, delivered by the Legnaro XTU Tandem accelerator. A target stack consisting of two 
thin Ge foils with a thickness of 0.2 mg/cm2 was used. The emitted y-rays were 'observed by the 
GASP array in its standard configuration with 40 Compton-suppressed HPGe detectors and the 
BGO inner ball with 80 elements. Approximately 1.5 X 108 high-fold events were collected and 
sorted into a E, - E, matrix as well as a E7 - E, - EY cube. 
Analysis of the data resulted in a considerable extension of the previously known level schemes 
[3], See Fig. 3a,3b. The strong A I  = 1 structures were observed in both nuclei and represent the 
first evidence for magnetic rotation in odd-odd nuclei of the A = 80 region. Both bands show the 
characteristic features of no signature splitting (Fig. 1) and a decreasing B(Ml)/B(E2) ratio 
with increasing spin (Fig. 2). Above spin I = 15 an upbend is observed in the B(Ml)/B(E2) 
plot for the 8 4 ~ b  data. Possibly this upbend indicates an alignment process which interferes 
the shears mechanism of magnetic rotation in this nucleus. A detailed interpretatiori on the 
basis of the tilted-axis cranking model is in Progress. 
Fig. 1 Experin~ental Roufhian as function of  rota- 
tional frequerxy for both signatures of  the 91 = 1 
fiari~k markecl in  Figs. 3a,3h 
I 
5 
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Fig. 2 Experimental B(Ml)/B(EZ) ratios for 7- 
transitions o f  the bands marked in Figs. 3a,3h 

Magnetic Dipole Bands in s 3 ~ b  B 
R. SCHWENGNER, H. SCHNARE, S. FRAUENDORF, .  DÖNAU, L. KÄUBLER, H. PRADE,. E .  GROSSE, 
A. JUNGCLAUS~, K. P .  LIEB', C. LINGK', S. SKODA~,  J. EBERTH~, G. DE ANGELIS~, A. GADEA~,  
E. FARNEA3, C. A. UR3 AND G. L0  BIANCO~ 
Magnetic rotation is predicted in several mass regions including a certain region near A = 80 
[I] where the deformation is small and the particle-like protons fill the g 9 / ~  orbital and the (fp) 
shell while there are only few g9/2 neutron holes in the N = 50 shell. This rotational mode leads 
to regular bands with strong M1 but weak E2 transitions. A characteristic feature of these 
so-called shears bands is the decrease of the M 1  transition strengths with increasing spin caused 
by the alignment of the spins of the involved orbitals. 
To search for magnetic rotation in the mass region around A = 80 we have studied the isotopes 
82Rb45, 83Rb46 and 84Rb47. Excited states in these nuclei were populated via the reaction ''B 
+ 7 6 ~ e  at E = 50 MeV using the "B beam of the XTU tandem accelerator of the LNL 
Legnaro, Gamma rays were detected with the spectrometer GASP. A total of 1 . 5 ~  108 three-fold 
coincidence events was recorded. The preliminary level scheme of 8 3 ~ b  deduced from the present 
coincidence experiment is shown in Fig. 1. It has been largely extended with respect to previous 
work [2]. In particular, four level sequences labelled A, B, C and D in Fig. 1 have been observed 
for the first time. 
Sequence A includes strong M1 transitions connecting 1312-, ..., 2112- states. At J = 2312 the 
character of this sequence changes and is dominated by E2 transitions at high spin. Sequence B 
includes E2 transitions only and might be the signature partner of sequence A. Sequences C and 
D are dipole bands including M1 as well as E2 transitions. An inspection of the level spacings of 
sequence C shows that these are not regular as expected for shears bands. Moreover, the plot of 
ratios of B(M1) and B(E2) values of transitions deexciting a certain state given in Fig. 2 reveals 
a pronounced staggering. Tliis behaviour contrasts with that of the magnetic dipole bands in 
fhe odd-odd neighbours "Rb and 84Rb, where the B(Ml)/B(E2) ratios show the behaviour 
espectad for niagnetic rotation [3]. This remarkable difference may be related to the different 
configrirations of the dipole bands including 3- and possibly 5-quasiparticle configurations in 
"RZ, lmt 2- arid 4-quasiparticle configurations in 8 2 ~ b  and 8 4 ~ b .  A detailed interpretation 
of the dipole bands in comparisoii with predictions of the tilted-axis cranking model [I] is in 
progress. 
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Lifetimes in the Magnetic Dipole Band in " ~ r  B 
T. SERVENE, J .  REIF, H. SCHNARE, R. SCHWENGNER, H. PRADE, G.  WINTER+, 
L. KÄUBLER, J.  EBERTH', H.G. THOMAS', F. BECKER~, B. FIEDLER', 
S. FREUND', S. K~SEMANN', S. SKODA', T. STEINHARDT~, 0. THELEN', T. HÄRTLEIN~, 
CH. ENDER', F. KÖcK~, P. REIT ER^, D. SCHWALM%, 
Level lifetimes in the nucleus 79Br were determined in the reaction 76Ge(7~i,4n) at  ~ ( ~ L i ) = 3 5  
MeV using the Doppler shift attenuation method (DSAM). The recoiling nuclei were stopped in 
the backed target (0.6 mg/cm2 76Ge on 2.5 mg/cm2 17'Au). Doppler-shifted y-rays were detec- 
ted with an array of six EUROBALL-Cluster detectors. Details of the experimental setup are 
described in [1,2]. The coincidence data were sorted into two E, -E, matrices, one for each of 
the observation angles 40" and 140". 
E 1 keV 
Fig. 1 Esarnples for the linesl iape analysis of transitions in the Fig. 2 Experimental lifetimes and 
'.rast band in 7gBr. The given lifetimes are results of the presented the ratios B(nll)/B(E2) in the ma- 
fits. gnetic dipole band in 79Br. 
Thc lifetirnc of a specific level is deduced from a detailed analysis of the lineshape taking into 
rtccourit tlie feeding frorn other levels. For the lineshape analysis the program DOPPIDIF [4] was 
iised. Exarnples for the lineshape analysis are given in Fig. 1. In Fig. 2 the magnetic dipole band 
"I in '.]Br is shown togetlier with the determined lifetimes and the ratios B(Ml)/B(E2, AI=2). 
Spill anci paritp assignrnents are taken from the analysis of DCO-ratios [5] and linear polarization 
data respectively 
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States of Seniority 3 and 5 in the N = 48 Nucleus 87Y 
R. SCHWENGNER, J. REIF, H. SCHNARE, G .  WINTER*, T. SERVENE, L. KÄUBLER, H. PRADE, 
M. ~ 7 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 ,  A. FITZLER  , S. KASEMANN~ , E. RAD ER MACH ER^ AND P. VON BRENTANO~ 
Our investigation of the N = 48 nucleus s 7 ~  revealed excited states up to JT = 33/2- [I]. Mean 
lifetimes of eight high-spin states have been determined using the Doppler-shift attenuation 
method. Reduced transition strengths deduced from these lifetimes are given in Table 1. These 
values may serve as a stringest test for theoretical model predictions. 
The structure of 8 7 ~  has been interpreted in terms of the shell model. The calculations performed 
in the model space T ( O ~ ~ / ~ ,  lp3/2, lplI2, 0ggI2) Y (1pIj2, OggI2) describe the observed high-spin 
states on the basis of seniority U = 3 and U = 5 configurations. The majority of calculated level 
energies and transition strengths agree well with experimental values as demonstrated in Fig. 1 
and Table 1, respectively. Especially the large experimental B(M1) values of up to 1.8 W.U. for 
transitions between yrast states with J > 21/2 are well reproduced. In the calculations they 
result from a recoupling of the spins of the involved proton and neutron orbitals. For example, 
the U = 5 configuration ~ ( 0 ~ ; ~ ) ~  predominates in the 27/2; to 33/21 states 
with spin values of J, = 4, 6, 8 and J, = 
Table 1 Experimental and calculated 
transition strengths in 87 Y 
J? J? CA B(aX) B ( 0 4  
(W.U.) (W.U.) 
EXP SM 
positive-panty states negative-pa"ty states I 
High-Spin States in the N=49 Nuclei "Y and 87Sr 
C. BORCAN, R. SCHWENGNER, H. SCHNARE, T. SERVENE, M. WILHELM~, A. FITZLER~, 
S. KASEMANN~ A D P. VON BRENTANO~ 
The nuclei near the shell closure at N=50 are of particular interest because they offer useful 
information about multi-particle excitation modes (see e.g. [I]). Moreover, their investigation 
could improve out- knowledge about the effective proton-neutron interaction. 
A recent investigation [2] of the N=49 nucleus 8 6 ~ b  revealed an irnproved shell model descrip- 
tion of states with J 2 15 by including the excitation of one g9i2 neutron over the shell gap at 
N=50 into the d j p  orbital. 
In order to extend the knowledge about N=49 nuclei we have undertaken the study of the nuclei 
88Y and s7Sr. High-spin states of these nuclei have been studied via the reactions 80Se(11B,3n) 
and 80~e(11~,p3n),  respectively. The coincidence experiment was carried out with a 45 MeV be- 
am delivered by the FN Tandem accelerator of the University of Cologne. y-y coincidences were 
measured using the six detector array OSIRIS CUBE. The level schenies have been extended up 
to excitation energies of E N 7 MeV as shown in Fig. 1. In both nuclei A J  = 1 sequences have 
been observed for the first time. Spin assignments are based on the directional correlations of 
coincident y rays. The analysis of level lifetimes is in Progress. 
id "Sr deduced from the present m k .  
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Nuclear Resonance Fluorescence Experiment on "Sr with two EUROBALL 
CLUSTER Detectors B~D,H 
L. KÄUBLER, H. PRADE, H. SCHNARE, R. SCHWENGNER, M. GRINBERG~, F. DÖNAU, E. GROSSE, 
P. V. BRENTANO', J. EBERTH', J. ENDERS', A. FITZLER~, C. FRANSEN^, R.-D. HERZBERG~, H. 
KAISER', P. V. NEUMANN-COSEL', N. PIETRALLA', A. RICHTER', CH. STOYANOV~, H . 4 .  
THOMAS~, H. TIESLER~, D. WEISSHAAR~, I. WIEDENH~VER~ AND A. ZILGES' 
For the understanding of complex states in the odd-mass N=50 nuclei 8 7 ~ b  and 89Y [I], which 
arise from the coupling of an unpaired proton to two- or three-phonon states in the N=50 core 
nucleus 88Sr, the detailed knowledge of the core states is important. Therefore a (y,y') experi- 
ment on 88Sr has been performed with an endpoint energy of the bremsstrahlung of 6.8 MeV 
at the S-DALINAC accelerator using two EUROBALL CLUSTER detectors at 90' and 127". 
To illustrate the experimental Progress, in Fig. 1 the high energy part of the total (single and 
add-back events of both CLUSTER detectors added) gamma-ray spectrum is shown. For the 
6335 keV peak we obtained during 8 days beam time about 70.000 counts, whereas in a previous 
experiment [2] only about 1.000 counts could be recorded in about 60 days . Many new trarisi- 
tions have been found, e.g. the 6202 and 6348 keV y-rays.-For the corresponding 6348 keV level 
a spin of J=l could be determined from angular correlation data. A gamma-ray branch from 
the 4743 keV state to the 2: level has been observed. In accordance with QPM calculations~ an 
interpretation as a 2$ €3 3- two phonon state for the 4743 keV level and as three-phonon 2+ €3 
2+ 8 3- structures for the 6215 and 6335 states is proposed. 
5000 5500 6000 
ENERGY (keV) 
Lifetimes and Collectivity of Low-lying States in l15Sn H 
Yu. N. LOBACH~, L. KÄUBLER, R. SCHWENGNER AND A. A. PASTERNAK~ 
The structure of low-lying states of the spherical and semimagic tin nuclei is characterized by the 
competition of spherical many-quasi particle neutron excitations, of phonon contributions from 
the vibrational mode as well as of admixtures from low-lying proton 2p2h intruder rotational 
states. To study this behaviour in more detail, mean lifetimes of 19 and lifetime limits for 5 
excited states in l15Sn have been measured at the cyclotron U-120 in Kiev, using the Doppler- 
shift attenuation method in connection with the reaction 113Cd(a,2n7)115~n at a beam energy 
of 27 MeV [I]. The results for negative-parity states are given in Fig. 1. The analysis of the 
transition probabilities leads to the following conclusions: (i) the experimental B(aL) values are 
generally enhanced, thus giving an indication for collective admixtures even to low-lying states 
in l15Sn; (ii) the picture of core-particle coupling describes the properties of the vhll/2@2t 
rnultiplet (21 is the first 2+ state in l14sn), whereas this picture gives only a rough estimate 
for the vh11/2@4~ multiplet; (iii) The agreement of the B(E2) value for the transition from the 
3319 keV state of the vhll12@n2p2h band to the 2024 keV state of the ~ h ~ ~ / ~ @ 2 f  multiplet
[I], witli the B(E2) value of the corresponding transition from the 2614 keV state in l14Sn is a 
-2 2 strong evideiice for the proposed configuration for this band in l15Sn [2]. 
The Local Trigger and Data Acquisition System of the EUROSiB Array W 
H.-G. ORTLEPP, G. PAUSCH, K. HEIDEL, M. MOSZYNSKI~, H. PRADE AKD D. \ T 7 0 ~ S ~ 1 '  
The completely mounted compact 47r Si-array EUROSiB [I] together with all bias supply chan- 
nels, preamplifiers and pulse-shape analysis [2] electronics became operational in 1997. All ana- 
logue functions for each two detection channels (pulse recognition, trapezoidal spectroscopic 
shaping, conversion of Zero crossing and flight times into amplitudes) are performed in one 
especially developed NIM module. An own local trigger and data acquisition system has been 
desigried which allows to combine EUROSiB with other detection systems, in particular with 
EOROBALL 111. Tlie trigger is housed in two NIM modules and provides a linear multiplicity 
signal, a logical signal indicating exceeding of an adjustable multiplicity threshold, the ADC 
gate and clear pulses, and a local busy signal. 
A coincidence with the outer system is recognized within a fast trigger sampling interval and 
generates a local trigger signal which can be used by the master trigger [3] for event selectio~i 
and for the decision to read out the EUROSiB sub-event. 
The three signals from each de- 
tector delivered by the analogue 
electronics - energy, rise time and 
time of flight - are digitized in al- 
together 15 8-channel peak sen- 
sing VME ADC modules CAEN 
V556S. Tlie VME crate (see fi- 
EUROSiB VME Crate 
data control signals 
I event nurnber stop spectroscopic signals, gates, clear inhibft ... I . . . . . . . . . . . . I 
gure) furtlier contains a modified 0 
Struck STR8080 readout engine z ; g  n i a .g - " 
which iricludes the conversion re- " .- - e 5 ADC's 
sults of fired ADC diarinels in the - G 0 
EUROBALL DT32 data strearn 
[3], arid a Wiener AT-VME in- 7 I Control PC 
terface for initializing the ADC's event nurnber 
ADC nurnbers initalize ADC's 
arid loading the readout program conversion results load STR 8080 DSP 
into the STR8080. The AT-VME event devider (spectra for inspection) 
is coupled to a PC arid it ca11 
be replaced by a VME processor 
card coritairiirig an Etlierriet connnnctioii. h further inodub iiiiist bt* t'ltsigwrl for inrr.rfabiiig 
tlie VXI-typical EUROBALL systerii ~ontrctl sigii;ils with tfic EUROSiI) 11tr .d  triggw axid t l i ~  
local redout  part. Iti its first inipleriierlt;&tioii only tlie EITROBALL rxriiirIioii &wl-timt ~imclr' 
is forcsctw. 
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Time Scale of Fission-Like Ternary Decay into Fragments of Similar Masses '' 
Coulomb trajectory calculations have been used to deduce the time scale of the mass-symmetric 
ternary decay that was investigated in the reactions l " ( 5 3 A ~ e ~ )  + 2 3 2 ~ h  and ' 9 7 ~ ~  [I]. Thc 
formation of tlie fragments with masses corresponding to the experimental events (AI,AQ,A3) is 
simulated as a sequence of two fissions. Within tlie time interval At the fragment A.L generated 
by the first scission and the remaining complex (A2+A3) are accelerated by Coulomb forces. 
After this time the second scission occurs and tlie velocities of the three fragnieiits are calculated 
up to their asymptotic values. For At < 1000 fm/c the motion of the fraginents is rcmaska1Ay 
affected by the final state Coulomb interaction. The mutual angle Ornis between Ghe dircction 
of Ai and tlie axis AQ-A3 ~ U S  been choosen as a selective observable which was calculatcd iii the 
rest frame of the residual complex with the orientation pointing to tlie hewier of both fragments 
Aa and Ag. Considering the acceptance of the detector sct-up, the correlation function 
was used to display the distributions that are deduced from simulated (Fig.1) and measured 
data (Fig.2). It refers to physical events ('cor') of correlated fraginents and to artificial data 
(b ix ' )  composed by fragments which are takeii from different events. Tlie complex (Aa+Aä) 
lias been identified from the asymptotic velocity vectors both for tlie experimental and the 
simulated data. The used method - adapted from [2] - selects the fragment combination which is 
distinguished by tlie best agreement of the relative fragment velocities at the two scissions with 
the corresponding values from binary fission systematics. 
sim. datafor ~ t :  i 
I 50fmIc 
fZ3 nootm/c 
W 450 gOo 
0 
axis 
Fig. 1 R,csuIts uf trajectory ~alculations Fig. 2 Gonipaxison with experimental data 
Tl1c measured d&a for bot11 reactions (Fig.2) are in agreement with the simulations at 
At = 200 f~ndc. This time seaie corresponds to about 1% of typical values for the collective 
motion in binary fission. When tke second scission occurs, the fragments from the first scission 
hctve i~lcrrmml t h i r  dis tüt i~~:  8 d y  by < 20 fm. Consequently, the assumption of a common fission- 
Bke decay is siipporteei a11d i~ meclisnism of Wo independent reaction steps can be excluded. 
Decay of Heavy Excited Nuclei with Large Fissility B 
A.A. ALEI<SANDROV~, I.A. ALEKSANDROVA~, L. DIETTERLE', V.N. D O R O N I ~ ,  P. GIPPNER, 
C .-M. HERB~CH, S. A. IVANOVSKY~ , D .V. KAM AN IN^ , F. KOSCIEINAK~, A. MATTITIES~, 
T. ~ ~ Ö I ~ I ~ E N K A I v I P ,  \V. VON OERTZEN~, H.-G. ORTLEPP, Yu.E. PENIOWZHKEVICH~, 
Yu.V. PYATKOV~, K.D. SCHILLING? D.1. SHISHKIN~, 0.V. STREKALOVSKY~, V.G. TICHTCHEXKO~, 
1.P. TSURIN', C. UM LAUF^, W. WAGNER, M. WILPERT~, R. WOLSKI~, R. YANEZ, 
V.E. ZHCCHKO~ AND L. ZRODLOWSKI~ 
Using the 4~-fragment-spectrometer FOBOS [I] at the heavy ion cyclotron U-400M of the 
JINR Dubxa, the study of the multi-fragment decay of lieavy nuclei at intermediate excita- 
tion eiicrgies [2] has been continued. Composite systems with müss Ac = 200-250, excitation 
energy E,* = 1-4 MeV/u and large values of the fissility z2/A were gencrated by the reactions 
" O ~ r ( 3 6 A ~ c v )  + 248Cm and 2 3 2 ~ h .  SO far, the analysis of the data has been restricted to everits 
from fission and decay into three massive fragments. In both cases, the reconstruction of thc 
linear momentuin transfcr (LMT) as a measure of tlie induced excitation energy was deduced 
from the momentuin balance of the fragments. While the binary fission yield is domiiiatcd by 
contributions from peripheral collisions, the ternary events arc correlated with larger valucls of 
tlie LMT (Fig.1). As displayed by Dalitz-plot of the fragment masses (Fig.29, most of thc detec- 
ted ternary events are characterized by the formation of a ligliter fragment Amin W A,iT/2 with 
about half the projectile mass followed by symmetric fission of the residual. This may indicate 
soine memory from tlic entrance channel. The latter is assumed to be negligible for ternary 
events under the restriction of Amin > 50. For tliese events, thc ternary yields relative to biiiary 
fission N3/N2 amount to 4.10-~ and for the measurements at 2 4 8 ~ m  and 2"~b ,  rcspec- 
tively. Considering our results at ' " N ( ~ ~ A M ~ V ) + ~ ~ ~ A U  and 2 3 2 ~ h  witli Ns/K2 N 1.5.10-' for 
both reactions, the increase of N3/N2 with Z ~ / A  is smaller than expected from tlie data of PJ]. 
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Fragment Mass Distributions Generated by a New Three-Dimensional 
Cornbined Dynamical Statistical Model for Fission of Hot Nuclei B 
A.E. GETTINGER~ , I. GONTCHAR~ , R.S. KURMANOV~ , L. A. LITNEVSKY~ , 
H.-G. ORTLEPP AND V.V. PASHKEVICH~ 
The well known Combined Dynamical Statistical Model (CDSM) [I] of the fission of hot nuclei 
does not consider explicitely the mass asymmetry degree of freedom. The dynamics is one- 
dimensional. We developed a new model which includes also asymmetric nuclear shapes of the 
fissioning system. It is realized in the code SAND running on a PC. The shape parametrization is 
based on a restricted set of Cassini ovals. Shell effects are not included. The dynamics is  described 
by a Langevin equation for the corresponding coordinates. Particle evaporation is treated in the 
Same way ais in the former CDSM version. An example of a fragment mass distribution generated 
by the SAND code is shown in fig.1. Within the full width at half maximum the distribution 
can be well fitted by a Gaussian. For excitation energies between 50 and 200 MeV the dispersion 
of these Gaussians well agrees with FOBOS results (fig. 2) for the reaction 7 ~ i  (43 AMeV) -I- 
2 3 2 ~ h  [2]. The considerable deviation of the experimental mass dispersion from an extrapolated 
semiempirical systematics is qualitatively interpreted in ref. [2] as cooling effect. The present 
extended CDSM allows a quantitative theoretical description of this effect. 
I ' I . 1 . I .  
2000 12"3 I% SAND Data : 
80 100 120 140 160 
Fragment Mass Nurnber 
Excitation energy ( MeV ) 
Fig. 1 Fission fragment mass distributior~ ge- Fig. 2 &fass dispersion measured at five ex- 
nerafd by the SA4,1.-D CO& and fitted by a citation energies (points) compared u-ith an 
Garzssian oi-r.r. thr* iridirattd rarige. extrapolated systematics and S-4,VD results 
For fragxxitsit rriass rittios larger than A1/A2 = 1.35 the simulated distribution decreases stronger 
thau a Gariscian f6g. 1). This cffect is caused by too steep rise of the potential energy at larger 
as~rnmetrirs. A miiii~tiizatio~i using higher Cassini ovals was not performed because of high 
nurrierical effort. I'resently. the code is being rewritten using a more appropriate coordinate 
sptem. 
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Analysis of Pre-Fission Charged Particle Spectra from the Reactions 
14N (53 AMeV) + lg7Au and 2 3 2 ~ h  B 
D.V. KAMANIN, H.-G. ORTLEPP, C.-M. HERBACH, W. WAGNER 
Light charged particle (LCP) data measured by the FOBOS [I] scintillator shell have been 
transformed into spectra in the rest frame of the fissioning system determined event-wise from the 
fragment data. The calibration of the CsI(T1) counters is described in [2]. Acceptance corrections 
have been simulated for different velocities of the fissioning system. Up to now only the pre- 
scission component has been analyzed because it is not affected by registration thresholds. The 
measured LCP spectra are aflected by a 50 pm Ni supporting grid of 75% transparency. A special 
iterative procedure has been applied to accumulated spectra for the correction of this effect. 
Results of this correction are shown in Fig. 1 for a simulated alpha-spectrum. Experimental 
LCP spectra have been accumulated only for the most backward angles in order to exclude 
pre-equilibrium particles and also only perpendicular to the fission axis in order to suppress the 
post-scission component. LCP yields and nuclear temperatures have been derived by means of 
fitting using the parametrization of ref. [2] (Fig. 2). Initial excitation energies after incomplete 
fusion have been estimated from the linear momentum transfer determined from the fragment 
parameters. For the Th Target at E&, FZ 400 MeV the mean multiplicities amounted to 1.63 f 
0.07 for protons and 0.7450.06 for alphas. The temperatures turned out to be nearly independent 
of the initial excitation energy and amounted to (4.0 f 0.2)MeV for protons and (4.3 4 0.3)ME.ir 
for alphas. 
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The Two-Sn Mode in Cold Fission of Cm and Cf Isotopes B 
Yu.V. PYATKOV~, A.A. ALEXANDROV~, I.A. ALEXANDROVA~, .V. PASHKEVICH~, 
Yu.E. PENIOKZHKEVICH~, V.G. TISHCHENKO~, A.V. UNZHAKOVA~, V.A. MASLOV~, I.P. TSURIN~,  
H.-G. ORTLEPP, P. GIPPNER, C.-M. HERBACH, K.-D. SCHILLING, W. WAGNER, 
B .I. FURSOV~ AND V.F. ~~ITROFANOV~.  
In ref. [I] the manifestation of clustering is investigated by a comparative analysis of cold fission 
in 252~f(sf) measured at the FOBOS detector [2] in Dubna, and in 249Cf(nth,f) measured at the 
time-of-flight spectrometer at the reactor of the Moscow Engineering Physics Institute [3]. Cold 
fission was separated in [I] by cuts in the excitation energy at the scission point which is defined 
as E* = Q, - TKE, where Qp is the energy release of the reaction and TKE the total kinetic 
80 90 i00 130 120 130 
fragrnent mass (arnu) 
Fig. 1 Fission &ag,rnc~~t mass spectra obtained for the selected 
cm5taticm raergy f h s .  
Differences in the mass distri- 
butions (fig. 1, bottom) are in- 
terpreted on the base of poten- 
tial energy surface (PES) calcu- 
lations. A valley representing an 
overlapping two-Sn configuration 
influences the induced fission, but 
not the spontaneous one. It is pre- 
sent in the calculated PES of both 
250Cf and 2 5 2 ~ f ,  but not in the re- 
cently calculated PES of 246Cm. 
Therefore, a comparison of spon- 
taneous and induced fission of 
Cm isotopes should be of gre- 
at  interest, and further measure- 
ments have been performed for 
245Cm(nth,f) (106 fission events) 
and 248~m(sf) (5x lo3 events) at 
the Same facilities. In contrast to 
the Cf case, both Crn nieasure- 
ments show practically identical 
mass distributions in the cold fis- 
sion region (fig. 1, top). Because 
of a too small nucleon content of 
the Cm isotopes tlie niore over- 
lapping two-Sn configuration can- 
not c.ri:;ttt. it11 owri vallcy like in Cf. Consquently, no shift between the two Cm fragmeiit mass 
spwtra ic ol~servcd. 
Comparison of Experimental pp Correlations in Central Ni+Ni Collisions 
with Results of Transport Models B'G 
R. KOTTE, W. NEUBERT, C. PLETTNER AND D. WOHLFARTH 
FOPI COLLABORATION 
responding results of transport models. 1-41 q 1 
The full dots in Fig. 1 represent the experimental data for o 0.5 I 1.5 
central collisions comprising about 8% of the total Cross %~ (GeVlc) 
section. The corresponding correlation functions are defol- 1 ~h~ maimunl of the experj- 
ded with the experimental relative-momentum resolution. mental relative-momentuni correlatioIi 
Dashed and dotted curves give the results of the pp cor- function vs. the sum momentunl ofprtt- 
relation program of H.W. Barz [2] when using as input ton in centrd yi+xi cOujsions 
the seven-dimensional phase space distributions f (p, r, t )  at 1.93 - 4 . ~ ~ 1 -  pul1 dots) in coInpari- 
of the BUU and IQMD transport models, respectively. son ,th the corrcsI-'onding reslllts [ f  
An impact parameter of b = 2 fm has been used in both IQJ~T) (dottPd curr,e, aIld BL-LT ((I=- 
models. The results of the calculations have been filtered h,d arid full curr.ps for brrakilI, dPrlsii- 
through the detector acceptance. For the present BUU si- ties of0.02 f ~ ~ i - " ~ d  0.01 fitl-" 
mulations the medium stiff equation of state (EoS) has tiT.cly) traI,sport rnr,dtqs. 
been used. Note, that the correlation peak increases (de- 
creases) only slightly (typically less than 3%) if the stiffness of tlie EoS is diarig~d to soft ([h:nrl). 
Tlie IQMD model (version IQMD-HM with hard EoS arid inonieritinii cfrpcwtferit iriterwtion) 
gives very similar results. 
Both simulatio~is overpredict the peak of the two-proton corrthtion fixiictioli. Siilcc not olik 
srnall relative nromenta but also small time differcnces of thc proton pairs infim~irc tfie twrrcla- 
tion peak we suppose that the inadequate descriptio~i of tlir cxperimcntd chttrt rriny i~rlsr~ froiii 
too conipact phase space distributions (also in time) ddir.t.rcd 1,v thr transysrt curks. Iririixd. 
if orie rcduces in the BUK model the breakup deiisity in tht. snrroul~ding af t h *  i i i l c ~ l ~ ~ t i ~  lo; :I. 
factor of two (frorn the staridard value of 0.02 fni-"to 0.01 f n ~ - ~ .  fall nisvr). the cctrrr*l:~tirni 
fwlliction niaxi~nuni decreases by morc tliaii 10% and cwn iliatchcs twll t2ic [sliglnly iticrrwiiig 
with niorrieritiini) experimental ciata. Note, tliat tlio ctvrragc of tlie crirrrspt-riidl~ig twissitrat t irtw 
distribution increases only by about 4 fill/c. 
However. what cannot be reproduced at a11 1)y tht. trarisport ~iiodel?; is tfw c.linrigr3 d t l w  
correlation functiori rxiasiniuin if directional vuts ;irt* applicri to tfir ;mgk ficttweri tlir* diifr3rcnw 
arid the sum of the pair niornenta. The differcw.~ nf fir~igittidiziril mtl tratiswrsc) r.c>rrt31;~t_fwri 
fiinctions can easily be substantiated (~veti rvith niagtiitudvs of iiwrc3 ilt:tn H%;) fix BI-I' siiiiti- 
la'tions of central Ni+N reactions at 1110 B.SIPY b~iini nlwp.  brit it is farttrd tu valiisfi rdiirric;t 
coinplctdy nt 400 A-MeV. Tli~is. it seenis <lii~stio~iitblp rvhr~tlir~r t msport x~acrtklh ; t w  ;khk* ~ C J  
dcscribe corrtxtly pp cnrrelatio11.s at SSiS c.i:~rgii*s. 
Small-angle correlations of proton pairs in central col- 
lisions of Ni+Ni at 1.93 A-GeV have been investigated 2.4- 
with the Helitron/Plastic Wall detector combination of 
22 
the 47r detector system FOPI at GSI Darmstadt. The de- 
duced space-time extent of the proton emitting source is S 2 -  5 
reported in ref. [I]. Two-proton correlation functions as 
function of the relative momenturn g exhibit a local ma- 'XI- 
ximum at q = 20 MeV/c. Here we report on a comparison 
of the momentum dependence of this maximum with cor- 
. 
=- 
Are Light Charged Particles Produced in Central Au + Au Collisions 
Completely Equilibrated? B*G 
W. NEUBERT, R. KOTTE, C. PLETTNER AND D. WOHLFARTH 
Usually, event samples selected by central collision criteria are assumed to be an equilibrated 
single source which can be characterized by a common temperature. It was noted in ref. [I] that 
fragment emission in central collisions is incompatible with an equilibrated decay but proceeds 
via both preequilibrium and equilibrium mechanisms. Recently, this concept was proved in ref. [2] 
indicating a cooling between successive emission steps. The basic idea of this approach is a 
comparison of the relative isotopic yields of high energetic particles emitted early in the decay 
to the relative isotopic abundance of lower energy particles emitted later after the system has 
cooled. As proposed by Albergo [3] the double yield ratios (Ri ,R2) are related to the temperature 
by the expression 
Here we consider the energy dependent yield (Y) ratios Rl= Y(d,Eko)/Y(t, Eko) and Rz= 
Y ( ~ H ~ ,  E ~ ~ ) / Y ( ~ H ~ ,  Eko) in which Elro=E„,i - Vi (i= d, t,"e,*~e) is the particle energy in 
tlie c.ni.-system prior to Coulomb acceleration (with as Coulomb barrier). The constants 
b=14.32 and a=1.59 are evaluated from the corresponding binding energies, masses and spin 
factors. 
Kinetic energy spectra of these isotopes produced in central collisions [4] were reanalysed by 
tliis method. We evaluated yields in successive steps of Eko to build energy dependent isotopic 
ratios. The results presented in fig.1 S ~ O W  an uniform trend for the incident energies 100, 150 
and 250 AMeV: the higher the particle energy the larger the temperature. This observation 
suggests tliat preequilibrium emission contributes to central event samples. 
100 AMeV 
0 200 
€„-Vj (MeV) 
Fig. 1 Tcmprrature T-s. particle energy The Coulon~b arriers I h r e  acsurned to amount 10 MeT' 
;+iiri 211 3Ie'S-fir Hydrogen anci Helium isotopes, respectively. Black points: corrected for 1;- rhombs: 
l&hotlt 1 ',. rlottrd horizontal l in~s: arerage temperature from energy integrated isotopic yielrlc. 
Fragment Production in 1 GeV Proton Interaction with Carbon W 
L. N. ANDRONENKO~,M. N. ANDRONENKO~,A. A. K o T o v ~ , ~ .  NEUBERT, D. M. SELIVERSTOV~ AND 
L. A. VAISHNENE~ 
The reaction products emitted from a self-supporting carbon target (800 pg - ~ r n - ~ )  irradiated 
by protons (E 3 - 10lOs-l) from the Gatchina synchrocyclotron were registered by two TOF 
spectrometers arranged at Olab = 30' and 126' with respect to the beam axis. Each arm con- 
sists of two transmission PPACs and a twin Bragg IC [I] which allows a reliable detection of all 
fragments with ZL2. The measured kinetic energy, energy loss, range and time-of-flight 
allowed off-line isotope separation of the- 
se fragments. Monitoring by the reacti- 
on p+27A~ + 7Be+x of known formati- 
on cross section [2] allowed to convert the 
measured yields into absolute cross secti- 
ons. The differential energy spectra (see, 
e.g. fig.1) of each resolved isotope were fit- 
ted by a modified Maxwellian distribution 
as proposed in ref.[3]. The obtained slo- 
pe parameters T (apparent temperature) 
and the relative velocity ß of the moving 
source are compiled in table 1. The trans- 
formation of the kinetic energy spectra 
with these parameters into the c.m. frame 
suggests the emission from an equilibra- 
ted source. But the temperature of 3 ~ e  
is appreciable higher compared with that 
of 4 ~ e ,  a phenomenon observed in various o 10 o 10 
react ions. EW (MeV) 
Fig. 1 Differential kinctic energy spectra 
Table 1 Fragment cross sections and fit parameters of Eki, spectra 
(the errors given in parentheses consider only statistical uncertaintirts) 
isotope 
3 ~ e  
a 
(mbarn) 
27.791 (0.559) 
T 
(MeV) 
6.78 (0.14) 
ß * 10-" 
( units of C) 
6.7 (0.3) 
Composite Particles Produced by Coalescence 
in Central Au + Au Collisions 
mT. NEUBERT, A. S. BOTVINA~, R.KOTTE, C. PLETTNER AND D. WOHLFARTH 
Coalescence is an additional mechanism by which composite fragments are formed in an ex- 
panding system. In ref. [I] it was shown that density effects are less important in this process. 
Therefore, we consider here only the momentum-space coalescence model, i.e. all nucleons having 
relative momenta smaller than the coalescence momentum p, form an appropriate composite 
particle. The formation probability of a composite fragment is given by an integral over the 
particle densities in momentum space related to their one-particle distribution functions. This 
process implemented in the code SMMFC uses an parametrization based on obsolete data [2] 
and the compilation in ref. [3] concerns only medium-weight systems. There is need to check the 
applicability of these parameters to the system Au+Au. Since 3 ~ e  may be produced favourably 
by coalescence we investigated the ratio 3 ~ e / 4 ~ e .  The calculations were performed with the 
code SMMFC using the parameter set of ref. [5]. The comparison of calculations and data shown 
in 
fig. 1 allows the following conclusions: (1) 
4 I I I I 
Au + Au Au + Au I a thermal production mechanism with- 
1 :  out coalescence underestimates the yield G! - 
I- 4 3 -  'He/'He ratios, (2) the coalescence parameters 
tY - 
I :/: d; given in the figure caption reproduce the g 1 U S U ~  data sufficiently within the whole range O Doss 181 
.-=V of incident energies. Our results confirm L * -- I: + ,./ the observation of ref. [3] where the 
1 - C .,," -- - i > coalescence parameters are found to be 
- 0 11 ,,- nearly independent of the incident energy 
le.5 I I but do decrease with increasing mass 
0' 
o 500 IOOOO 500 1000 of the colliding nuclei. Our coalescence 
E, (AMeV) parameters obtained for the AufAu 
system agree with systematics. 
Fig. 1 Left ~ ~ a n e l :  HeI4He ratio vs. beam energy, solid line: p , ( 3 H e ) = l l ~  hfeV/q p, (4He) =95 
.21~17c., c1;iskl Iine: pc(3He)=1 10 hIeTr/c, pc(4He)=100 hfeST/c. Right panel: d l t  ratio VS. beam 
mtSrgy. solid 1ir1e: li,(d)=90 MeV/c, P&)= 110 AfeTyc, dashed line: pc(d)=82 AfeTl/c, p,(t)=l 15 
3leT7r. Thc dotted lines shorv the thermal production ratios alone. 
Hahn-hfc:itnr:r-lnstitvt Berlin GmbH. Glienicker Str. 100, 14109 Berlin 
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Biomedical Research 
Since several years the Institute of Nuclear and Hadron Physics has investigated the pos- 
si bilities for a transfer of nuclear physics technology to biomedical research. Special aim 
was pu t on posi tron emission tomography (PET) especially when used simul taneously to  
the tumor therapy with heavy ions. In the future biomedical research with radiation from 
the new ELBE facility will play an increasing role. 
The heavy ion Cancer therapy facility at GSI Darmstadt, which has been installed in a 
collaboration between the GSI Darmstadt, the University Hospital Heidelberg, the DKFZ 
Heidelberg and the F 2  Rossendorf, has been completed in 1997, and the first treatments 
of  tumour patients with beams of 12C have been performed in December 1997. The pri- 
mar-y aim of these treatments was to prove the clinical feasibilit-y and reliability of  this 
teclmically and logistically high1.y sophisticated facility Swo patients suffering from tiz- 
mours of  the skull base received 12C radiotherapy in combination with high prccision 
photon therapv. The Rossendorf contribution to this project - the positron emission to- 
mography swtem B-ASTE1 (Beta -4ctivity meazurements at the merapy with Enctrgetic 
Ions) consists of  an in-beam PET-scanner, an extensive software package for controlling 
- 
the device and handling tomographic data, and a Alonte Carlo simulation code predicting 
from the treatment plan the spatial distribution of P+-acti.c?ty that is generat~d rrithiu 
thc irradiated d u m e  via fragmentation reactions betrveen projectiles and aton~ic n;r-iclci 
of the tissue. The predicted distributions are compared 113th thosp ir-hich arc rilcasnnd 
bj- PET during the therapeutic irradiations. This allow thr awriraq- »f tlw irriidiation 
to b~ ~saluated after each therapy fraction. 
Technical Preparations of the Positron Emission Tomograph for the 
Monitoring of Patient Treatments with Heavy Ion Beams B 
W. ENGHARDT, H.  BRAND^, B.G. HASCH, R. HINZ, K. LAUCKNER, J. PAWELKE, 
K. POPPENSIEKER~, G. RIBITZKI', D. SCHARDT~ AND M. SOBIELLA 
In 1997 the installation of the experimental heavy ion tumour therapy facility at GSI Darmstadt 
has been completed and the clinical operation has been started in December. Simultaneously 
our positron emission tomograph BASTEI (Beta Activity MeaSurements at the Therapy with 
Energetic Ions) [I] was prepared for its clinical operation by several technical modifications (cf. 
Cover picture): 
A liousing of the detector heads and the whole gantry, which fulfils the aesthetic requirements 
of medical equipment, has been mounted. It has been designed and constructed in the detec- 
tor laboratory of the institute and was manufactured by Modellbau Dresden GmbH. The step 
motor control for a precise positioning of the positron camera has been redesigned to reach a 
user-friendly and safe operation. The basic functionality of the tomograph (start and stop of 
data acquisition, on-line visualizing of the count rates) has been integrated into the therapy 
control systeni, providing access to the device for the therapy operator during patient irradia- 
tions. A VME-~nodule has been developed and integrated into the data acquisition systeni of 
the tomograph (Real Time Sorter) for connecting this with the beani delivery control unit and 
for receiving tlie current values of energy, focus and intensity of tlie tlierapy bearn. Storing this 
inforination together with tlie Iist mode annihilation data allows the time dependence of tlie 
beani parameters to be recovered after the irradiation. This is an essential condition for a r e a  
listic prediction of the spatial distribution of tlie ß+-activity froni thc! treatnient plans for eadi 
dose fraction [2]. 
A large nuniber of software components has been written perforniing tlie acquisitioii, irianigii- 
lation, inspection and presentation of PET-data. tlie quick reconstructisii l y  backprojrc.tion 
into a t,hree diniensional image space as well as tlie weekly and daily cliciks of thc 2iardw;~rcl 
functionality arid stability of the tomograph. 
Extensively tested versions of the toniograpliic recoiistructiori rodr [3] ancl tlw ?\lniitti C'arlo 
prograimne predicting tlie ß'-activity distributions froni tht. trc'iitriit5iit 111;triiiiiig I?] h i t ~  lwi i  
irnpleriientcd ori a Silicon Grapliics PowerCliallenge Workstatiori. Tliv fa i r  prorbtlssor nrdiitw 
t i m  of that cornputer eriables to run several tasks in parallel. orisiiririg ac.rr!pt:hlc rw.t i tr~i  t i i l iw 
during thc tlierapy. 
Gesellschaft für Schwerionenforschlmg Darrnstadt 
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The First In-Situ PET Monitoring of Tumour Therapy with 12C-Beams B 
W. ENGHARDT, J .  DEBUS', T. HAB ER ER^, B.G. HASCH, R. HINZ, 0. JÄKEL~, K. LAUCKNER, 
M. KRÄMER~ AND J .  PAWELKE 
At the new experimental heavy ion therapy facility at the GSI Darmstadt the first two patients 
have been treated with 12C-beams from Dec. 13-17, 1997. The new facility combines several 
unique features: The intensity controlled rasterscan technique [I], which allows to confine a dis- 
tribution of biologically most efficient stopping ions exactly to the target volume by magnetically 
scanning a focused ion beam of variable energy, and a positron emission tomograph [2] for in-situ 
measuring the spatial distribution which is produced via fragmentation reactions between the 
incident particles and the atomic nuclei of the tissue [3]. The primary aim of the first patient 
treatments was to prove the clinical feasibility and reliability of the treatment system, i.e. the 
chain starting with the diagnostic data, the treatment planning procedure resulting in control 
data being executed by the therapy unit and checked using the positron emission tomograph, 
the patient monitors and the quality assurance program. Thus, a female and a male patient 
both suffering from a craniocervical chordoma growing in close vicinity of the brain stem and 
the ocular nerve received a 12C-irradiation in combination with a conformal radiotherapy with 
bremsstrahlung photons, i.e. five and four daily dose fractions, respectively, out of the totally 30 
were applied using 12C-beams. The total dose per fraction was subdivided into two irradiation 
fields each delivering a physical target dose of 0.5 Gy. The almost opposing 12C-fields entered 
the patients' heads from the left and the right hand side (cf. [4]). All the 18 irradiations have 
been monitored by means of PET. The PET-measurements represent only a negligible amount 
of tlie time in the treatment schedule: After immobilizing the patient and verifing the position 
the positron camera was nioved to its measuring position. Before switching on the beam tlie 
PET list mode data acquisition was started by the therapy operator. The measurement was 
stopped arid the positron camera was removed to its park position shortly before tlie patient 
was reriiobilized. Typical count rates of about 200 cps were observed. The list mode data were 
transferred to tlie Silicon Graphics PowerChallenge workstation at FZ  Rossendorf runnirig the 
iterative tomographic reconstruction code [5]; the results became available at GSI after about 
orie hour. Accordirig to the rather low dose applied per fraction, the P+-activity distributio~is 
had to be reconstructed from only about 40.000 true coincidences for each irradiation leading to 
it high rioise in the reconstructed inlages. In order to obtain toniographic data in a forrn which 
shorrld eriable thc clinician to distinguish real details from artefactual and noise structures the 
tcstiirc depcrident non linear filter algorithm of [G] has been extended to three diniensions and 
applied to tlie data. The siiperposition of the filtered PET-iniages onto X-ray computed tomo- 
grairis (cf. [4) allows a coniparison of the different fractions. Visual inspection of that irnages 
ciid not r ~ ~ e a l  any significant deviations froni fractiori to fraction and indicated that sensitive 
str~icturcs cciiilcl bt. scparated froni the target volume. 
PET-Based Treatment Plan Verification in Heavy Ion Therapy at GSI B 
B.G.  HASCH, W. ENGHARDT, R. HINZ, K. LAUCKNER, J .  PAWELKE 
In-situ treatment plan verification for the heavy ion tumour therapy at GSI makes use of in-beam 
positron emission tomography (PET) to verify the dose distribution. But the measured PET- 
pattern does not match directly the dose distribution (Fig. 1). However, the measured ß+-activity 
can be correlated to the dose by means of model calculations. We have adaped our model [I] 
developed on the basis of the irradiation of plastic phantoms and phantoms of tissue equivalent 
materials to the treatment plan verification in the heavy ion tumour therapy. The treatment 
planning results in an individual data set which controls the beam delivery. For predicting 
the ßf-activity corresponding to the planned dose distribution this data set and the X-ray 
computed tomograms are combined with the precalculated ßs-emitter distributions caused by 
monoenergetic 12C beams in homogeneous standard material (PMMA). The comparison between 
the model prediction and the measured ßf -activity within the target can help to decide whether 
there are deviations between the treatment plan and the treatment or not. The patients get 
the whole treatment dose divided into several daily fractions. The time dependence of the beam 
intensity differs from fraction to fraction and influences the measured P+-activity especially if 
the irradiation stops in between and continues after a certain time. Just for that special case it 
is necessary and with our model even possible to recalculate the ßf -activity distribution after 
the irradiation taking into account this time dependence. 
Fig. 1 X-ray computed 
tomograms of  a patient 
that has been irradia- 
ted tvith 12C in Dec. 
1997. The contour plots 
superiniposed show a) 
the dose distribution of 
an irradiation field hit- 
ting the patie~it from 
tlie left, b) t h  precal- 
cuIated I?+-actit-ity dis- 
tributiori as well as C) 
arid d)  the measured 
J* -act i~i ty  clistributi- 
on for the fractim 1 
anrl3. r~spcrtively. The 
isodose arid isoacti-rity 
1ines arr spaced t>'- 20 F 
x ~ t i  10% o f  the niasi- 
mal ~alirr. 
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Performance Study of 3D MLE-Algorithm for Limited Angle PET B 
The MLEalgorithm [I] has been adapted to the limited angle double head positron camera that 
is installed at the medical beam line at GSI Darmstadt [2]. Unfortunately, it is not possible to  
measure or calculate the system matrix exactly. In practice this matrix is computed by means of a 
Monte Carlo procedure that samples the matrix only for the coincidence channels really measured 
and that takes into account the detector geometry, the detection efficiency, random coincidences 
and the shift variance of the point spread function. However, each model simplifies the image 
formation process and includes noise. We demonstrate the Performance of the algorithm by the 
imaging of five point-like sources of 2 2 ~ a  of 2 mm diameter in five independent measurements. 
The sources have been distributed over a field of view (FOV) as it is typical for tumor therapy 
(Fig. 1). The mean value of the totally measured counts is about 3.1 million. The reconstruction 
was performed in an image space of 200 X 60 X 50 voxels (size: 1.6875 mm). The 100. iterative 
solution is shown in Fig. 1. The characteristics of MLE algorithm have been studied with respect 
to: 
1. Spatial resolution: Table 1 displays the mean value of FWHM determined by a Gaussian fit 
for each point source extracted fiom the five measurements. A significant loss of resolution in 
the z-direction due to the limited angle geometry and a very slight degradation in the X- and 
y-directions with increasing distance to the centre of FOV of the positron camera are observed. 
2. Geometrical fidelity of the position: Table 2 displays the distance between several point 
sources using the mean values obtained by Gaussian fits. The geometrical fidelity is guaranteed 
independently of the direction. 
3. Recovering the count rate: Table 3 compares the count rates for each of the five points sources 
obtained from tomographic reconstruction and derived from the source activity. The measured 
values for sources near to the centre of the FOV are significantly lower (N 10 %). This may be 
due to an irnperfect modelling of the srnall gaps (width - 2 mm) in the detector surfaces which 
were unavoidable in the construction of the detector heads. 
Table 1 FWHM of five point sources 
y 
No X-axis [mm] y-axis [mm] z-axis [mni] 
PI 5.00 f 0.14 5.14 f 0.23 11.12 f 1.63 
E 0 
U 
-20 Ps 4.96 f 0.23 4.96 f 0.27 9.76 f 1.20 
- 40 * * P3 4.82 f 0.09 4.84 f 0.11 8.16 f 0.72 
-150 -100 -50 O 50 100 150 P 4  4.94 f 0.11 4.98 f 0.09 9.14 f 0.98 
Fig. 1 100, Iteratii-c solution of 5 point sources 
Table 2 Geo~netrical fidelity of 6he positions Table 3 Recovering the count rate 
Distance bIeasured Calculated No Count rate in ROI Expected count rate 
distance [mnl] distance [mm] 
Pi& 151.53 f 0.35 151.33 Pi (4.59 f 0.11) . lo7 (4.34 f 0.17) - 10' 
P102 95.97 4 0.19 96.05 P2 (4.56 f 0.10) . lo7 (4.43 f 0.18) - lo7 
Id;7P4 53.76 + Q.23 53.85 P3 (4.04 f 0.04) - 107 (4.44 f 0.18) - lo7 
107.68 IG 0.18 
- 
107.70 P 4  (4.19 f 0.08) - lo7 (4.51 f 0.18) . lo7  
P 175.12 f 0.21 175.00 (4.63 f 0.09) . 107 (4.46 f 0.18) - lo7 
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Pre-clinical Studies on PET Monitoring of Heavy Ion Therapy at GSI 
Darmstadt B 
In preparation for the start of the first medical treatments at the experimental heavy ion the- 
rapy facility of GSI Darmstadt effort was put into further development of the PET monitoring 
procedures. In the following brief survey only the main activities are mentioned. 
- An essential aim of PET therapy monitoring is the determination of the range of the primary 
particles fiom measured ß+-activity profiles. It was observed that the particle range can be 
obtained from the estimated parameter set describing the ß+-activity profile. This procedure 
was applied to measure the ranges of monoenergetic 12C ions in tissue samples (brain, muscle, fat) 
in order to establish a precise relation between the measured Hounsfield units of this tissue from 
computed tomography and the range of the ions in tissue as a prerequisite for exact treatment 
planning. 
- The range difference between two adjacent energy values in the energy table of the heavy ion 
synchrotron (SIS) is one mm in water. Experiments were done to find out the minimal number of 
particles necessary for generating sufficient ß+-emitters to distinguish two energy steps clearly. 
- During the irradiations of six minipigs in September 1997 influences of physiological processes 
(e.g. blood flow and metabolism) on the dose localisation by PET were studied. In comparison 
with the animal experiment phantoms made of tissue equivalent materials imitating the lung 
and neck regions were irradiated. The scattering process of the annihilation y-quanta in the 
body was investigated, and the scatter correction of PET image reconstruction was improved. 
- The conventional raster scan beginning with the distal dose contour has the drawback that 
PET is not able to track the beam to the proximal part of the target volume (Fig. 1, left). The 
contrary raster scan beginning at the proximal part allows the PET monitoring of the move of 
the distal ßf -activy edge towards the maximal range (Fig. 1, right). 
o b .  . . . l . . . .  l . . . .  1 . 1  
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Fig. 1 The of -ernitter pofiles measured during the irradjation of a 5 Gy dose cisbe of 4 cnl iet~gth in a 
niean depth of 12 cni in a PAIhfA phantom. Tfiree cansecutive ti~zle rvindow's f r m  top t s  beittom. 0 1 1  
the left band side: raster scan in conventionaI ordcr, i,e. beginning with the high& energp. The dedirie 
behirid the maxirnurn doesn t t o v e  co11sidcraB13.; only the glateau before the yriak is rrridmed during the 
irradiation. On the right: raster scan in reversed order, i.a begirming with 3owest elnrrr,gs. Tbc. rnovtng penk 
indicates the incrcasing eriergy of the beam, Consequent the tnto bottarn pbts  are alrsmst IrIentJrr~l. 
Advantages of LSO Scintillator in High Resolution PET Detectors 
Most current PET detectors use a design that multiplexes many BGO crystals to few PMTs and 
is based on sharing scintillation light for position read-out. In order to perform imaging of small 
animals such as mice and rats, the spatial resolution of these detectors must be improved without 
deterioration of any other detector property at the Same time. Replacing BGO by the new, high 
light yield scintillator LSO [1] one can expect to be able to reduce the crystal width for higher 
resolution. We investigated this by direct comparison of scintillator properties of 3 X 3 X 20 mm3 
commercially available crystals of LSO (Ramet Ltd., Moscow, Russia) with those of BGO. For 
this purpose, the light yield, energy resolution, detection efficiency and timing properties have 
been measured for 511 keV y-rays of a 2 2 ~ a  source following the methods described in [2,3]. The 
crystals were prepared by manual polishing of all sides using a 1 pm diamond paste/alcohol mix- 
ture. After this, the crystals were wrapped in white teflon tape leaving space for one 3 X 3 mim" 
side for coupling with a XP2020Q PMT. The results show an approximately four times greater 
amount of scintillation light collected by the PMT as well as good energy resolution and coinci- 
dence timing for LSO in comparison with BGO (table 1)- Despite the slightly lower fraction of 
events which interact photoelectrically, these properties of LSO enable higher spatial resolution, 
signal-to-noise-ratio and count-rate capability, making this scintillator superior to BGO for PET 
application. 
Furthermore, we investigated the light collection efficiency for LSO crystals as a function of 
surface finish and crystal size. For this purpose, we directly compared the light yield measured 
for a crystal with roughened sides with that of the Same crystal after polishing for two different 
crystal sizes (table 2). We repeated these measurements using multiple BGO crystals of varying 
size ciit from adjacent pieces of the Same boule, in order to mininiize the systematic errors 
due to sample to sample variations. The reported results for each BGO crystal size are thiis 
an average over five individual crystals (table 2). The light collection is strongly increased due 
to polishing and is only weakly influenced by geometry. Therefore, the precise crystal size niay 
be chosen for reasons other than light collection efficiency. However, further effort is needed to 
reduce processing and handling costs of surface finish. 
Table 1 Main crystal parameters 1 Scintil- Light yield Energy resolution Coincidence time resolutiona Photoelectric 
lator [photons/MeV] (FLVHM) [%I (FWHM) [ns] fractionb 
"GO 37675 602 17.0f 2.3 7.705 0.60 1 .00f  0.00 
I LSO 11 1701053553 11.0f 0.6 0.59f 0.04 0.941k0.01 
L Y l  b I I I 
a, 300 keY low enegy thresliold set b, relatiw values 
Table 2 Gr:mnetry and surface treatment dependence of the photoelectron yield [plre/MeY] 
Scintillator LSO BGO 
Crvstd size Omni3I 11 3 X 3 X 20 1 2 X 2 X 15 11 3 X 3 X 20 1 1.7 X 1.7 X 15 1 1.7 X 1.7 X 10 
tt I 
1 all sides roughened 11 11661227 1 9961213 319% 72 240198 184-128 
1 all sides ~olislied 11 35723~576 1 35291571 5651 64 518f  82 4 4 1 f  33 
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Investigation of Samples for Photon Activation Therapy 
H. LINEMANN~, R. SCHWENGNER, J. PIWKERT~, G.  WUNDERLICH^ , 
W. SCHULZE AND U. OEHMICHEN 
Auger electrons emitted within a cell nucleus are of high biological effectiveness. In photon 
activation therapy (PAT) external photons induce the emission of Auger electrons by certain 
taget  atoms implanted in a cell nucleus. Focusing the external radiation enables tumour cells 
to be destroyed without damaging the surrounding tissue. 
Our aim was to investigate whether emission of Auger electrons may be induced by bombarding 
selected taget  atoms with bremsstrahlung radiation or y rays following the ß decay of radionucli- 
des. Here, the photon energy must exceed the binding energy of a K-electron of the target atom. 
The target atom sliould have a large Z to maximise the Cross section of photoelectric absorption. 
A proof of the excitation of the taget  atoms is possible only by measuring fluorescence X-rays 
emitted in competition with Auger electrons. The investigated samples consisted of compounds 
with iodine (KI) or platinum (Cis-Pt) as a target combined with the radionuclides 131~ or l G 9 ~ r ,  
respectively, in solutions. Amounts of 1 ml with an activity of A B 0.5 MBq in a thin plastic 
container were placed on a low-energy photon spectrometer. Parts of the measured spectra 
of the combinations KI - 1 3 1 ~  and 
Pt  - 13'1 are shown in Fig. 1. Whi- 
le the intensities of the Kai, K,z 
X-rays of Pt and I are nearly equal 
in combination with l3'I', those of 
P t  are by a factor of N 200 smaller 
than those of I in combination with 
lWErr. This difference suggests that 
the 65.1 and 66.9 keV X-rays of 
P t  are mainly induced by the 80.2 
keV y ray from 1311 decay, whereas 
the excitation by 1 6 9 ~ r ,  which de- 
cays via 49.8 and 50.7 keV y rays, 
is very small. Summarising, fluore- 
scence X-rays of the selected tar- 
get atoms can be induced by radio- 
nuclides with y rays of appropriate 
energy but scarcely by bremsstrah- 
iung. An increase of the target con- 
centration causes an increase of the 
X-ray intensity which is proportio- 
nal up to 50 mg/ml for KI - lGg9Er 
but then becomes smaller, A quan- 
titative estimate of the intensity of 
Auger electrons, whkh is in the or- 
der of 14 % and 4 % of t l ~ e  intensity 
of the fluorescence X-rays in I and 
P t  [I], respectively, requires further 
measurements . 
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Fragmentation of t h e  Yrast Band in lg60s at IX = 18+ and Disappearance of t he  
Collective Minimum; 
(Z. Phys. A 356 (1997) 393-397) 
Balabanski, D. L., D. Hr. Hristov, R.M. Lieder, T. Rzaca-Urban, W. Gast, G. Hebbinghaus, A. 
Krämer-Flecken, H. Schnare, W. Urban, R. Wyss 
Abstract: High-spin states in ls60s have been populated by the 186~(4~e,4n)-reaction at 55 
MeV. The emitted y-radiation was detected with the OSIRIS spectrometer. The yrast band, 
for which the nucleus has a prolate shape, was found to terminate at P = 18+. The y-ray in- 
tensity is then distributed between several irregular sequences. Different to other cases of band 
termination, the minimum in the total routhian surface corresponding to a collective shape is 
calculated to disappear in this spin region, although the available spin of the valance nucleons 
is far from being exhausted. A different structure, which is dominated by non-collective states 
becomes yrast. 
Freeze-Out Time in Ultrarelativistic Heavy Ion Collisions from Coulomb EiTects in  
Transverse Pion Spectra 
(Phys. Rev. C 56 (1997) 1553) 
Bars,  H. W.: J. P. Bondorf, J. J. Gaardhgje, H. Heiselberg 
Abstract: The influence of the nuclear Coulomb field on transverse spectra of T+ and n- mea- 
sured in Pb -/- Pb reactions at 158 AGeV has been investigated. Pion trajectories are calculated 
in the field of an expanding fireball. The observed enhancement of the n-/.lr+ ratio at srnall mo- 
menta depends on the temperature and transverse expansion velocity of the source, the rapidity 
distribution of the riet positive charge, and mainly the time of the freeze-out. 
Out-of-Plane Emission of Nuclear Matter  in  Au + Au Collisions at 100 t o  800 AMeV 
(Nucl. Phys. A 622 (1997) 573-592) 
Bastid, N., 8. Buta. P. Crochet, P. Dupieux, M. Petrovici, F. Rami, J.P. Alard, V. Amouroux, 
Z. Basrak, I. Belyaev, D. Best, J. Biegansky, T. Blaich, R. Caplar, C. Cerruti, N. Cindro, J.P. 
Coffin, R. Don&. ?LI. DZelalija, E. Erö, Z. G. Fan, P. Fintz, Z. Fodor, L. Ei-aysse, R.P. Freifelder, 
A. Gobbi, G. Giiillaume, N. Herrmann, K.D. Hildenbrand, S. HölbIing, B. Hong, S. C. Jeong, 
F. Jundt, J. Kec~k~meti. M. Kirejczyk, P. Koncz, Y. Korchagin, R. Kotte,  M. Krämer, C. 
Kulin, A. Lebedev. I. Legrand, Y. Leifels, C. Maazouzi, V. Manko, G. Mgebrishvili, D. Moisa, J. 
Mösner, W. Neu1)crt. D. Pelte, C. Pinkenburg, P. Pras, W. Reisdorf, J.L. Ritman, C. Roy, A. G. 
Sadchikov, D. Schüll. Z. Seres, B. Sikora, V. Simion, K. Siwek-Wil~zyriska~ V. Smolyankin, U. 
Sodan, K. M. T&. L. Tizniti, M. Tkzaska, M. Vasiliev, P. Wagner, G. S. Wang, J.P. Wessels, T. 
Wienold, K. l'l'isiiiewski, D. Wohlfarth, A. Zhilin 
Abstract: We preserit new experimental results concerning the azimuthal distribution of proton- 
likes, light and intermediate mass fragments at midrapidity for Au(100-800 AMeV) + Au collisi- 
ons measured with the FOPI phase-I detector at GSI in Darmstadt. The azimuthd distributions 
are investigated as a function of the collision centrality, the incident energy> the fragment charge 
and transverse momentum. The azimuthal anisotropy is maximum for impact around 7 h .  In- 
termediate mass fragments present a stronger out-of-plane emission signal than light fragments 
and a saturation is reached for Z 2 4. The azimuthal anisotropy increases with the hgment  
transverse momentum and decreases as the incident energy increases. The azimuthal ankotropy 
of Z = 2 particles investigated as a function of the scaled fragment transverse momentum fo~lows 
an universal curve for bombardiig energies between 250-800 AMeV. A signature for a transition 
from in-plane to out-of-plane emission is evidenced at the lowest beam energies. 
K+-~roduction in the Reaction 5 8 ~ i  + 5 8 ~ i  Incident Energies between 1 to 2 AGeV 
(Nucl. Phys. A 625 (1997) 307) 
Best, D., N. Herrmann, B. Hong, M. Kirejczyk, J. Ritman, K. Wisniewski, A. Zhilin, A. Gobbi, 
K. D. Hildenbrand, Y. Leifels, C. Pinkenburg, W. Reisdorf, D. Schüll, U. Sodan, G. S. Wang, 
T. Wienold, J. P. Alard, V. Amouroux, N. Bastid, I. Belyaev, G. Berek, J. Biegansky, R. Cherbat- 
chev, J. P. Coffin, P. Crochet, P. Dupieux, Z. Fodor, A. Genoux-Lubain, G. Goebels, G. Guillau- 
me, E. Häfele, F. Jundt, J. Kecskemeti, Y. Korchagin, R. Kotte, C. Kuhn, A. Lebedev, A. Lebe- 
dev, I. Legrand, C. Maazouzi, V. Manko, J. Mösner, S. Mohren, D. Moisa, W. Neubert, D. Pelte, 
M. Petrovici, P. Pras, F. Rami, C. Roy, Z. Seres, B. Sikora, V. Simion, K. Siwek-WilczyIiska, 
V. ~mol~ank in ,  A. Somov, L. Tizniti, M. Trzaska, M. A. Vasiliev, P. Wagner, D. Wohlfarth, 
I. Yushmanov 
Abstract: Semi-inclusive triple differential multiplicity distributions of positively charged kaons 
have been measured over a wide range in rapidity and transverse mass for central collisions 
of 5 8 ~ i  with 58Ni nuclei. The transverse mass (mt) spectra have been studied as a function of 
rapidity at a beam energy 1.93 AGeV. The mt distributions of K+ mesons are well described 
by a single Boltzmann-type function. The spectral slopes are similar to that of the protons in- 
dicating that rescattering plays a significant role in the propagation of the kaon. Multiplicity 
densities have been obtained as a function of rapidity by extrapolating the Boltzmann-type fits 
t o  the measured distributions over the remaining phase space. The total K+ meson yield has 
been determined at beam energies of 1.06, 1.45, and 1.93 AGeV, and is presented in comparison 
to existing data. The low total yield indicates that the K+ meson can not be explained withini a 
hadro-chemical equilibrium scenario, therefore indicating that the yield does remain sensitive to 
effects related to its production processes such as the equation of state of nuclear matter andior 
modifications to the K' dispersion relation. 
Evidence for "Magnetic Rotation" in Nuclei: Lifetimes of States in the M1-Bands 
of 198Jggpb 
(Phys. Rev. Lett. 78 (1997) 1868) 
Clark, R. M., S. J .  Aszatalos, G. Baldsiefen, J. A. Becker, L. Berstein, M. A. Deleplanque, R. M. 
Diamond, P. Fallon, I.M. Hibbert, H. Hubel, R. Krücken, I.Y. Lee, A. 0. Macchiavelli, R.M. 
MacLeod, G. Schmid, F. S. Stephens, K. Vetter, R. Wadsworth, S. Frauendorf 
Abstract: Lifetimes of states in four of the M1 bands in 198y19g~b have been determined through 
a Dopplershift attenuation method measurement performed using the GAMMASPHERE array. 
The deduced B(M1) values, which are a sensitive probe of the underlying mechanism for genera- 
ting these sequences, show remarkable agreement with tilted axis cranking (TAC) calculations. 
The results represent clear evidence for a new concept in nuclear excitations: "magnetic rotati- 
on." 
Azimuthal Anisotropies as Stringent Tests for Nuclear Transport Models 
(Nucl. Phys. A 627 (1997) 522-542) 
Crochet, P., F. Rami, R- Don&, J.P. Coffin, P. Fintz, G .  Guillawne, F. Jundt, C. Kuhn, C. Roy, 
B. de Schauenburg, L. Tizniti, P. Wagner, J.P. Alard, A. Andronic, Z. Basrak, N. Bastid, I. Be- 
lyaev, A. Bendaxag, G. Berek, D. Best, J. Biegansky, A. Buta, R. caplar, N. Cindro, P. Dupieux, 
M. DZelalija, Z. G.  Fan: Z. Fodor, L. Fraysse, R. P. Freifelder, A. Gobbi, N. Herrmann, K. D. Eil- 
denbrand, B. Eong, S. C. Jeong, J. Kecskemeti, M. Kirejczyk, P. Koncz, M. Korolija, R. Kokte, 
A. Lebedev, Y. Leifels, V. Manko, D. Moisa, J. Mösner, W. Neubert, D. Pelte, M. Petrovi- 
ci, G. Pinkenburg> W. Reisdorf, J.L. Ritman, A. G. Sadchikov, D. Schüll, Z. Seres, B. Sikara, 
V. Simion, K. Siwek-WilczyDska, U. Sodan, K.M. Teh, M. Bzaska, G.  S. Wang, J.P. Wessek, 
T. Wienold, H. Wisfiiewski, D. Wohlfarth, A. Zhilin, C. Haftnack 
emitted in Au + Au collisions at 600 AMeV have been measured using the FOPI facility at GSI- 
Darrnstadt. Data show a strong increase of the in-plane azimuthal anisotropy ratio with the 
charge of the detected fi-agment. Intermediate mass fragments are found to exhibit a strong 
momentum-space alignment with respect of the reaction plane. The experimental results are 
presented as a function of the polar center-of-mass angle and over a broad range of impact pa- 
rameters. They are compared to the predictions of the Isospin Quantum Molecular Dynamics 
model using three different parametrisations of the equation of state. We show that such highly 
accurate data provide stringent test for microscopic transport models and can potentially cons- 
train separately the stiffness of the nuclear equation of state and the momentum dependence of 
the nuclear interaction. 
Onset of Nuclear Mat te r  Expansion in  A u  + Au Collisions 
(Nucl. Phys. A 624 (1997) 755) 
Crochet, P., F. Rarni, A. Gobbi, R. Don&, J.P. Coffin, P. Fintz, G. Guillaume, F. Jundt, C. Kuhn, 
C. Roy, B. de Schauenburg, L. Tizniti, P. Wagner, J.P. Alard, V. Amouroux, A. Andronic, 
Z. Basrak, N. Bastid, I. Belyaev, D. Best, J. Biegansky, A. Buta, R. Caplar, N. Cindro, P. Du- 
pieux, M. DSelalija, Z. G. Fan, Z. Fodor, L. Fraysse, R. P. Freifelder, N. Herrmann, K. D. Hilden- 
brand, B. Hong, S. C. Jeong, J. Kecskemeti, M. Kirejczyk, P. Koncz, M. Korolija, R. Kotte, 
A. Lebedev, Y. Leifels, V. Manko, D. Moisa, J. Mösner, W. Neubert, D. Pelte, M. Petrovici, 
C. Pinkenburg, P. Pras, V. Ramillien, W. Reisdorf, J.L. Ritman, A. G. Sadchikov, D. Schüll, 
Z. Seres, B. Sikora, V. Simion, K. Siwek-Wilczyhska, U. Sodan, K.M. Teh, M. Trzaska, M. Va- 
siliev, G. S. Wang, J. P. Wessels, T. Wienold, K. Wisriiewski, D. Wohlfarth, A. Zhilin 
Abstract: Using the FOPI detector at GSI Darmstadt, excitation functions of collective flow 
components were measured for the Au + Au system, in the reaction plane and out of this pla- 
ne, at seven incident energies ranging from 100 AMeV to 800AMeV. The threshold energies, 
corresponding to the onset of sideward-flow (balance energy) and squeeze-out effect (transiti- 
on energy), are extracted fi-om extrapolations of these excitation functions toward lower beam 
energies for charged products with Z 2 2. The transitions energy is found to be larger than the 
balance energy. The impact parameter dependence of both balance and transition energies, when 
extrapolated to central collisions, suggests comparable although slightly higher values than the 
threshold energy for the radial flow. The relevant parameter seems to be energy deposited into 
the system in order to overcome the attractive nuclear forces. 
Development of Segmented Ge Detectors for Future y-Ray Arrays 
(Prog. Part. Nucl. Phys. 38 (1997) 29-37) 
Eberth, J., H. G. Thomas, D. Weisshaar, F. Becker, B. Fiedler, S. Skoda, PA von Brentano, C. 
Gund, L. Palafox P. Reiter, D. Schwalm, D. Habs, T. Servene, R. Schwengner, B. Schnare, W. 
Schulze, H. Prade, G. Winter, A. Jungclaus, C. Lingk, C. Teich, K. P. Lieb and the ET4aOBALL 
Collaborat ion) 
Abstract: The EUROBALL Cluster detector is composed of seven encapsulated Ge detectors in 
a common cryostat with a total volume of 2000 ccm of HP Germanium. The development and 
the performance of the Cluster detector 3s summarized. Up to six Cluster detectors were used 
in pre-EUROBALL experiments at the S-DALINAC Darmstadt, at the %andem-postaccelerat~r 
facility of the MPI-K Heidelberg and the UNILAC at GSI. Exaanples of these experiments - 
the excitation of dipole modes with (y, yJ)-reactions and the Srst coincidence spectroscopy of 
the N=Z-nucleus 68Se with a ClUSTER Cube - are discussed. The development of segmented 
encapsulated Ge detectors for a MINIBALL at the radioactive beam fmility REX-fSOLDE h a ~  
been launched. The status of the project is presented. 
Tilted Rotation of Triaxial Nuclei 
(Nucl. Phys. A 617 (1997) 131-147) 
Frauendorf, S., J. Meng 
Abstract: The Tilted Axis Cranking theory is applied to the model of two particles coupled to 
a triaxial rotor. Comparing with the exact quantal solutions, the interpretation and quality of 
the mean field approximation is studied. Conditions are discussed when the axis of rotation lies 
inside or outside the principal planes of the triaxial density distribution. The planar solutions 
represent A I  = 1 bands, whereas the aplanar solutions represent pairs of identical A I  = 1 barmds 
with the Same parity. The two bands differ by the chirality of the principal axes with respect to 
the angular momentum vector. The transition from planar to chiral solutions is evident in both 
the quantal and the mean field calculations. Its physical origin is discussed. 
Magnetic Dipole Bands in Odd Indium Isotopes Built on the rrg$ C4 ~ h : ~ , ~  Con- 
figuration 
(Nucl. Phys. A 621 (1997) 736-744) 
A-auendorf, S., J. Reif 
Abstract: The structwe of the magnetic dipole bands is studied by means of shell-model calcu- 
lations. The calculations correlate with the data, showing a transition from irregular sequences 
in the light isotopes to regular bands in the heavy ones. The analysis of the wave functions 
reveals a more complex mechanism of angular momentum generation than in the Pb isotopes: 
the shears mechanism of the intruder orbitals and the normal parity neutrons make comparable 
contributions. 
Tilted Rotation of Weakly Deformed and Triaxial Nuclei 
(2. Phys. A 358 (1997) 163-167) 
Frauendorf, S. 
Abstract: The Tilted Axis Cranking theory is reviewed. It is used to describe the appearance 
of magnetic rotation in weakly deformed nuclei. The possibility of aplanar solutions and their 
experimental signature are discussed. 
Lineshape, Linewidth and Spectral Density of Parametic X-Radiation at Low Elec- 
tron Energy in Diamond 
(Appl. Phys. Lett. 70 (1997) 267) 
Freudenberger. J.. H. Gcnz, V. V. Morokhovskii, V. L. Morokhovskii, U. Nething, A. Richter, 
J. P. F. Sellschop, R. Zahn 
Abstract: Applying an absorber technique, the experimental shape and width of a parametric 
X-radiation line has been determined. The 9 keV radiation was produced by bombarding a dia- 
mond crystal of 55 pm thickness with electrons of 6.8 MeV. The variance of the spectral line 
distribution was found to depend on the tilt angle of the crystal and to have a magnitude of 
a = 51 eV. Simulations based on a Monte Carlo Method exhibit that the observed variance is 
mainly infiuenced by multiple scattering of electrons passing through the crystal (N 43 eV) arid 
the finite detector opening (N MeV), leaving for the intrinsic linewidth a value of the order of 
leV. The spectral demity of the line was found to be J z 10-~ photons/(electronxsrxe~). 
Magnetic Rotation in the lo5Sn Nucleus 
(Phys. Rev. C 55 (1997) R1) 
Gadea, A.,G. de Angelis, C. Fahlander, M. De Poli, E. Farnea, Y. Li, D.R. Napoli, Q. Pan, P. 
Spolaore, D. Bazzacco, S. M. Lenzi, S. Lunardi, C. M. Petrache, F. Brandolini, P. Pavan, C. Rossi 
Alvarez, M. Sferrazza, P. G. Bizzeti, A. M. Bizzeti Sona, J. Nyberg, M. Lipoglavsek, J.  Persson, 
J. Cederkäll, D. Seweryniak, A. Johnson, H. Grawe, F. Soramel, M. Ogawa, A. Makishima, R. 
Schubart, S. Frauendorf 
Abstract: The structure of 1°%n has been investigated through the 50Cr(58~i,2pn) reaction at 
a beam energy of 210 MeV. In addition to an extension of the spherical level scheme a regular 
sequence of dipole transitions has been found. The states of the dipole band are suggested to 
be built on a neutron h&, excitation coupled to proton particle-hole states, which polarize the 
core to a slightly prolate shape. The experimental results are in agreement with the prediction 
of tilted axis cranking calculations, which satisfactorily explain the properties of the band. 
Correlations between Resonances in a Statistical Scattering Model 
(Phys. Rev. E 56 (1997) 2481) 
Gorin, T., F.-M. Dittes, M. Müller, I. Rotter T.H. Seligman 
Abstract: The distortion of the regular motion in a quantum system by its coupling to the 
continuum of decay channels is investigated. The regdar motion is described by means of a 
Poissonian ensemble. We focus on the case of only a few channels K < 10. The coupling to the 
continuum induces two main effects, due to which the distorted system differs from a chaotic 
system (described by a Gaussian): (i) The width distribution for large coupling becomes broa- 
der than the corresponding X$ distribution in Gaussian orthogonal ensemble case. (ii) Due to 
the coupling to the continuum, correlations are induced not only between the positions of the 
resonances but also between positions and widths. These correlations remain even in the strong 
coupling limit. In order to explain these results, we relate the width of a trapped resonance state 
to the distance between its neighboring levels and derive an asymptotic expression for the width 
distribution for the one channel case. 
Fine Structure of the EI Response in 140ce below the Particle Threshold 
(Phys. Lett. B 390 (1997) 49-54) 
Herzberg, R.-D., P. von Brentano J. Eberth, J. Enders, R. Fischer, N. Huxel, T. Klemme, P. von 
Neumann-Cosel, N. Nicolay, N. Pietralla, V. Yu. Ponomarev, J. Reif, A. Richter, C. Schlegel, R. 
Schwengner, S. Skoda, H. G. Thomas, I. Wiedenhöver, G. Winter, A. Zilges 
Abstract: The E1 response of the semi-magic nucleus I4Oce below the particle threshold was 
measured in a (y, -y') experiment utilizing the new Euroball Cluster detector at  the S-DALINAC. 
While the energy averaged data are in good agreement with tagged photon results, here they 
are resolved for the Erst time into 54 individual transitions. A quasiparticle-phonon model cal- 
cuIation including up to three-phonon configurations compares well to the extracted strength 
distribution. The interference between one- and two-phonon contributions is essential for a ~ U W -  
titative reproduction. 
Abundance of A-Resonances in 58Ni + 58Ni Collisions between 1 and 2 AGeV 
(Phys. Lett. B 407 (1997) 115) 
Hong, B., N. Herrmann, J.L. Ritman, D. Best, A. Gobbi, K.D. Hildenbrzmd, M. Kiiejczyk, 
Y. Leifels, C. Pinkenburg, W. Reisdorf, D. SchU, U. Sodan, G. S. Wmg, T. Wienold, J, P. Alard, 
V. Amouroux, N. Bastid, I. Belyaev, G. Berek, J. Biegansky, A. Bnta, J.P. Coffin, P. Crochet, 
R. Don&, P. Dupieux, M. Eskef, P. Fintz, 2. Fodor, L. Fraysse, A. Genom-Lubain> G. Goebels, 
G. Guillaume, E. Häfele, F. Jundt, J. Kecskemeti, M. Korolija, R. Kotte,  C. Kuhn, A. Lebedev, 
I. Legrand, C. Maazouzi, V. Manko, J. Mösner, S. Mohren, W. Neubert, D. Pelte, M. Petrovi- 
ci, P. Pras, F. Rami, C. Roy, 2. Seres, B. Sikora, V. Simion, K. Siwek-Wilczyilska, A. Somov, 
L. Tizniti, M. Trzaska, M. A. Vasiliev, P. Wagner, D. Wohlfarth, A. Zhilin 
Abstract: Charged pion spectra measured in 5 8 ~ i - 5 8 ~ i  collisions at 1.06, 1.45 and 1.93 AGeV 
are interpreted in terms of a thermal model including the decay of 4 resonances. The trans- 
Verse momentum spectra of pions are well reproduced by adding the pions orinating from the 
A -resonance decay to the component of thermal pions, deduced from the high transverse mo- 
mentum part of the pion spectra. About 10 and 18% of the nucleons are excited to 4 states a t  
freeze-out for beam ~energies of 1 and 2 AGeV, respectively. 
Breakup Temperature of Target Spectators in 1 9 7 ~ ~ + 1 9 7 ~ ~  Collisions at 
E/A = 1000 M e V  
(Z. Phys. A 359 (1997) 397-406) 
Hongfei Xi, T. Odeh, R. Bassini, M. Begemann-Blaich, A. S. Botvina, S. F'ritz, S. J. Gaff, C. 
Groß, G. Imme, I. Xori, U. Kleinevoß, G. J. Kunde, W.D. Kunze, U. Lynen, V. Maddalena, 
M. Mahi. T. Möhlenkamp, A. Moroni, W.F. J. Müller, C. Nociforo, B. Ocker, F. Petruzzelli, 
J. Pochodzalla, G. Raciti, G. Riccobene, F. P. Romano, Th. Rubehn, A. Saija, M. Schnittker, 
A. Schüttauf, C. Schwarz, W. Seidel, V. Seding, C. Sfienti, W. Trautmann, A. Trzcinski, G. 
Verde, A. Wörner, B. Zwieglinski 
Abstract: Breakup temperatures were deduced from double ratios of isotope yields for targett 
spectators produced in the reaction lg7Au+ lg7Au at 1000 MeV per nucleon. Paris of 3 , 4 ~ e  and 
637~i isotopes and pairs of 3 9 4 ~ e  and H isotopes(p,d and d,t) yield consistent temperatures after 
feeding corrections, based on the quantum statistical model, are applied. The temperatures rise 
with decreasing impact parameter from 4MeV for peripheral to about 10 MeV for the most 
central collisions. 
The good agreement with the breakup temperatures measured previously for projectile spec- 
tators at  an incident energy of 60OMeV per nucleon confirms the universality established for 
the spectator decay at relativistic bombarding energies. The measured temperatures also agree 
with the breakup tempertures predicted by the statistical multifragmentation model. For these 
calculations a relation between the initial excitation energy and mass was derived which gives 
good simultaneous agreement for the fragment charge correlations. 
The energy spectra of light charged particles, measured at Olab = 150°, exhibit Maxwellian 
shapes with inverse slope parameters much higher than the breakup temperatures. The stati- 
stical multifragmentation model, because Coulomb repulsion and sequential decay processes are 
included, yields light-particle spectra with inverse slope parameters higher than the breakup 
tttlnperatures but comiderably below the measured values. The systematic behavior of the diffe- 
rences suggests that they are caused by light-charged-particle emission prior to the final breakup 
stage. 
Light Scattering by a Multicomponent Plasma Coupled with Longitudinal-Optical 
Phonons: Raman  Spectra of p-Type GaAs:Zn 
(Phys. Rev. B 56 (1997) 9524) 
Xrmer, G., M. Wenzel, J. Monecke 
Abstract: The LO-phonon-hole-plasmon coupling is investigated for p-type 111-V semiconduc- 
tors. Due to  a large ~carrier dc~mping, only one coupled LO-phonon-plasmon mode (GPPM) api- 
p w s .  Expressions for the theoretical Ranian scattering efficiency of a multicomponent plasma 
Xe derived in the random phase approximation. They take into account wave-vector-dependent 
intraband transitiom withia the heayy- and light-hole bands as wen as interband transitiom 
between them. Finite lifetime effects were included in a generalized Mermin approximation. The 
theoretical band shapes of the CPPM at different temperatures are compared with Raman mea- 
surements of Zn-doped ptype GaAs in the hole concentration range p = 1 0 ~ ~ - 1 0 ~ ~  ~ m - ~ .  At low 
temperatures the contribution of the interband transitions cannot be neglected in the frequency 
range of the CPPM, resulting in a mode broadening. Agreement between the theoretical band 
shapes and the Raman spectra is obtained without any fit parameter if the hole concentration 
p and the mobility ,LL are derived from the measured Hall values p~ and ,UR evaluted on the 
basis of a two-band model of the conductivity. Raman measurements of the CPPM in Zn-doped 
p-type Gap show a different temperature dependence which is explained by the different ratio 
of the light- to the heavy-hole effective mass on the interband transitions. 
T h e  Dielectric F'unction in  p-Type III-V Semiconductors 
(J. Phys.: Condens. Matter 9 (1997) 5371-5382) 
Irmer, G., J. Monecke, M. Wenzel 
Abstract: The dependences on frequency, wavevector, temperature, and carrier damping of the 
dielectric functions of p-type semiconductors with zinc-blende or diamond structure are calcu- 
lated. Analytic expression are derived in the random-phase approximation, and finite liietime 
effects are included in a relaxation time approximation. The ranges of dominant intraband and 
interband transitions are discussed for the example of GaAs. Interband transitions are very si- 
gnificant at low temperatures and small wavevectors. The theoretical results are compared with 
light scattering experiments on pGaAs. 
Relativistic Description of Exclusive Deuteron Break-Up Reactions 
(Phys. Lett. B 404 (1997) 8-14) 
Kaptari, L. P., B. Kämpfer, S. M. Dorkin, S. S. Semikh 
Abstract: The exclusive deuteron break-up reaction is analyzed within a covariant approach ba- 
sed on the Bethe-Salpeter equation with realistic meson-exchange interaction. Relativistic eifects 
in the Cross section, tensor analyzing power and polarization transfer are investigated in explicit 
form. Results of numerial calculation are presented for kinematical conditions in forthcoming 
p + D reactions at COSY. 
Thermal  Dilepton and  Open Charm Signals Versus Hard Initial Yields i n  Heavy-Ion 
Collisions at R H I C  and  LHC Energies 
(Phys. Lett. B 391 (1997) 185-190) 
Kämpfer, B., 0. P. Pavlenko 
Abstract: The hard initial production of Open charm and dileptons is compared with possible 
thermal signals in heavy-ion collisions at RHIC and LHC energies. Our approach is based on 
the perturbative QCD mini-jet mechanism of quark-gluon matter formation. The thermal dilep- 
ton signal is found to rise much stronger as compared to the hwd Drell-Yan background witb 
increasing collider energy and clearly dominates at LHC energy. Oppositely, Open charm stems 
from initial hard production. A possible manifestation of gluon shadowing at FSIC arid .f,Bc 
energies is discussed. 
Thermal Open Charm Signals Versus Hard fnigial YielGs in tntrarela%l*tisi;ic Heavy- 
Ion Collisions 
(J. Phys. G: Nuci. Part. Phys. 23 (1997) 2001-2011) 
Kämpfer, B„ O.P. Pavlenko, A. Peshier, M. Hentschel, G. Soff 
Abstract: Exploiting a unique set of garton distribution functio-s we estimate hard prmesss 
for Open charm, dilepton and mini-jet production. Assuming rapid thermalization within the 
mini-jet plasma we follow the evolution (expansion and chemical equilibration) of the parton 
matter and calculate the energy loss of charm quarks in this environment. A substantial part of 
charm is expected to thermalize. We try to estimate the thermalized Open charm component in 
the final hadron spectra. 
The Structure of l13Sn from Proton and Alpha-Particle Induced Reactions 
(2. Phys. A 358 (1997) 303-315) 
Käubler, L., Yu. N. Lobach, V. V. Trishin, A. A. Pasternak, M. F. Kudojarov, H. Prade, J. Reif, 
R. Schwengner, G. Winter, J. Blomqvist, J. Döring 
Abstract: The results of in-beam investigations of '13Sn using the (p,n), (p,3n) and (a,n) and 
(a,2n) reactions are summarized. Excited states have been identified until E, = 4715 MeV and 
P = (2712-). For a large number of levels mean lifetimes T have been determined with the DSA 
method. For the J" = 2512' state at E, = 4059 MeV, r = 1.0(4) ns has been measured with 
the y-RF method. The experimental results are compared with the predictions of shell-model 
calculations. Most of the positive-parity states may be considered as one- or three-quasiparticle 
neutron excitations of the 2d5/2, lg712, 3s112, and 2d3/2 shells, the negative-parity states as 
the coupling of one lhIll2 neutron to the two- or four-quasiparticle neutron excitations in the 
even-mass '12Sn core. For the 2512' isomer the three-quasiparticle neutron configuration v(hflI2 
g-' ) has been proposed on the basis of a shell-model analysis using the mass-formula formalisrn. 
712 
The experimentally observed yrast states in ';$ns3 are compared with the coresponding states 
in the valence mirror nucleus lSzEus2 giving remarkable similarities although the Parameters 
for the shell-model calculations differ considerably. The analysis of nearest-neighbour spacing 
distributions of experimentally obtained 512' states in l13Sn does not allow definite conclusions 
about regularity or chaos. 
Proton-Proton Correlations in  Central Collisions of Ni + Ni at 1.93 AGeV and the 
Space-Time Extent of the  Emission Source 
(Z. Phys. A 359 (1997) 47-54) 
Kotte, R., J. Biegansky, J. Mösner, W. Neubert: C. Plettner, D. Wohlfarth, J.P. Alard, 
V. Amouroux, Z. Basrak, N. Bastid, I. Belyaev, G- Berek, D. Best, A. Buta, R. caplar, N. Cin- 
dro, J.P. CoEn, P. Crochet, R. Don&, P. Dupieux, M. Dielalija, M. Eskef, P. Fintz, Z. Fodor, 
L. F'raysse, A. Genoux-Lubain, G. Göbels, A. Gobbi, G. Guillaume, E. Häfele, N. Herrmann, 
K.D. Hildenbrand, S. Hölbiing, B. Hong, F. Jundt, J. Kecskemeti, M. Kirejczyk, M. Korolija, 
C. K u h ,  A. Lebedev, I. Legrand, Y. Leifels, C. Maazouzi, V. Manko, H. Merlitz, S. Mohren, 
D. Pelte, M. Petrovici, C. Pinkenburg, P- Pras, F. Rami, W. Reisdorf, J.L. Ritman, C. Roy, 
D. Schüll, Z. Seres, B. Sikora, V. Simion, K. Siwek-Wilczyriska, U. Sodan, A. Somov, L. Tizniti, 
M. Trzaska, M. A. Vasiliev, P. Wagner, G. S. Wang> T. Wienold, Y. Yatsunenko, A. Zhilin 
Abstract: Small-angle correlations of proton pairs produced in central Ni+ Ni collisions at a 
beam energy of 1-93 AGeV are investigated with the FOPI detector system at GSI Darmstadt. 
Simulaneous comparison of longitud'ial and transverse correlation functions with the predicti- 
ons of the Koonin model allows to unravel the space-time ambiguity of the source extension. 
The determination of the soufce rest ffame is found essential for the identscation of this effect. 
For the present system, the selection of central events comprising about 8% of the total cross 
section allows for the isolation of a compact source in momentum space which is centered around 
the cm. vefocity of %ke calliding nuclei. Taking into account the strong collective expansion of 
the participant zoae, introduces a reduction of the extracted source radius of more than 
3096, r.nr.s. radius and emission time parameters of &„=(4.2fr1.2) fm and t„ ,=( l l~~)  fm/c 
are extmcted, respectively. JEa contrast, the anafysis of the angle-integrated correlation fmction 
mixes the spatial and temporal size of the source and gives an upper limit &.m,=(7.0&0.8) fm 
of the source radius. 
Particle-Hole Induced Intruder Bands in 'l7sb and *19sb 
(Phys. Rev. C 56 (1997) 760) 
LaFosse, D. R., D. B. Fossan, J. R. Hughes, Y. Liang, H. Schnare, P. Vaska, M.P. Waring, J.-y. 
Zhang 
Abstract: Collective structures have been investigated via y-ray studies in 1177119~b. Previously 
observed strongly coupled (rgg12)-l bands in both nuclei involving lp-lh proton excitations 
across the Z=50 gap have been extended, and a alignment of hll12 neutrons identified. New 
negative-parity strongly coupled bands based on this proton configuration have also been ob- 
served in both nuclei. Decoupled bands involving 2p-2h excitations across the gap have been 
observed in l19Sb, similar to those presented earlier for l17sb. These bands are interpreted as 
due to the coupling of a low-K valence proton to the (ng7/2d512)2@(rgg12)-2 deformed state of 
the respective 5'Sn core nuclei. Anomalies in the expected h1112 neutron crossing of these bands 
are discussed. 
Identification of Excited States in Doubly Odd llOsb: Smooth Band Termination 
(Phys. Rev. C 55 (1997) R2127) 
Lane, G. J., D. B. Fossan, I. Thorslund, P. Vaska, R. G. Allatt, E. S. Paul, L. Käubler, H. Schna- 
re, I.M. Hibbert, N. 0. Brien, R. Wadsworth, W. Andrejtscheff, J. de Graaf, J. Simpson, I.Y. 
Lee, A. 0. Macchiavelli, D. J. Blumenthal, C. N. Davids, C. J. Lister, D. Seweryniak, A.V. Afa- 
nasjev, I. Ragnarsson 
Abstract: Excited states in ''Sb have been identified for the first time in a series of y- 
spectroscopy experiments using both thin and backed targets, including neutron-fold and recoil- 
mass measurements to provide unambiguous channel identification. The three decoupled intruder 
bands observed in ''Sb are based upon configurations involving 2p-2h excitations across the Z = 
50 shell gap and show the features of smooth band termination. The yrast intruder band, which 
has been connected to the low-spin levels, is tentatively identified up to its predicted temina- 
tion at 1==45+. Excellent agreement with configuration-dependent cranked Nilsson-Strutinsky 
calculations is obtained for the high-spin states near termination. 
S tudy  of Neutron-Rich Nuclei Using Deep-Inelastic Reactions 
(Phys. Rev. C 56 (1997) 753) 
Lee, I. Y., S. Aszatalos, M.-A. Deleplanque, B. Cederwall, R. M, Diamond, P, Fallon, A. 0. Mac- 
chiavelli, L. Phair, F. S. Stephens, G- J. Wozniak, S. G. Frauendorf, J.A. Becker, E. A. Menry3 
P. F. Hua, D. G. Sarantites, J. X. Saladin, C. H. Yu 
Abstract: We have used the *%a+ 17%b reaction to study the population of high-sph stakes 
in neutron-rich nuclei by deep-inelastic reactions. Using Gammasphere, we observed g8mm.a 
transitions Fom nuclei several neutrons richer than the taget. Yrast states with spul. ug t o  20 
were populated in this reaction.. High-spin states in 175*177:178Yb w m  obsen-ed. In S3ais regioü 
of reduced pairing, a reference based On experimental data was used %o derive experimental 
Routhians. Systematics of experimental Routhians in neutron-rich Yb nuclei compare W& with 
cranked shell-model calculations. 
Pion Production in Mass-Symmetrie Heavy-Ion Collisions at 0.8-1.8 AGeV 
(Z. Phys. A 357 (1997) 399-409) 
Müntz, C., P. Baltes, H. Oeschler, C. Sartorius, C. Sturm, A. Wagner, C. Bormann, D. Brill, 
Y. Shin, J. Stein, H. Ströbele, W. Ahner, R. Barth, M. CieSlak, M. Debowski, E. Grosse, W. 
Henning, P. Koczori, M. Mang, D. MiSkowiec, R. Schicker, P. Senger, B. Kohlmeyer, H. Pöppl, 
F. Pühlhofer, J. Speer, K. Völkel, W. WaluS 
Abstract: Double differential Cross section of positively charged pions and protons have been mea- 
sured in nuclear collisions of mass-symmetric systems (Ne + NaF, Ni + Ni, Au + Au, Bi + Pb) at 
incident energies between 0.8 and 1.8 AGeV as a function of the centrality of the reaction. Using 
a magnetic spectrometer pions and protons were detected with laboratory angles between 40 
and 48 degrees, and with momenta up to about 1400 MeV/c. This setting allows for the study 
of pions and protons emitted close to midrapidity. The center-of-mass pion spectra deviate from 
a Boltzmann distribution. The inverse slope parameters of the high-energetic pions are smaller 
than those of the proton spectra and they exhibit a weaker centrality dependence. A scenario is 
presented where the shape of the pion spectra reflects the decay kinematics of nucleonic reso- 
nances embedded in the thermal and the collective motion of the nucleons in the reaction Zone. 
The number of emitted pions per participating nucleon is higher for light than for heavy mass 
systems. For a given mass system, the total pion multiplicity increases linearly with the num- 
ber of participating nucleons, whereas the multiplicity of high-energy pions increases more than 
linearly. This result is consistent with a scenario where the high-energy pions are produced in 
multiple energetic baryon-baryon collisions occurring in the high-density phase of the collision. 
Fission of Meta1 Clusters 
(Phys. Rep. 285 (1997) 245-320) 
Näher, U., S. B@rnholm, S. Frauendorf, F. Garcias, C. Guet 
Abstract: Experimental results on the hsion of doubly and other multiply charged metal clu- 
sters are reviewed and examined in the light of a simple model, where the fission barrier is 
approximated as two charged spheres in near-contact, at a mutual distance given by the balance 
between Coulomb repulsion and attractive polarization effects. The barriers are estimated for 
different mass and charge splits and are compared with the activation energy for the competing 
evaporation process. From the model as well as in experiment one finds a strong preference 
for singly charged trimers (with two electrons) in the fissionchannel, but also kagments with 
the higher magic electron numbers 8 and 20 may occur with enhanced abundante. In addition, 
there is a pronounced odd-even effect. In most of the experiments that have been carried out 
so far, fission occurs as the termination of a chain of evaporations of neutral atoms. This limits 
the observations to a range where the surface energy dominates over the Coulomb energy of 
the fission cluster, explaining the tendency for asymmetric fission and justifying the two-sphere 
barrier approximation. Conditions favoring symmetric fission and other fission modes specific to 
highly charged metal drops are discussed, and experimental approaches are suggested. 
The Nuclear Structure of 126Te Studied with (d,p), (d,%e) and (d,d9) Reactions 
(Nucl. Phys. A 625 (1997) 598-620) 
Ott, J„ C .  Doll, T von Egidy, R. Georgii, M. Grinberg, W. Schauer, R. Schwengner, H.-F. 
Wirth 
Abstract: At the Munich Tandem Accelerator the reactions 125~e(d,p)126~e, 126Te(d,d')126~e and 
B7~(d,3~e)126Te w re measured with deuteron energies between 24 and 28 MeV up to excitatioin 
energies crf about 3.2 MeV. Ushg ylines fm previous (n,ry), (n,nYy) and (y,yY) experiments, 
a level scheme of up to above 3MeV was established. The results are compared with 
quasipasticle-pkronon model calculations. 
Limitations of the Pulse-Shape Technique for Particle Discrimination in Planar Si 
Detectors 
(IEEE Transact. Nucl. Sci. 44 (1997) 1040) 
Pausch, G., M. Moszynski, W. Bohne, J. Cederkäll, H. Grawe, W. Klamra, M.-0. Lampert, P. 
Rohr, R. Schubart, W. Seidel, D. Wolski 
Abstract: Limitations of the pulse-shape discrimination (PSD) technique - a promising method 
to identify the charged particles stopped in planar Si-detectors - have been investigated. The 
particle resolution turned out to be basically determined by resistivity fluctuations in the b u k  
Silicon which cause the charge-collection time to depend on the point of impact. Detector maps 
showing these fluctuations have been measured and are discussed. Furthermore we present a 
simple method to test the performance of detectors with respect to PSD. Another limitation 
of the PSD technique is the finite energy threshold for particle identification. This threshold is 
caused by an unexpected decrease of the total charge-collection time for ions with a short range, 
in spite of the fact that the particle tracks are located in a region of very low electric field. 
In-Beam PET Imaging for the Control of Heavy-Ion Tumor Therapy 
(IEEE Transact. Nucl. Sci. 44 (1997) 4) 
Pawelke, J., W. Enghardt, Th. Haberer, B. G. Hasch, R. Hinz, M. Krämer, K. Lauckner, M. 
Sobiella 
Abstract: A method for the in-situ control of the heavy-ion turnor therapy by means of po- 
sitron emission tomography is introduced. This method is founded on the measurement of the 
dynamic spatial distributions of ß'-emitters generated by nuclear fragrnentation during the ir- 
radiation and their relation to the dose. In order to study this relationship and to derive the 
dose distribution from the measured ß' activity distribution, a framework of model calculations 
is used. Results of phantom experiments with 12C ion beams will be presented, demonstrating 
good agreement between experiment and calculation as well as the possibilities and limits of the 
PET-technique for treatment plan verification and beam monitoring. 
Tilted Rotation and Backbending in an Odd-Proton Nucleus 
(Phys. Rev. Lett. 79 (1997) 605) 
Pearson, C. J., P. M. Walker, C. S. Purry, G. D. Dracoulis, S. Bayer, A. P. Byrne, T. Kibedi, F. G. 
Kondev, T. Shizuma, R. A. Bark, G. Sletten, S. Frauendorf 
Abstract: Tilted-axis rotation, arising ikom Fermi-aliigned configurations, has been observed for 
the first time to cause backbending in an odd-proton nucleus. In l a l ~ e ,  two t-bands are found 
to be energetically favored relative to the usual rotation-aligned s-bands, presenting an alterna- 
tive form of cold nuclear rotation. Interaction between the bands are weak, and unambiguous 
comparisons with tilted-axis-cranking calculations can be made. 
Charged Pion Production in Au on Au Collisions at 1 AGeV 
(Z. Phys. A 357 (1997) 215-234) 
Pelte, D., E. Häfele, D. Best, G. Goebels, N. Herrmam, C. P?nkenburg9 W. Reisdor& M. %W- 
ka, J.P. Alard, V. Amouroux, A. Andronic, Z. Basrak, N. 33astid, I. Bdyaeev, 3. Bieganskyj A- 
Buta, R. Saplar, N. Cindro, J. P, Co&, P. Crochet, P. Dapieux, M, DiZeIalija, 3, Ero, M. Eskefa 
P. Fintz, Z. Fodor, A. Genoux-Lubain, A- Gobbi, G .  Guillaume, K.D. Eildenbrand, Bb Hong, 
F. Jundt, J. Kecskemeti, M. Kiejczyk, P. Koncz, M. Korolija, Y. Korchagin, 3%- Ko%tie, C. K*, 
D. Lambrecht, A. Lebedev, I. Legrand, Y. Leifels, V, Manko, H. Merlitz, 3.. Mjsner, S. Mob- 
ren, D. Moisa, W. Neubert, M. Petrovici, P. Pras, F, h m i S  V, RamiIEen, 3 .L  %tm;~n, G Roy, 
D. Schüll, Z. Seres, B. Sikora, V. Simion, K. Siwek-Wilczyfiska, V. Smolyankin, U. Sodan, M. Va- 
siliev, P. Wagner, G. S. Wang, T. Wienold, D. Wohlfarth, A. Zhilin 
Abstract: Charged pions are measured with the 4s  detector FOPI at GSI using the Au on Au 
reaction at 1.06 AGeV bombarding energy. The pion multiplicities rl, increase with the num- 
ber of participants Apart. The average pion multiplicities per participant are & = 0.0308 
(' +) = 0.1082. These values are only half as large as extrapolated from the low-mass arid ( ~ z ~ t )  
systems studied by Harris et al. The ratio increases with Apart and decreases with the pion %+ 
kinetic energies. The pion kinetic energy spectra have concave shapes, their parametrization 
in terms of thermal Boltzmann distributions yields a low (%„) and high (Th,r) temperature 
which change with the cm emission angle C3 of the pions. In the angular range 45" < O < 
135O the low temperature (T„-) is larger than (T„+), the high temperatures (Th,a-), (Th,x+) 
are, within experimental uncertainties, the Same. The inclusive polar angular distributions of 
pions are anisotropic, do/dO increases for forward and backward angles. The forward - back- 
ward enhancements are independent of the pion kinetic energies or the number of participants. 
In addition to the preferred forward - backward emission, also the enhanced emission into the 
transverse direction 0=90° is observed for pions with high energies or for pions from near-central 
collisions. These observations and the shape of the rapidity spectra suggest that pions, emitted 
fiom the central rapidity region, are partly rescattered by spectator matter. The strength of the 
rescattering process depends only weakly on the number of participants. The experimental data 
are compared to the results of IQMDIGEANT calculations using momentum dependent N N  
interactions and a hard equation of state. The calculated pion multiplicities are approximately 
50% larger than experimentally determined; the existente of secondary pion sources is reprodu- 
ced by the calculation, but their predicted strengths are larger than experimentally observed. 
Charged Pions from Ni on  Ni Collisions between 1 and 2 AGeV 
(Z. Phys. A 359 (1997) 55-64) 
Pelte, D., M. Eskef, G .  Goebels, E. Häfele, N. Herrmann, M. Korolija, H. Merlitz, S. Mohren, 
M. Tkzaska, J.P. Alard, V. Amouroux, A. Andronic, Z. Basrak, N. Bastid, I. Belyaev, D. Best„ 
J. Biegansky, A. Buta, R. Caplar, N. Cindro, J.P. Coffin, P. Crochet, P. Dupieux, M. DLelalija, 
E. Erö, P. Fintz, Z. Fodor, A. Genoux-Lubain, A. Gobbi, G. Guillaume, K.D. Hildenbrand, 
B. Hong, F. Jundt, J. Kecskemeti, M. Kirejczyk, P. Koncz, Y. Korchagin, R. Kotte, C. K u h ,  
D. Lambrecht, A. Lebedev, I. Legrand, Y. Leifels, V. Manko, J. Mösner, D. Moisa, W. Neubert, 
M. Petrovici, C. Pinkenburg, P. Pras, F. Rami, V. Ramillien, W. Reisdorf, J. L. Ritman, C. Roy, 
D. Schüll, Z. Seres, B. Sikora, V. Simion, K. Siwek-Wilczyfiska, V. Smolyankin, U. Sodan, M. Va- 
siliev, P. Wagner, G .  S. Wang, T. Wienold, D. Wohlfarth, A. Zhilin 
Abstract: Charged pions &om Ni + Ni reactions at 1.05, 1.45 and 1.93 AGeV are measured with 
the FOPI detector. The mean nf multiplicities per mean number of participants increase with 
beam energy, in accordance with eaflier studies of Ar+ KCI and La+La systems. The pion 
kinetic energy spectra have concave shape and are a t e d  by the superposition of two Boltzmann 
distributions with different temperatures. These apparent temperatures depend only weakly on 
bombarding energy. The pion angulaz distributions show a forward/backward enhancement at 
all energies, but not tlie 8 = 90" enhancement which was observed in case of the Au -I- Au sy- 
stem. These features also d e t e r d e  the rapidity diitribution which are therefore in disagreement 
with the hypothesis of one thermal source. The importance of the Coulomb interaction and of 
the pion rescattering by spectator matter in producing these phenomeia is discussed. 
Manifestation of Clustering in  t h e  252~f ( s f )  and 249Cf(nth,f) Reactions 
(Nucl. Phys. A 624 (1997) 140-156) 
Pyatkov,Yu. V., V. V. Pashkevich, Yu. E. Penionzhkevich, V. G. Tischenko, A.V. Unzhakova, 
H.-G. Ortlepp, P. Gippner, C.-M. Herbach and W. Wagner 
Abstract: A comparative analysis of the high-statistics mass-energy distributions of the 6ssion 
fragments formed in the 252Cf(sf) and 249Cf(nth,f) reactions is performed on the basis of the 
potential energy surface calculations. The available experimental and theoretical results provide 
evidence for the existence of fission modes due to the clustering of the fissioning nucleus. In 
2 5 2 ~ f  one of the modes can be treated as a heavy-cluster decay involving the formation of two 
fragments close to the magic nuclei of Sn. A sharp drop of the proton odd-even effect is observed 
at an excitation energy above E* N 40 MeV at the scission point, which is presumably associated 
with the complete clusterization of the fissioning nucleus. 
Resonant Pho ton  Scattering on  t h e  Semi-Magic Nucleus s 9 ~  u p  t o  7 M e V  
(Nucl. Phys. A 620 (1997) 1-15) 
Reif, J., P. von Brentano, J. Eberth, J. Enders, R.-D. Herzberg, N. Hwcel, L. Käubler, P. von 
Neumann-Cosel, N. Nicolay, N. Pietralla, H. Prade, A. Richter, C. Schlegel, H. Schnare, R. 
Schwengner, T. Servene, S. Skoda, H.G. Thomas, I. Wiedenhöver, G. Winter, A. Zilges 
Abstract: The semi-magic nucleus 8 9 ~  has been investigated in a ( 7 ,~ ' )  experiment at an end- 
point energy of the bremsstrahlung of E. = 7MeV. The scattered photons have been detected 
with a EUROBALL Cluster detector. The observed excitations are discussed in the framework 
of the shell model and a coupling of the unpaired proton to multi-phonon structures in the 
doubly even neighbors. Transitions above 4.7MeV are considered to have E1 character. Around 
6.3 MeV an unusually large concentration of E1 strength is found. Its origin is likely to corre- 
spond to similar structures in the "Sr and "Zr isotones which can be interpreted to result from 
the constructive interference of strong two-phonon amplitudes with weak admixtures from the 
low-energy tail of the giant &pole resonance. 
Central  Collisions of Au  on  Au  at 150, 250 and  400AMeV 
(Nucl. Phys. A 612 (1997) 493-556) 
Reisdorf, W., D. Best, A. Gobbi, N. Herrmann, K. D. Bildenbrand, 3. Hong, S. C. Jeong, Y. Lei- 
fels, C. Pinkenburg, J.L. =tman, D. Schüll, U. Sodan, K.M. Teh, G.S. Wang, J.P* Wessels, 
T. Wienold, J. P. Alard, V. Amouroux, Z. Basrak, N. Bastid, I. Belyaev, L. Berger, J. Biegans- 
ky, M. Bini, S. Boussange, A. Buta, R. Caplar, N. Cindro, J.P. GoffinJ P. Crochet;, R. Don&, 
P. Dupieux, M. DSelalija, J. Erö, M. Eskef, P. Fintz, Z. Fodor, L. Ekaysse, A. Genom-Lubain, 
G. Göbels, G. Guillaume, Y. Grigorian, E. Häfele, S. I-Iölbling, A. Houazi, M. Ibnouzahir, M. Jo- 
riot, J. Kecskemeti, M. Kirejczyk, P. Koncz, Y. Korchagin, M. Korolija, R. KotSe, C.. Kuhn, 
D. Lambrecht, A. Lebedev, A. Lebedev, I. Legrand, C. Mwouzi, V. Manko, T. Matulewicz, 
P. R. Maurenzig, H. Merlitz, G. Mgebrishvili, J. Mösner, S. Mohren, D, Moisa2 G. Montasou, 
I. Montbel, P. Morel, W. Neubert, A. Olmi, G. Pasquali, D. Pelte, M. Petrovici, G. Poggj, P* Pras, 
F. Rami, V. Ramillien, C. Roy, A.G. Sadchikov, Z. Seres, B, Sikora$ V,. S i o n ,  K. Siwek- 
Wilczyfiska, V. Smolyankin, N. Taccetti, R. Tezkratt, L. Tizn%i, M. .Ci:z;iskaJ h3.A Vsjiiev, 
P. Wagner, K. Wisniewski, D. Wohlfarth, A. Zhilin 
Abstract: Collision of Au t>n Au at incident energies of 150,250 w d  400 AMeV were studied W&& 
the FOPI-facility a t  GSI Darmstadt. Nuclear charge (2 5 15) and velocity of tZle ~X%.dt5~:%8 were 
detected with fulI azimuthal acceptance at Iaboratory tmgles la _< Bfna 5 30'. Xsotope sc;ga;~ij,tftd 
light charged particles were measured with movable multiple telescopes in an rn- 0f 
6-90'. Centra-l collicions representing about 1% of the rmtion cross sestion were sdected by 
requiring high total tramerse energy> bnt vanishing si& flow* The veloci$y spae dsstributiom 
and yields of the emitted fragments are reported. The data are analyzed in terms of a thermal 
model including radial flow. A comparison with predictions of the quantum molecular model is 
presented. 
Comment on  "On the  Relation between Unimolecular Reaction Rates and Over- 
lapping Resonances" 
(J. Chem. Phys. Vol. 106 (1997) 11) 
Rotter, I. 
Abstract: In a quantum mechanical many-body system at high level density different time scales 
are created by the trapping effect leading to a saturation of the average decay width of the 
narrow resonances. The trapping effect is a broading of the distribution of the resonance widths, 
caused by the bifurcation of widths of neighboring resonances, which finally leads to a separation 
of the times scales. This saturation corresponds to that obtained by Peskin et al. for the decay 
rate. Thus, decay rate and average decay width behave in the Same manner not only at low 
but also at high level density. The saturation should be proven experimentally by direct time 
measurements . 
Shape of Collective Flow in Highly Central Au  (150 AMeV) + Au Collisions 
(Z. Phys. A 358 (1997) 73-80) 
Roy, C., C. Kuhn, J. P. Coffh, P. Crochet, P. Fintz, G. Guillaume, F. Jundt, C. Maazouzi, F. Ra- 
mi, L. Tizniti, P. Wagner, J. P. Alard, V. Amouroux, Z. Basrak, N. Bastid, I. Belyaev, D. Best, 
J. Biegansky, A. Buta, R. eaplar, N. Cindro, R. Don&, P. Dupieux, M. Dgelalija, Z. G. Fan, Z. Fo- 
dor, L. Fraysse, A. Gobbi, N. Herrmann, K.D. Hildenbrand, S. Hölbling, B. Hong, S. C. Jeong, 
J. Kecskemeti, M. Kirejczyk, P. Koncz, Y. Korchagin, R. Kotte, A. Lebedev, I. Legrand, Y. Lei- 
fels, V. Manko, G. Mgebrishvili, D. Moisa, J. Mösner, W. Neubert, D. Pelte, M. Petrovici, 
C. Pinkenburg, P. Pras, W. Reisdorf, J.L. Ritman, A. G. Sadchikov, D. Schüll, Z. Seres, B. S~i- 
kora, V. Simion, V. Smolyankin, U. Sodan, M. Trzaska, M. Vasiliev, G. S. Wang, J. P. Wessels, 
T. Wienold, D. Wohlfarth, A. Zhilin, J. Konopka, H. Stöcker 
Abstract: Using the FOPI facility at GSI, charged particles (11Z16) produced in the 
Au(150 AMeV) + Au reaction have been measured at laboratory angles 1.2" < Olab < 30'. Higlh- 
ly central collisions have been selected with two criteria, both dealing with the longitudinal and 
transverse degrees of fieedom of the reaction. The relevante of this selection method is supported 
by QMD calculations which indicate that such criteria are able to select mean impact parameters 
less than 2fm. Bias effects introduced by the criteria have been evaluated. The center-of-mass 
polar angle distributions of low energy clusters emitted in these central collisions, have been 
extracted: the intensity ratio deduced for a transverse to longitudinal emission is found to be 
R=1.42:::- Model comparisons using QMD are presented. The value of R appears to depend 
sensitively on the nucleon-nucleon Cross section U„. Within this model, a value of am=25&5 
mb is derived. 
Thermodynamic Properties of t h e  SU(2)f Chiral Quark-Loop Soliton 
(Eur. Phys. J. A 1 (1998) 171-186) 
Schleif, M., R. Wünsch 
Abstract: We consider a chiral one-loop hedgehog soliton of the bosonized SU(2)f Nambu & 
Jona-Lasinio model which is embedded in a hot medium of constituent quarks. Energy and 
radius of the soliton are detemined in self-consistent mean-Geld approximation. Quasi-classical 
corrections to the soliton energy are derived by means of the pushing and cranking approaches. 
The corresponding inertid parameters axe evaluated. It is shown that the inertial mass is equi- 
valent to the total internal energy of the soliton. Corrected nucleon and A isobar masses are 
calculated in dependence on temperature and density of the medium. As a result of the self- 
consistently determined internal structure of the soliton the scaling between constituent quark 
mass, soliton mass and radius is noticeably disturbed. 
Resolution-Enhanced Spectroscopy of slY 
(Phys. Rev. C 56 (1997) 729) 
Schnare, H., G. Winter, L. Käubler, J. Reif, R. Schwengner, J. Döring, G.D. Johns, S.L. 
Tabor, C. J. Gross, Y.A. Akovali, C. Baktash, D. W. Stracener, F.E. Durham, P.F. Hua, M. 
Korolija, D. R. LaFosse, D. G. Sarantites, I.Y. Lee, A. 0. Macchiavelli, W. Rathbun, A. Van der 
Molen 
Abstract: The fusion-evaporation reaction 58~i (32~,2ap)  has been used to study the neutron- 
deficient isotope 81Y. Multiple particle y-ray coincidences have been detected by the GAMMAS- 
PHERE array combined with the MICROBALL charged-particle detector system. Gamma-ray 
spectra with an improved resolution have been achieved from an event-by-event determination 
of the nucleus recoil momentum, thus allowing a precise Doppler-shift correction. In this way 
a resolution enhancement by a factor 2 was obtained for a 1 MeV y line. During the analysis 
an E, - E, matrix as well as an E, - Ey - E, cube have been used to extend the previously 
known level scheme to higher spin (I N F) and excitation energy (E, N 17MeV). More than 
100 new y rays and 80 new levels have been added to the level scheme and six new bands have 
been established. The interpretation of these bands in terms of the cranking model and their 
comparison with similar bands in neighboring nuclei is discussed. 
Interfering Doorway States  and Giant Resonances. 
I. Resonance Spectrum and  Multipole Strengths 
(Phys. Rev. C 56 (1997) 1031) 
Sokolov, V. V., I. Rotter, D.V. Savin, M. Müller 
Abstract: A phenomenological schematic model of mdtipole giant resonances (GR's) is conside- 
red which treats the external interaction via common decay channels on the same footing as the 
coherent part of the internal residual interaction. The damping due to the sea of complicated 
states is neglected. -4s a result, the formation of GR is governed by the interplay and competition 
of two kinds of collectivity, the internal and external one. The mixing of the doorway components 
of a GR due to the external interaction significantly infiuences their multipole strengths, widths, 
and positions in energy. In particular, a narrow resonance state with an appreciable multipole 
strength is formed when the doorway components strongly overlap. 
Interfering Doorway States and  Giant Resonances. 11. Transition Strengths 
(Phys. Rev. C 56 (1997) 1044) 
V. V. Sokolov, I. Rotter, D. V. Savin, M. Müller 
Abstract: The mixing of the doorway components of a giant resonance (GR) due to Ghe in- 
teraction via common decay channels influences significantly the dlstribution of the multipole 
strength and the energy spectrum of the decay products of the GR. The concept of the partiak 
widths of a GR becomes ambiguous when the mixing is strong. In this case, the partial widths 
determined in terms of the K and S matrices must be distinguished. The photoemission t m  
out to be most sensitive to the overlapping of the doorway states, At high excitation energies, 
the interference between the doorway states leads to a restructuring towards loser energies arid 
apparent quenching of the &pole strength. 
Two-Phonon J=l States in Even-Mass Te Isotopes with A=122-130 
(Nucl. Phys. A 620 (1997) 277-295) 
Schwengner, R., G. Winter, W. Schauer, M. Grinberg, F. Becker, P. von Brentano, J. Eberth, 
J. Enders, T. von Egidy, R.-D. Herzberg, N. Huxel, L. Käubler, P. von Neumann-Cosel, N. Ni- 
colay, J. Ott, N. Pietralla, H. Prade, S. Raman, J. Reif, A. Richter, C. Schlegel, H. Schnare, T. 
Servene, S. Skoda, T. Steinhardt, C. Stoyanov, H. G. Thomas, I. Wiedenhöver, A. Zilges 
Abstract: Excited states of the nuclei 1227126s130~e were populated via the (y, y') reaction at end- 
point energies of the bremsstrahlung between 4.5 and 5.5 MeV. Gamma rays were detected with 
a EUROBALL CLUSTER detector and a single HPGe detector. In all investigated nuclei two or 
three prominent dipole transitions were identified at E, N 3 MeV. The corresponding low-lying 
J = 1 states are interpreted as two-phonon excitations. Quasiparticle-phonon-model calculations 
predict at about 3 MeV one 1- state arising from the coupling of the first quadrupole and the 
first octupole phonon, and one 1+ state arising from the coupling of the first and the second 
quadrupole phonon, were the latter has isovector character. Such an excitation mode can be 
considered as an analogue of the scissors mode in vibrational nuclei. The calculated transition 
strengths are compatible with experimental ones within a factor of about 1.5. 
Dipole Excitations in 1 2 2 ~ e ,  1 2 6 ~ e  and 1 3 0 ~ e  
(Z. Phys. A 358 (1997) 197-198) 
Schwengner, R., W. Schauer, G. Winter, P. von Brentano, J. Eberth J. Enders, T. von Egidy, 
M. Grinberg, R.-D. Herzberg, N. Huxel, L. Käubler, P. von Neumann-Cosel, N. Nicolay, J. Ott, 
N. Pietralla, H. Prade, S. Raman, J. Reif, A. Richter, C. Schlegel, H. Schnare, T. Servene, S. 
Skoda, C.  Stoyanov, H. G. Thomas, I. Wiedenhöver, A. Zilges 
Abstract: Excited states of the nuclei 122~e,  126Te and 130~e were populated via the (y, y') re- 
action at endpoint energies of the bremsstrahlung between 4.5 and 5.5 MeV. Gamma rays were 
detected with a EUROBALL-CLUSTER detector and a single detector. In all nuclei several di- 
pole transitions were identified at energies around 3 MeV. The lowest corresponding J = 1 states 
are interpreted as two-photon excitations. Quasiparticle-phonon-model calculations predict one 
1- state arising fiom the coupling of the first quadrupole and the fkst octupole phonon and one 
1+ state arising fkom the coupling of the first and the isovector second quadrupole phonon at 
about 3 MeV. The calculated transition strengths are compatible with experimental ones. 
Hole Mobilities and the Effective Hall Factor in p-Type GaAs 
(J. Appl. Phys. 81 (1997) 7810) 
Wenzel, M., G. Irmer, J. Monecke, W. Siegel 
Abstract: We prove the effective Hall factor in pGaAs to be larger than values discussed in the 
literature up to now. The scattering rates for the relevant scattering mechanism in pGaAs have 
been recalculated after critical testing the existing models. These calculations allow to deduce 
theoretical drift and theoretical Ha3 mobilities as functions of temperature which can be com- 
pared with measured data. Theoretical Hall hctors in the heavy and light hole bands and an 
efFective Hall factor result. The cdculated room temperature values of the drii  mobility and of 
the effective Hall fchctor are 118 cm2/V s and 3.6, respectively. The fitted acoustic deformation 
potential E1=7.9 eV and the fitted optical coupling constant DK=1.24 X ldl eV/m are close t~o 
values published before. ft  is shown that the measured strong dependence of the Hall mobility 
on the Hall concentratjon is not mainly caused by scattering by ionized impurities but by the 
dependeace of tlre eEective Hall factor on the hole concentration, 
Electronic Raman Spectra of Shallow Acceptors in pType InP 
(Solid State Cornrn. 104 (1997) 371-374) 
Wenzel, M., G. Irmer, J. Monecke 
Abstract: Electronic Raman scattering is used to study shallow acceptors in Zn-doped and 
Cd-doped ptype semiconducting InP in the temperature range between 10 K and 160 K. Well- 
resolved spectra for the Zn-doped samples are obtained. The transition energies are compared 
with photoluminescence results from the literature and show a satisfying agreement. The accep- 
tor concentrations of the samples investigated range between 2 . 1016 cmW3 and 9 . 1017 cmP3. A 
linear correlation between the normalized intensity of the electronic spectrum and the acceptor 
concentration is found. 
Acute Response of Pig Skin to Irradiation with 12C Ions or 200 kV X-Rays 
(Acta 0x01. 36 (1997) 637) 
Zacharias, T., W. Dörr, W. Enghardt, Th. Haberer, M. Krämer, R. Kumpf, H. Röthig, M. 
Scholz, U. Weber, G. Kraft, Th. Herrmann 
Abstract: The acute response of pig skin to treatment with graded doses of high energy carbon 
ions at the Gesellschaft für Schwerionenforschung (GSI, Darmstadt, Germany) was compared to 
changes after 200 kV X-irradiation. A recently established model for calculation of the biologi- 
cally effective dose of heavy ions was used to calculate carbon doses that should be isoeffective to  
the X-ray doses applied. The parameters of the acute epidermal radiation response assessed were 
macroscopic symptoms and changes in physiological factors like blood flow (flux, concentration 
of red blood cells), erythema, trans-epidermal water loss, and skin hydration. The parameters 
analyzed were the maximum and the mlean values of each factor during days 24 to 70 post 
irradiation. Threshold changes used for quantalisation of the data were the median values of 
each individual parameter, and dose-effect curves were established by probit analysis. With ex- 
ception of the maximum change in the concentration of red blood cells (p<0.02) no significant 
differentes could be found in the response to X-rays or ions, when the ion doses were weighted 
by the previously estimated RBE values. These results indicate that the model proposed is valid 
for the calculation of biological effects of 12C-ions for acute normal skin responses, md may at 
least for epidermis be applied to treatment planning in clinical radiotherapy. 
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